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PRACTICAL TELEVISION October, W57 

PREMIER RADIO CO. 
OPEN TILL 

6 P.M. SATURDAYS (Dept. P.T.10) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 

(Regd.) B. H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD. 

Build the NEW " MAYFAIR " TELEVISOR 
which gives complete SAFETY 
to the constructor ! 
These Televisors use a double wound mains transformer 
which gives you complete safety from contact with the 
mains supply when handling the chassis or controls. * B.B.C. & I.T.A. DESIGN With New 

Turret Tuner may be built for L33.,7 . 1 I of°C.R.Tt 

Build in 5 easy stages. Full Construction details available. 
Instruction Book, 3/6 Post Free. 
Console Cabinets with full length doors for 14ín., 16in., and 
17in, tubes. Price E14.14.0. 
H.P. Terms : Deposit E7.7.6 and 9 monthly payments of 18/6. 
Console Cabinets. Half door E12.12.0. 
H.P. Terms : Deposit E6.6.0 and 8 monthly payments of 18/3. 
On above cabinets add 2I! -for pkg. and carr. 

The " Petite " PORTABLE 
MAY BE BUILT FOR £ 7 7 0 

plus 3 - post & packing. 

* Size only 8in. x 8in. x * Weight, including batteries, 5/ lb. * 4 valves of the economy type. * Medium and longwave 
superhet circuit. * High Q frame aerials. * High sensitivity on both 
wavebands. * Prealigned IF trans- 
formers. * Sin. speaker of the 
latest type. * Automatic on /off switch 
operated by lid. 
Designed in our own 
laboratory. * Backed by an up -to -date 
Technical Information 
Department. * Components available 
separately if desired. * Simple to construct, 
using normal soldering 
methods. * Mains unit will be avail- 
able later. * Instruction book 1/6. 

Batteries extra. 
HT I0 /- (Type B126) or 
equivalent. 
LT 1/6 (Type AD 35) or 
equivalent. 

WHY 

8 -WATT AMPLIFIER 
This design includes 5 miniature 
Valves of the latest types, an 
Unitralinear Output Trans- 
former suitable for Speakers 
of 3 and IS ohms and a very 
attractive Perspex front panel 
with gold lettering, complete 
sec of parts, E8.8.0. 
Postage & Packing, 5/- extra. 

buy surplus or reconditioned tubes when these Fully 
Guaranteed Wide Angle Tubes are available ? The 

latest type 17in. Rectangular Tube MW43/64 by Telefunken at Ell 
(inc.tax) post and packing 21. - extra. 

Telephone 
AMBASSADOR 4033 
PADDINGTON 3271 

The New 
De -Luxe 

TAPE RECORDER 

TR 3 

for 

£5.18.0 
DEPOSIT & 
8 MONTHLY 
PAYMENTS 
OF E5 I63 
OR CASH 45 GNS. 
plus 21 - post & pkg. 

TRADE 
ENQUIRIES 
WELCOMED 

Case finished in Red and Cream with gilt styling and fittings. 
Size 18!.ín. x 15in. x 9in. for A.C. Mains 200/250 v. 50 cycles. 

NEW F.M. TUNER 
for the Home 
Constructor 

A new design using the latest 
circuir techniques. Includes 
4 valves plus magic eye tuning 
indicator, permeability tuning 

and an integral power supply. Two controls only, a gear driven 
slow motion tuning control and an output volume control 
with on /off switch. Suitable for fringe area reception. 
Less Mains Transformer & Rectifier, £7.12.6, plus packing 
and postage, 3/ -. 
OR components may be purchased for E8.15.0. plus packing & 
postage 3'6. 
Power requirements H.T. 230 v. 50 mA., L.T. 6.3 v. 1.5 A. 
Dial size 3 /.in. x II;;in., overall size I1/in. long, 51in. deep, 
4!,in. high. 
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NEW! 
THE PRACTICAL 

W pY 

®f learning 
RADIO 

TEL 

ELECTRONICS 

AMATEUR 
S.W. RADIO 

CHANICS PHOTOGRAPHY 

CARPENTRY, 
Etc., Et c 

,__ a: e.., ,en J r% 2*..a: ì . .. 

SCIENCE 
AN 

3-valve 3-waveband AOgSES 
superhet circuit 

EXPERIMENTAL 

4 

LETE D TENNO{,OGY 

IN (. 
*W. Completely up -to -date method of giving instruction in a 

wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for 
self -study at home under the skilled guidance of our teachers. 

NEW Experimental outfits and lesson manuals sent on enrol- 
ment remain the student's property. Tutor allotted to each student 
for personal and individual tuition throughout the course. 
Radio and television courses, with which specially prepared compon- 
ents are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers, 
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete 
design and servicing, of modern radio and T/V receivers. 
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby com- 
mencing a career in industry or running your own part -time business, 
these practical courses are ideal and may be yours for moderate cost. 
Fill in the coupon to -day for a free Brochure. There is no obligation 
whatsoever. 

The only Horne Study 
College run áy 
a world -wide 
Industrial 
organisation 

E.M.I. 
Factories 
at Hayes, 
England 

E 
INSTITUTES 

SUBJECTS 

INCLUDE: - 
RADIO SHORT WAVE RADIO 

TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY 

PHOTOGRAPHY- ELECTRICITY CARPENTRY 

ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP 

ART, ETC. 

COURSES FROM 
15/- PER MONTH 

É.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 1 38x: 

LONDON, W.4 

FILL IN COUPON. 

FOR 

Fray 
PROSPECTUS 

, ___.._.._.......AGE _ _____.. ) BLOCK 
(If under CAPS 

ADDRESS 
PLEASE 

NAME 

I am interested in the following subject(s) with /without equip- 
ment 

OCT.'57 (We shall not worry you with personal visits) 

-Part of "f/i,e /flpeted.a Voice;' ïblprcoaiptione, etc., ëtc: 
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glmAR 6T8 
The Brimar 6T8 is a triple -diode triode in which 
one diode has a separate cathode. The triode 
section has a high amplification factor making É 

s 

the valve suitable for use in AM /FM receivers in 
the demodulation and first stage audio circuits.,?, 4 

The diodes may be used in series shunt limitera 
circuits, for example, in the audio sections ofu 

television and); 
communica -i 
tions receivers,` z 

followed again 
by the triode, 
section for A.F. 
amplification. 
Near Equivalents 

(' EABC80 DH719 
tÁt 4; 

6AK8 

October, t957 

i1iÌ 1- AMU 
.` . BRIAR 6T8 >, ir 

..... .....rl.i ii i1i 
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ioo zoo 
ANODE VOLTAGE -Vc 

Typical Triode Operating Characteristics 
Anode Supply Voltage 
Anode Load Resistor 
Grid Resistor 
Cathode Bias Resistor 
Peak Output Voltage 
Stage Gain (for 24 V peak to peak output) 
Distortion (for 24 V peak to peak output) 
Keep this for further reference or write 
for a data sheet. 

300 400 S00 

as an R.C. coupled amplifier. 
250 250 volts 
0.25 0.25 megohms 
1.0 10 megohms 
3 0 kilohms 
43 40 volts 
42 42 

5% 
to the Publicity Department 

Standard T'kphone5 and Cables Limited FOOTSCRAY, SIDCUP, KENT Footscray 3333 

BAND 3 T.V. CONVERTERS BY RETURN OF POST 
ALL with 12 months' guarantee (B.V.A.) valves, 3 months' guarantee. All 2'6 each, extra postage (3/- 1 ,r 

two). All 2;'- extra C.O.D. 
For all I.T.A. stations and all sets except Philips 
(see next column). 
State B.B.C. Pattern rejector fitted. All fully 
wired, aligned and ready for use. All with power 
pack, knobs, aerial switching, metal rectifier acid 
2 valves ECC8I. Direct switching from B.B.C. to 
LT.A. Fine tuning on front. No drift. 

E4 .1. 
With metal cabinet 
as illustrated. Stove oni °"e1` enamel grey hammer 

6 
(p. & p. 

2,'6) 

finish. 
Or Walnut cabinet, 

£4.17.6. Li,ard Rexine, £4.12.6 (p. & p. 26). 
Or chassis, i.e., less cabinet, £4 (p. & p. 216). 
Variable attenuator, 7/6 (p. & p. 1/-1. 
Aerial Splitter, 8/- (p. & p. I -). 
Band III Aerials, mast mounting : Carr. Paid 

3- element, 27/- ; 5- element, 35/- ; 8- clement, 55, -. 
Low -loss Co- axial, 8d. yard. 
Tinted Perspex Screens (by I.C.I.). 

141in. by Ilia., 6/6. Carr. paid. 
Our aerials are suitable for loft mounting. 
POST ORDERS TO CAMBERLEY PLEASE. 

HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL 13- 
C H A N N E L CONVERTER 
Designed and made by a 
world -famous organisation 
regardless of expense. Tun- 
able over the whole of 
Band I and Band Ill to give 
one Band I and two Band Ill 
stations at the turn of the switch. Acts as Two-valve Pre- 
amplifier on Band I. Valves PCC84 and PCF.80. No 
drift. In Moulded Bakelite Cabinet, 81in. x 4 ¡in, x 6in. 
high. With full operating instructions. Built -in Power 
Pack added by us. Separate gain controls for I.T.A. and 
B.B.C. 
CONVERTER available for Philips. receivers, to above 
specifications complete with built -in power pack, at £5.5.0. 

AUTOMATIC RECORD 
CHANGERS arc in short 
supply. Collaro RC456 
Studio " T " turnover 
crystal pick -up. 4 -speed 
mixer. A.C. mains 200 -250 
v., see illus. ALSO Collaro 
single player AC3/554, 3- 
speed, turnover crystal pick- 
up with " T " head, £6,'16 ;6 
0/6 p. Si. p.). 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
£8;16 ;6 (5/- P. & P.). 

3, CHURCH RD., REDFIELD, BRISTOL and 82B, HIGH ST., CAMBERLEY, SURREY 

r' 
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The Editor will be pleased to consider 
articles of a practical nature suitable 
for publication in "Practical Television." 
Such articles should be written on one 
side of the paper only, and should con- 
tain the name and address of the sender. 
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself 
responsible for manuscripts, every effort 

v will be made to return them if a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All ° 

correspondence intended for the Editor 
should be addressed to : The Editor, ° 

Practical Television," George Newnes, 
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, ° 

Strand, W.C.2. ° 

Owing to the rapid progress in the s 

design of radio apparatus and to our ° 

efforts to keep our readers in touch with s 

the latest developments, we give no s 

warranty that apparatus described in ° 

our columns is not the subject of letters s 

patent s 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- ° 
° graphs and articles published in ° 

"Practical Television" is specifically ° 
reserved throughout the countries s 

signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations s 

of any of these are therefore expressly ° 
forbidden. 

TELEVIEWS 
TV COMES OF AGE 

THIS year's Radio Show marks the 21st Anniversary cf 
the BBC Television Service, and it was significant, 
though accidental, that this year the 21in. tube made its 

appearance on a much larger scale than hitherto. The 17in. set 
is still extremely popular, and the demand for sets with smaller 
tubes is waning. For most small homes, the 17in. tube is 
adequate. The larger tube requires a greater viewing distance 
and is therefore suitable only for fairly large rooms. The 17in. 
set, in fact, now accounts for 67 per cent. of the sales, the 
average cost being £76 10s. with tax. This is about £4 cheaper 
than similar sets last year. It was noteworthy that sets have 
become smaller, and shallower from back to front, due to the 
more general use of the wide -angle tube. Even the 21 in. sets 
are no larger than a 12in. set of a few years ago. The bulbous 
extrusion at the back to accommodate the tube's projection, 
a device introduced to give the illusion of a shallow back to 
front cabinet, is passing. This year, a larger number of portable 
room to room TV sets were offered, and these are increasing in 
demand, no less than 10 firms now producing portable models. 
One of these receivers weighed only 17 lb. and most of the 
others about 30 lb. They, of course, use smaller tubes than 
the table and console models.- 

"PRACTICAL HOME MONEY MAKER" 

WE take pleasure in announcing the publication of the first 
issue of our new companion monthly magazine, 

" PRACTICAL HOME MONEY MAKER," which strikes an 
entirely new note in journalism. It will tell readers how they 
may augment their incomes by means of pleasurable hobbies, 
and it will also tell them how to market their goods, where 
those markets are, how to cost the articles made and hew to 
find markets. " PRACTICAL HOME MONEY MAKER " 
will tell readers how to make novelties in wood, glass, metal, and 
leather ; how to make hard and soft toys, ornaments, household 
equipment, pottery, glassware, wood turnery, picture framing, 
jewellery, basketry, stamps ; how to breed poultry, market 
gardening on a small scale -to mention but a few of the vast 
range of subjects which will be dealt with issue by issue. There is 
thus a duality of purpose with this new addition to the Practical 
Group of journals, for it will not only cater for those interested 
in various hobbies for the pleasure of achievement but also for 
those who combine profit with pleasure. Go to your newsagent 
now and obtain a copy of this fascinating new monthly and 
place a regular order. It costs Is. 3d. -F. J. C. 

Our next issue dated November will be published on October 22nd. 
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104 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

SFJ 
2.-- SAWTOOTH VOLTAGE GENERATORS 

THE second class of circuitry is a variation on 
that described last month, where the 
positive feedback extends over the entire 

scanning circuit. In this case the outgoing saw- 
tooth current is translated back into a potential 
waveform by means of the driver section preced- 
ing the E to I conversion stage. 

With the third system no attempt is made to 
first produce a sawtooth potential and instead 
the current sawtooth is obtained directly from the 

I Max 

J 

Exponential rise of current 
with a rime -constant L /rs 

Sewrooth current produced 

Time 

Fig. 7.- Variation of current through L. 

generator. The principle was shown in Fig. 6 
where an inductance L is connected in series with 
a low- impedance valve V which is kept non- 
conductive during the retrace period by means of 
a large negative pulse applied to its grid. At 
the beginning of the scan period T the grid is 
returned to cathode potential and the valve con- 
ducts heavily. Due to the retarding effect of the 
inductance in the anode circuit the current does 
not immediately assume its maximum value. but 
rises gradually at a rate governed by the time - 
constant L /ra, where ra is the conducting 
impedance of V. This rise is exponential in 
form and if only about 7 per cent .of the peak 
value is used before the valve is cut off once 
more, then a fairly linear current sawtooth is 
obtained (Fig. 7). 

Linearity of Generated Waveform 
Whichever method of scanning current pro- 

E 

T 
Sawtooth 
Output 

o 
Fig. 8.- Simplified circuit of sawtooth voltage generator. 

October, 1957 

iteniScdiot 
By G. K. Fairfield r' 

duction is used, especial care will have to be 
taken to produce a linear waveform, for any 
non -linearity will vary the velocity of spot - 
traversal across the screen and result in obvious 
distortion of the picture. Translated into practical 
terms this means that unless extremely ineffi- 
cient scanning methods are tolerated, then wave- . 

form correction will prove necessary in the 
completed design. A large part of the effort 
spent in the design of scanning circuits is used in. 
devising such linearity arrangements and a 
number of these will be described later in 
appropriate sections of this series. 

In the preceding article of this series it was 
seen that one common method of sawtooth 
scanning current production is to precede an 
E -to -I conversion stage with a sawtooth voltage 
generator. Generally this sawtooth potential is 
obtained from the repetitive charge and discharge 
of a capacitor, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Consider 
the capacitor C to be charged from a potential E 
via a large resistor R. The potential (v) developed 
across C will be found to increase with time, 
following an exponential law :- 

_t, 

v =E.(I -eCst where,e =2.718 
as shown in Fig. I. If the capacitor is short 
circuited by switch S, after the voltage has 
increased to some 7 per cent. of the maximum 
value E, then a fairly linear sawtooth is obtained. 
(This is similar to the inductive current generator 
mentioned in the previous article.) 

All that is necessary, then, to produce our 
time base is a rapid- acting switch across C, operat- 
ing at the required repetition rate. 

E 

V 
. 

OO 

m 

d 

w 
ó 

f 

y 

X Switch open 

y Switch closed 

a 
T/me 

Fig. 9.-Graph showing variation of voltage across C ttith 
time. 
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Gac -filled Valve Circuits 
This switching is done electronically and the 

simplest and oldest method is the use of a neon 
stabiliser (Fig. 10) connected across the capacitor. 
When the voltage across C reaches a certain value 
the neon gas ionizes and C is rapidly discharged. 
De- ionization occurs when the voltage has reached 
a sufficiently low level and the circuit is then 
ready to produce the next sawtooth cycle. This 
scheme is not very flexible for television purposes 
as the ignition and extinction voltages are fixed. 
and also synchronising difficulties are present. 
The use of a gas -filled valve (Thyratron) over- 
comes these difficulties and a suitable circuit is 
shown in Fig. 11. Here the ignition voltage is set 
by the value of grid bias used and synchronisation 
is easily affected by a small positive pulse applied 
to the grid. These " soft -valve " circuits are used 
for television purposes. but as their performance 
begins to fall off at line frequencies and also due 

HT - 

Neon Neon 
Tube 

Sawtooth 
Output 

Synchron,siny 
Pu/ses 

R/ 

Fig. 10.- Simple neon -tube timebase. 

to firing jitter " affecting interlace when used in 
the frame circuit, they are seldom found in com- 
mercial equipment, their place being taken by 
" hard valve " circuits. 

The Blocking Oscillator 
The most popular of these is the blocking 

oscillator shown in Fig. 12. This circuit is slightly 
different from the preceding ones in that C is 
charged rapidly through the valve and allowed 
to discharge slowly through a high resistance R. 
The result is the same, however, and gives rise 
to a sawtooth potential across C. 

The transformer is connected to give positive 
feedback from anode to grid and upon switching 
on the circuit oscillates vigorously and the grid 
begins to draw current which rapidly charges C 
to a large negative potential. This is sufficient to 
prevent the flow of anode and grid currents and 
wich the valve cut -off. C gradually loses its 
acquired charge at a rate governed by the CR 
time -constant (Fig. 13). 

Thus it is seen that the valve conducts only 
during the flyback or retrace period and this fact 
is made use of in the practical line oscillator 
circuit shown in Fig. 14. In this circuit the 
cathode, grid and screen -grid function as a triode 
oscillator and allow a pulsating anode current to 
discharge at Cl at regular intervals determined by 
the time -constant CR. This enables a rapid flyback 

TELEVISION 105 

to be obtained, as no inductance is now included 
in series with the second capacity circuit. 

Synchronisation is obtained by applying a nega- 
tive pulse to the screen -grid circuit slightly before 
it is due to conduct. 

A suitable transformer design is shown in detail 
in Fig. 15. The windings can be pile -wound with 
enamelled wire between cardboard cheeks. A 

Anode current 
waveform 

Sewtooth 
Output 

Fig. 12.- Blocking oscillator- simplified circuit diagram . 

layer of oiled silk is inserted between primary 
and secondary and also over the completed wind- 
ings. Any silicon -iron laminations of the approxi- 
mate dimensions given can be used. These can 
very often be cut from a large mains transformer 
or choke stampings. as only about 20 pairs of 
U and T shapes are required. Impregnation In 
molten ozokerite wax is advisable to prevent 
ingress of moisture and also serves to anchor 
rigidly the lead -out wires. 

The Multivibrator Circuit 
An alternative to the blocking oscillator is the 

multivibrator. and this is often used for the frame 
oscillator due to the larger inductance value and 
size of transformer required at frame frequency. 
A practical circuit will be given in Fig. 16 and is a 
D.C.- coupled multivibrator having the advantage 
that the output amplitude remains constant as the 

.4// resistors %4 w. 
unless otherwise 

stated 

Sync. 
pulses 

6K25 
V 

WVM 
56KC2 

/oOKn 
w. 

/00 f2 

391CC2 2 2Kn 

3Kn 
'Hold 

Fig. 11.- Thyratro:i timebase (for 

NTt200VO 

Sewtooth 
Output 

SpF 

/PF 

NT- 
frame frame scanning). 
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frequency is varied so that the circuit may be 
used either for line or frame frequency merely by 
changing the value of C. To describe the opera- 
tion of this circuit let the quiescent conditions be 
assumed with the grid of V2 at earth potential. 
Upon switching on the grid of VI goes positive 
by an amount dependent on the setting of the 

Exponential increase 
in potential which 
wou /d occur if C not 
discharged by action 

of valve 

Time -a- 

Fig. 13.- Variation in potential across C during the 
scanning cycle. 

potential divider R1, R2, R4. VI conducts heavily 
and a large positive potential is developed across 
the common cathode resistor RS. This is suffi- 
cient to cut off V2 cathode current and allows C 
to charge through R towards 11.T. potential. 
When the potential across C reaches cathode 
potential, VK, then V2 conducts and reduces the 
grid potential of VI. The current through V 1 

and hence VK is then reduced, causing V2 to 
pass yet more current, reducing the VI grid 
potential still further. The process is cumula- 
tive and VI becomes quickly cut -off while V2 
conducts heavily and discharges C to almost zero 
potential, thus completing the sawtooth cycle. 

OSynchronising Pulses All resistors % w _ -- 1 unless otherwise stated 

tr 
Ol/rF 

56 KO 

250KO 
'Hold 

Contro l 

R/ 
33Kí2 
//2 w. 

300pF 

T+200V0 H. 

Sawtooth 
Output 

MOM 
CI 

/000pF 

I 1 HT o 
Fig. 14. -- Practical line blocking oscillator circuit 
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By varying VI static bias by adjustment of poten- 
tiometer R1, then VK and hence sawtooth ampli- 
tude can be varied. With the values given in 
Fig. 16 a maximum output of about 60 volts (p -p) 
can be obtained. 

Linearisation 
Although in these circuits we have assumed a 

linear rise of potential across C this cannot always 
be arranged as the figure of 7 per cent. quoted 
earlier for the fractional rise in potential will 
often have to be exceeded in order to obtain a 
sufficient output. A useful method of linearity 
correction will be shown later. The charging 
capacitor C is split into two series capacitors, 
Ca and Cb, and an auxiliary charging circuit 
Rc and Cc, having a time -constant much larger 
than RC, is connected across one of them. 

In operation the effect of this time -constant is 
to produce a lagging of the charging of Ca and 

Laminations interleaved 
T and U type - Silicon 

Iron material 

Sawcut for lead -outs 

Fig. 15.- Transformer constructicnal details. 

Winding Details 
Primary : 200 turns .0092 enamelled copper 

wire. 
Secondary: 400 turns .0092 enamelled copper 

wire. 
Windings pile -wound with two layers of 

oiled silk between primary and secondary and 
over complete winding. 

to develop a parabolic correction waveform across 
Cc. The, output across AB will then be the sum 
of an exponential and parabolic waveforms pro- 
duced across Cb and Cc respectively and, as 
will be seen, add to give a linear sawtooth 
output. The values given are applicable to the 
frame time base and if required Rc can be made 
variable to provide a linearity control. 

(To he continued) 

Ideal for The Beginner 

Eighth Edition 

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 
By F. J. CAMM 

6/ -, by post 6/4 
From 

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 
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UNIT CONSTRUCTION 
A READER'S DEVELOPMENT WHICH WILL ASSIST 

OTHERS IN PLANNING . A LAYOUT By G. T. Layton 

SOME renewed interest has been shown 
recently in the subject of unit receivers and 
the writer has been a strong advocate of. 

and user of such for five years at least. The 
design of the Viewmaster receiver showed the way 
in the use of a detached sound and vision strip, 
and the logical development was to separate the 
power pack and timebases. 

After some considerable experiment I have 
settled down to the form of a layout that most 
easily fits under a CRT: looking from the front 
I place a frame timebase Bin. X Sin. on left, a 
similar size line timebase on right, and sync. 
separator Sin. X 4in. in the middle. ' At the 
rear crosswi . behind the CRT supports is the 
sound- vision strip, loin. X 5in., and the two - 
channel converter is mounted elsewhere, as is 
also the power pack. 

This arrangement permits the use of plugs and 
sockets for power supplies and unit interlinks. 
and it will be noted that the sync. separator con- 
veniently takes its input from the vision strip and 
similarly feeds the sync. signal each side to the 
timebases. Again, the timebases are conveniently 

o 

placed for leads with plugs from the scan coils 
to connect to them. One note of warning is that 
high voltage exists in the line scan coils and the 
ordinary insulated plugs and sockets will break 
down to chassis unless mounted on a further 
insulated strip. Given a CRT and base board 
with flying leads for power, any variety of circuits 
can be tried out on the units used. The only 
limitations are that with a tube with a given make 
of scan coils the frame and line output trans- 
formers must match. 

An Example 
As an indication of possibilities. I at present use 

a miniaturised Viewmaster sound and vision strip 
working at 35/40 Mc /s and incorporating many 
minor variations. The sync. separator is by 
Haynes and is arranged by switching so That it 
can take a positive or negative input. The frame 
timebase consists of a blocking oscillator feeding 
into an output valve with Allen transformers, the 
line timebase consists of 'a blocking oscillator 
feeding into a line output stage with Allen line 
transformers. The line blocking oscillator is 

1 

Fig. 1.-The vision and sound strip. 

E 
o 

All by -pass condensers 
are .002 NF. AJI 

heaters by- passed by 

.001 IiF. 

The condenser con- 

nected to Pin I of 
the 6D2 is 10 pF, 

and the screen by- 

pass condenser of the 
6CH6 is 2µF. 
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arranged as shown in the Haynes booklet and 
the output as the Teleking. The foregoing is 
merely stated to illustrate that with the unit system 
a section can be replaced by an alternative in a 

Input pu T 
-----> 

Ls /F Strip 

TELEVISION October, 1957 

chassis is only loin. X 5in., using glass -based 
miniature valves. The modifications as described 
in this journal last year are included and in 
addition there is bias for the video from heater 
supplies, variable screen control on video, separ- 
ate diodes in place of diode triodes, all as shown 
on Figs. 1 & 3. In this diagram values are only 
given where varying from the Viewmaster and the 
accompanying table gives the remaining data. I 
have found this unit to give a very high overall 
gain, and by careful adjustment the response curve 
can be perfect, but with the high gain instability 

V8 V9 VIO 

Fig. 2. -Toe plan line -up. 

few minutes and thus experiments are easily 
carried out. 

Sound- vision Strip 
It may be of interest to describe the sound - 

vision strip. This is fundamentally of the View - 
master design, with many minor variations. The 

To C R 
Tube 

VS 
ft 

V4 V3 V2 VI 

0 0 0 0 0 
Input 

0 0 0 0 0 
VIO V9 V8 V7 V6 

To L.S. 

Frame 
Time 
Base 

Sync, 
Separator 

L me 
Time 
Base 

Volume Focus I Brilliance Contrast 
Switch 

Fig. 3. -A block schematic diagram of the set. 

COIL DATA 

No. Valve Freq. Turns Resis. Cap. 

LI Vlg 35.00 151 ; 15k 
2 Via 37.75 152 - - 
3 V2g 35.50 13} 22k - 
4 V2a 37.50 I5/ 33k - 
5 V3a(r) 38.15 - - - 
6 V3g 35.50 13¡ 22k - 
7 V3a _ 37.50 151 33k - 
8 V4g 35.00 21 - - 
9 V6g 38.15 9$ . - lOpf 

10 V6a 38.15 161 - lOpf 
11 V7g 38.15 14 - - 
12 V5a 3 Mc/s. 160 I - - 

All 28 s.w.g. on lin. formers, except 12 
which is 36 s.w.g. 

will occur when anode and grid coils resonateKl; 1 - 
this disappearing with the normal stagger tune. 

On examining the circuit diagram certain points,t 
need amplification. It will be seen that the noise- 
limiter on sound and picture is not included. 
The reason is that to achieve any limiting a certain . 

amount of degrading of picture and sound is 
inevitable, and if they are adjusted almost out of 
action they might as well not be there. Also, in 
most areas the ratio of signal to noise is now 
so high that the nuisance is much less than years 
ago. It will also be noted that V7b and V I O are 
not used. The space was available on the chassis 

this diode and pentode are available as 
required. In particular they are suitable for 
a sync. separator of the common type of pentode 
gate followed by diode normally used before 
blocking oscillators. In this case a "separate 
chassis is usedfor sync. separator to aid flexibility. 

One small practical note is that due to the 
restricted space it is essential to use small com- 
ponents and to wire in layer fashion. First 
all earth and heater connections, then all cathodes, 
then all screens and finally coil wiring. 

The screens shown are easily soldered to the 
B7G bases, tag 4 being straightened to suit and 
the tinplate cut to profile and soldered to centre 
pin and pin 4. A series of small holes drilled, 
at the top assist in fixing and soldering the 
resistors and condensers. 

Studying the circuit diagram, controls C and 
V are on the main baseboard, controls S and 
B are on a vertical end plate on the I.F. chassis. 
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The potentiometer in the.middle of this end plate 
is not in the circuit as shown, but is available 
for the balancing resistance for the sync. separator 
if incorporated later. 

In conclusion it should be stated . that the 
assembly of a chassis of such compact design does 
need reasonable skill to achieve good results, but 
it is not extremely difficult given a degree of 
patience and care. 

Fig. 4. -The response curve obtained with the tuner 
referred to. 

PREFABRICATING 
COILS 

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR MAKING UP 

S.W. COILS 

By C. A. Oldroyd 
WHENWHEN making up a small aerial matching 

it was intended to wind the coils 
in position. after mounting the formers 

on the chassis. This proved far from easy, as 
there was little room; and the first attempt 
looked rather impressionistic. Why not pre- 
fabricate the coils and slide them on the formers. 
with the ends cleaned and tinned for easy 
soldering ? 

The formers used were salvaged from radar 
equipment and had a diameter of half -an -inch. 
As a first attempt, a coil was wound on an ebonite 
tube of the same diameter. using considerable 
tension when winding. When tried in position 
this coil was too slack on the former. A new 
winding former was made up; this is shown in 
Fig. 1. A }in. outer diameter brass tube was 
built up by winding a strip of notepaper on it 
and gluing it in position; the final diameter was 
slightly less than that of the coil former. After 
winding, the coil was expanded to give spacing 
between turns and sprung over the former turn 
by turn. Now the coil gripped the former tightly 
and required no cementing in place. 

Encouraged by this method of prefabricating 
coils, other coils were wound on a half -an -inch 
Whit. brass bolt. Here the threads provide the 
spacing between turns, as indicated in Fig 2, and 

Thread of Bolt Turns of wire 

1 

Brass bolt in section Wire wound in grooves of thread 
with good tension 

Remove finished coil by holding coil ends and unscrewing 
bolt from coil 

Fig. 2. -Using a screw on which to wind the coil. 

similar coils can be made up quite easily. 
Before winding. stretch the wire by clamping one 
end in the vice and, gripping the free end with 
pliers. give a steady pull. This will provide a 
straight length of wire. After winding, the coil 
is removed from the bolt by holding the project- 
ing ends and unscrewing the bolt from the coil. 

Dia of tube Wire close wound 
built- up with Coil expanded after 
paper gummed wire has been slipped 

to tube off former 

1 
_ 

steel or Brass 
tube 

Start of winding 
end of wire held 

in hand 

k 

Dia of winding former is 
s/ighby less than dia of 
former on which cod is to 

be placed 

Fig. 1.-Details of the coil referred to by the author. 

As expected. a coil wound on a half -an -inch 
bolt proved too small in diameter to be slid 
over the former. For other purposes, where a 
self -supported coil is called for. this method of 
making up coils is ideal. To increase the 
winding diameter of the coil a thin cord was 

Wire wound in grooves of thread with good tension 

Thread of Bolt Turns of wire 

Slightly less than Brass bolt in section 
coi former diameter 

Thin cord glued mto bottom of thread 
Fig. 3.- Increasing the diameter by means of a piece of 

wood. 

wound into the groove of the thread and glued 
in position; as indicated in Fig. 3. Wound on 
this modified former, a coil was obtained which 
had the same spacing of turns, but a greater 
internal diameter. 
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THIS is a 14ín. table model, suitable for con- 
nection to either A.C. or D.C. mains - 
which is a break from the normal K.B. 

practice of " A.C. only." 
It is fixed tuned to one channel only, although 

most of those in use have probably been modified 
by the installation of a K.B. tuner or the addition 
of an add -on converter. The tube fitted is either 
a Brimar C14FM or a Ferranti T14/13. 'The 
former (Brimar) tube has a 12.6v. heater, whilst 
the latter has a 6.3v. More will be said of tube 
replacement later. The I.F.s are 16 Mc/s vision 
and 19.5 Mc /s sound. 

A 500mA fuse is fitted in series with the heater 
chain and a 250mA in series with the H.T. line 
to the line output stage only. 

The chassis -complete with tube -is easily 
removable by pulling off the two control knobs, 
removing the rear chassis fixing screws and the 

No. 33. -THE K.B. KV35 
INCLUDING NOTES ON SERIES- CONNECTED 

HEATERS 

By L. Lawry -Johns 

speaker wire plugs from the right side rear output 
transformer. The complete chassis can then be 
withdrawn. The receiver must not be operated 
without a speaker connected or the volume con -; 
trol turned down to its minimum position. High 
voltages will appear across the primary winding 
of the sound output transformer if these precau- 
tions are not observed. A conventional line !h 
back EHT system is used to supply some 11.5 
to the C.R.T. final anode, the first anode Jeri, ing 
its 330v. (approximately) from the boosted H.T,:; 
The actual booster diode fitted in original produc -i, 
tion versions was a 25U4GT (V15). This wart 
altered to a PY81 in later production models, but 
original models modified were fitted ith an;, 
adaptor to take a PY83. If it is desired to replace 
a PY83 with a PY81. a resistor should be fitted 
in series with the heater chain to compensate for 
the different heater voltages. This resistor should, 
have a value of 25 ohms 5 watts. 

The circuit employs one common R.F. amplifier, 
(VI, 6BW7), a mixer /oscillator (V2, 6AM6), two 
stages of vision I.F. amplification (V3 and 4; 
6AM6), two stages of sound I.F. (V8 and \9. 
6AM6), two 6AL5 valves, V5 and VIO, for vision 
and sound detection and noise limiting, a 6ÁN16 
as video amplifier (V6). another as sound output 
(VI I), whilst the remaining valves are V12 s nc 

Fig. 1. -The vision strip showing H.T. supplies and biasing arrangements. Note : The aerial 'nput capacitor 
and shunt resistor should connect to chassis, i.e. bottom of LI, not top as shown. 
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sep. and limiter (I2AT7). V13 frame and line 
oscillator (12AU7). V I7 frame output (9B W6). 
V I4 line output (50CD6G ). VIS booster diode (or 
reclaim rectifier) 25U4GT and V16 EHT rectifier 
(R19). The metal rectifier is a RM4 and the 
thermistor (R106) is a CZI. 

The main smoothing electrolytic capacitors 
C27/C28 are of 200µF each and the 85t2 smooth- 
ing resistor (R99) wired between them is shorted 
out when the voltage selector plug is placed in 
the 225v. D.C. position. 

.Common Faults 
In an A.C. /D.C. receiver, where all valve 

heaters are wired in one chain, the failure of one 
heater will, of course. result in a complete stop- 
page of current, thus. " one out, all out." This. 
however, assumes that the defective valve suffered 
only from an open -circuited heater, and that the 
remaining valves are in good order. The symp- 
tom of " some alight. some out," immediately 
indicates that one of the valves has a heater/ 
cathode short. Assume, for example, and this 
often happens, the V I2 12AT7 develops a heater - 
short. The cathodes are strapped to chassis and 
thus the whole heater current will be passing 
through V14, V15. V17. V13. V6 and V I2 (in 
that order) only, whereupon it is conducted to 
chassis, thus by- passing the remaining valve 
heaters. The problem is. which valve is at fault ? 

Removal of any of the above mentioned valves 
will cause the current to stop flowing and put all 
the heaters out. Therefore. if the details of the 
heater chain are not known. the valves will have 
to be tested in turn. In actual fact, thit is 
hardly necessary. since the line output. booster 
diode, frame output and line and frame oscillator 
valves are nearly always " first " in heater chain. 

s 
To P44 

To V2 
Anode 

12.5 
pF 

TELEVISION 111 

and thus one of these could hardly be at fault if 
one or more of the right side valves are lighting 
up. So if the diagram is at hand. reference will 
show that the last valve in the chain to light up 
is the 12A'17 and that this should be immediately 
suspected. whilst if a diagram is not to hand, 
common sense (or should we say experience) will 
direct attention either to V 12 or V6 without 
hesitation. Things become more complicated 
when one of the 6AM6 valves in the sound or 
vision circuit develops a heater /cathode short due 
to the presence of a bias resistor. The value of 
the resistor determines. in conjunction with the 
number of valves following in the chain. the 
extent to which the heater current will be diverted 
and, incidentally. how long the resistor will last 
due to overheating. 

,11 *the case of V8 or V9 (sound I.F. valves) 
wnere the cathode resistor is only 47 ohms. and 
seven heaters follow, the life of the resistor will 
be extremely short and inspection will show not 
only the burned resistor but the location of the 
defective valve. 

On the other hand. should V 10 become defec- 
tive. one of two things will happen. depending 
upon whether the detector or noise limiter cathode 
is affected (V10. 6AL5 double diode). If the 
detector section is at fault. the symptom will be: 
.no sound and no vision, the tube heater being 
by- passed due to pin 1 being virtually at chassis 
potential. If. however, the noise limiter section 
is defective (pin 5 being the cathode in this case) 
the tube heater will not be affected due to the 
presence of the 2.2M1! cathode load resistor. The 
symptom in this case is a loud hum on the sound, 
varying with the operation of the volume control. 
The effect on the screen of a defective vision valve 
varies according to which valve is at fault. The 

WWW\ M I To Rig 

470 KR 
WMMANWA 

Fig. 2. -The sound strip. 

R52 t: 
22 
Ml2 *. 

5 

OluF 

11E' 
C4S 

:":-.4- 'a" RJ '002 Volume TF i SOOKI2 f 
Note value of V8 and V9 bias 
resistors and source of V8 and V9 H.T. 
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equivalent to hum on the sound is the appearance 
of hum bars on the picture. When the lower part 
of the picture is darker than the top and reversing 
the mains plug (or leads) reverses the bands, it 
may be assumed that V3 or V4 is at fault. The 
picture will become weaker, as will the sound, due 
to the shunting effect of the bias resistor upon 
the remaining valve heaters and the 15051 resistor 
itself will quickly overheat and smoke. Thus, 
diagnosis is not too difficult. In the case of V5 
(6AL5) the symptoms of a heater /cathode short 
are more startling. In the event of the detector 
developing a short between the heater and pin 5, 
the symptoms are, loss of picture; screen divided 
black and white. before quickly fading altogether. 
The sound will also be lost, as the heater of 
the V10 will go out with that of the tube. This 
is not too bad. It is when the vision limiter 
section develops a short that things begin' to 
happen. From the diagram it will beseen that 
pin 1 is joined to pin 5 of the video amplifier, 
which is, of course, the anode. Therefore, tw o 
things will happen : R34 will be virtually con- 
nected from the H.T. line to chassis (via the V5, 
V 10 and tube heaters) causing it to overheat. 
whilst at the same time the tube cathode (which 
is also connected to pin 5 of V6) will also be at 
chassis potential. 

This gives rise to the symptom of uncon- 
trollable brilliance. or the brilliance control will 
appear to work in the reverse direction. 

This latter effect is due to the grid of the tube 
being at a high'r potential than the cathode. thus 

V V V V V V V V V V V V 
C;RT l0 5 4 J , 2 8 9 // /2 6 /3 

12 4 3 43 4 3 4.3 
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This, of course, applies to any A.C. /D.C. 
receiver, and in some. especially those employing 
Mazda valves, more than one heater chain may 
be in use. For example. a .1 amp. chain may 
be used in parallel with a .2 amp, both converg- 
ing to feed one or more .3 amp. heaters in 
series. However, to return to the KV35. 

Picture Faults 
Lack of width, with perhaps a degree of loss of 

focus and compression of picture in a vertical 
sense, may well denote a failing RM4 metal recti- 
fier. This is quite simple to replace and is indi- 
cated in the under chassis diagram. If the H.T. 
line voltage measures over 200 volts, however, 
the cause should be looked for elsewhere. The 
line timebase valves should be tested. The setting 
of the horizontal linearity control has a profound 
effect upon the picture width in general, as well 
as the left -to -right relationship. This is. of 
course, in addition to the width control itself, 
in the rear of the line output transformer. 

Loss of Height 
Check V17 (9BW6) and then the R73 (470 K ) 

which is wired from the height control to the 
junction of a .1µF capacitor, a .04 µF capacitor 
and the secondary of the blocking oscillator trans- 
former as shown in the under chassis diagram. 

/7 IS 

J 4 3434 94 
5 

, 43 9 
5 
4,5 4 

225 Q 0205-245 AC 
F 

85 n 245 DC RM4 
200 _ 200 

V 
T27 CAT' CAT' FF 

/4 
RIOS R104 R103 R/02 Rl0/ 

22S-245 CC. 
205 AC. 

R/O/ 250 
P102 3011 
R/03 _ 660 
P104 660 
R/OS.... 6612 

CZ/ 

500 
mA. 

Fuse 

-MA 
24S 
AC 

245 D 
AC./X; 

AC/DC 
Mä/ns 

Fig. 3. -Power supply and heater circuit. 

causing a heavy beam current that the flyback 
EI-IT system cannot cope with. It is, therefore. 
quite obvious that similar symptoms obtain when 
the tube itself develops a heater; cathode short. 
We do not wish to appear too gloomy, but it is 
pointed out that in the event of a heater /cathode 
short in one of the valves, the excess current 
passing through those which occur earlier in the 
chain may well cause one of these heaters to 
fail. thus putting the whole chain out. Thus, 
when the valve with the ore heater is replaced. it 
may he necessary to refer to the above described 
symptoms in order to locate the primary cause 
of the trouble! 

Loss of Framehold 
Check the resistors wired either side of the 

vert. hold control (1.5 MSt and 470 K2). 
No Height ;White Line Across Centre) 

Check V17, V13. height and hold controls and 
then the frame blocking oscillator transformer 
windings for continuity. 
Poor Focus 

Picture " blows up " and fades as brilliance is 
advanced: change EHT rectifier V t6 íR19), this 
being mounted on the front end of the line output 
transtormer. 

To be contiruredl 

i 
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LTA. IN THE VEi S 
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE NEW 

TRANSMITTER 

By " Engineer " 
THEN a new television transmitter is 

/ opened there is usually a last -minute 
struggle on the part of viewers to have 

new aerials erected and receivers modified. There 
does seem to be a general lack of preparedness in 
these matters and the consequence is that dealers 
are overwhelmed with 'rush orders and find them- 
selves unable to cope. 

Local newspapers give fair warning which 
appears to be mostly disregarded, or if regarded 
at all it is treated as propaganda to give work to 
the trade. 

A little reflection shows that this is not so. The 
number of conversions and new aerials is a limited 
figure ; a little foresight assists the trade and also 
ensures, that the viewer will not find himself a 
long way back in the queue when the rush starts. 

The same principle applies to the home con- 
structor. Now is the time to get working on 
conversions and aerial rearrangements so that the 
whole rig is ready for the grand opening. 

The Aerial System 
Unless the televisor is one fitted with 12- or 

13- channel switching it is fairly obvious that 
something will have to be done at the receiver 
end. What may be in doubt is the aerial system 
and this not only includes the type of aerial to 
be fitted but also if an aerial is really necessary. 

The new transmitter to be erected in South 
Wales,.covering the main centres of population in 
this area and the Bristol Channel. is to work on 
Channel 10. Now Wenvoe itself works on 
Channel 5 and there is some affinity between the 
two channels. 

The carrier of the vision signal on Channel 5 
is at 66.75 Mc /s. The carrier of the vision signal 
on Channel 10 is 199.75 Mc's. Simple arithmetic 
shows that 66.75 X 3=200.25 Mc /s which is only 
0.5 Mc /s greater than the actual Channel 10 
frequency. 

In other words, the Channel S aerial caters for 
a multiple of the Channel 10 frequency. It is 
only reasonable to anticipate that many existing 
Wenvoc aerials will cater for the new I.T.A. 
transmitter without modification. 

Twigs 

Band I 
-`-dipo le Ref ect'or 

Y 

X - 

Fig. I.- Fitted " twigs." Fig. 2. -- Adding a reflector. 

-J. 

I his is likely to he true within the service area 
and amateurs who are actually in this area may 
be well advised to consider this fact. Where good 
signals are received from the existing Wenvoc 
transmitter then it is probable that good signals 
will be received from the I.T.A. transmitter. 

Note that this covers only the area within the 
proximity of the transmitter. It does not neces- 
sarily follow that because one can receive Wenvoc 
on an ordinary dipole the same aerial will receive 
the I.T.A. transmissions. 

In the lucky localities where this sort of recep- 
tion can be obtained no alteration is necessary 
to the aerial or to the feeder -no expense is 
involved ! 

Where conditions are not quite so good. then 
the next obvious step is to fit " twigs " to the 
existing dipole. This is shown in Fig. I : the 
" twigs " tune out inaccuracies in the matching. 
They can be made each as long as one- quarter 
the wavelength of the desired frequency and in 
this case they can be made Ift. Iin. long clipped 
to the base of the existing dipole about 2in. away 
from it. They can be shortened a little under 
field trial conditions to ensure a good match. 

If this is found to be insufficient then a reflector 
can be added. Fig. 2 shows the scheme. The 
reflector should be 21t. 3;in. long (y) and should 
be spaced from the twigs at llin. (x). 

As before there need be no other alteration 
made to the feeder cable or connections. 

When the transmitter is working at full strength 
an array of this type will probably be found suffi- 
cient for most situations within IO miles of the 
transmitter. Beyond this distance then something . 

more elaborate is necessary. 
Band III signals are a little more tricky than 

those on Band 1 and while it is truc that we now 
have some practical knowledge of their behaviour 
when vertically polarised there is still a great deal 
to be learned. The home constructor is advised 
to try out these aerial systems during the trial 
transmissions as he can then easily modify the 
array or build a new one should conditions require 
it. 

There is not much point in building a high - 
gain array where signal conditions are good. 

One further point. It must not be forgotten 
that a high signal -to -noise ratio is the most 
desirable object. If one lives in what is antici- 
pated to be an area of good signal strength. yet 
local interference is also high (such as being 
adjacent to a main highway) then the proper thing 
to do is to build a high -gain aerial to obtain as 
large a signal -to -noise ratio as possible. and if 
the signal is found to be too great at the receiver, 
simple attenuators can be fitted. 

A simple " Pi " attenuator. giving a drop of 
about 10db, is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of 
four resistors arranged in the standard formation. 
R 1 and R4 are 68 ohms and R2 and R3 are 
33 ohms. Quarter -watt resistances can be used. 

One side of the attenuator is connected to the 
aerial feeder and the other to the aerial socket of 
the receiver. The whole can be enclosed in a 
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little box and need take up but very little room. 
Commercially produced attenuators can be used if 
desired. 

The attenuator is used simply to cut down 
the signal voltage when it is too great, and where 
a high -gain aerial must be used to give a good 
signal -to -noise ratio. A secondary purpose, as 
mentioned previously, is to try to ensure a near 
balance between a Channel 5 signal and Channel 
10 signal so as. to avoid too great an alteration 
of the manual control (contrast and /or sensitivity) 
when changing from one transmitter to another. 
In this case the attenuator should be fitted in 
the aerial feeder of the transmitter which gives 
the strongest signal before the two aerials reach 
their common feeder. 

Yagi Aerials 
A useful general purpose aerial for Band III 

is the five -element Yagi. This is shown in 
Fig. 4. It has a good gain, is quite light and 
has little wind resistance. 

The length of the dipole is the same as that 
given for the " twigs " in Fig. 1 and the length 
of the reflector as given in Fig. 2. 

The dipole is folded (that is, turned back on 
itself) to obtain correct matching. The overall 
length of the dipole will be 2ft. tin. 

R/ R4 
'VV-- 

/n R2 R3 Out 

Fig. 3. -A simple " Pi " 
attenuator for reducing the 
gain nhere overloading 

takes place. 

3 2 
Fig. 4. -A five -element 

array. 

In front of the dipole is mounted a director 
system comprising three directors. No. 1 is 
2ft. in. long; No. 2 is 1ft. 11 fin. long; No. 3 is 
1ft. 10 in. long, all the elements are spaced at 
1 1 m . 

Constructional details of similar aerial systems 
have been given previously in these pages and 
so we will not go into them in detail here. 

This aerial is a general utility type and should 
be found suitable in most places which now use 
an " X " or " H " aerial for Wenvoe. At more 
distant localities something more elaborate is 
required. 

Directors can be added to the simple Yagi 
shown and by making each 5 per cent. shorter 
than its predecessor and spacing it 11 in. in 
front, up to eight directors can be fitted. The 
array will have to be supported in the centre and 
it is useful to have an off -set mast so as to keep 
the elements clear. 

An array of this nature will give a gain of 
about 12db. 

Another useful aerial array is the double 
Yagi. This is an array similar to Fig. 4 but 
doubled. That is two arrays as that in Fig. 4 
are mounted side by side, the two arrays being 
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spaced half a wavelength (or the length of the 
dipole) away. 

Constructors sometimes get confused about the 
method of connecting such aerials. Fig. 5 shows 
typical connections. Two identical lengths of 
cable are connected to each folded dipole and 
are connected together and to the main feeder 
at " B." The length " A " to "B " must be 
exactly the same as " C " to " B." 

To ensure good matching the lengths " A " to 
" B " and " C " to " B " should be of 105 ohm 
cable and that from "B " to the receiver should 
be normal 80 cable. The two short lengths of 
cable can be connected to the main feeder at 
the head of the mast. 

Aerial Feeders 
The cable from the televisor to the aerial 

should be of the low -loss type. There is now 
available on the market some air -spaced coaxial 
cable which has very low -loss properties on Band 
III frequencies. Where one is in a strong signal 
area then normal cable can be used, but where 
the signal is weak, then low -loss cable is advised. 

As an example it will be found that a standard 
coaxial cable used for Band I may have a loss 
of up to 8db on Band III while a low -loss cable 
will only have a 2db loss. 

Where the viewer is sufficiently close to the 
transmitter to be able to use his existing Wenvoe 
aerial then the losses are not so important, but at 
points where an aerial such as is shown in 
Fig. 4 has to be used, then it is worth while con- 
sidering the use of low -loss cable. 

This becomes even more important where a 
long lead from the aerial to the televisor is 
imperative. In these cases always use low -loss 
cable. 

Combiner Units 
Where signal conditions are likely to be good, 

then a single feeder for the two aerials can be 
used. Both aerials are led into the combiner 
unit at a convenient point (often on the mast 
serving both aerials) and from there they use 
the common feeder to the receiver. 

These units can be obtained commercially and 
are sold under the name of " Diplexers," etc. 

The basic principles of the system are shown 
in Fig. 6. The combiner is simply two filters 
mounted within the same case. One filter is a 
high pass filter and the other a low pass filter. 
In effect the high pass filter allows the Band Ili 
signal to pass through it but blocks the Band I 
signal. The low pass filter works in the reverse 
way, blocking the Band 111 signal and allowing 
the Band I to pass through. The net result is 
that neither aerial interferes with the operation 
of the other. 

Where it is necessary to erect a separate aerial 
for the Band III transmitter then the use of a 
combiner unit is very convenient. It can be 
fitted on the communal mast or it can be fitted 
at the televisor end, where it has been found 
necessary to provide two aerial cable feeders. 

Note that in some commercial receivers a 
separate aerial socket has been provided for the 
Band III aerial and in these cases a combiner 
unit is not necessary. 
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specially designed for Band Ill. This is the 
" J -Beam " Slot Aerial. 

Slot aerials are very easy to build for Band HI. 
They can be designed on the " skeleton " prin- 
ciple and can be fitted with directors and 
reflectors. 

It is wise to build such an aerial exactly accord- 
ing to instructions given, or difficulty may result 
from mismatching. To obtain the best results 
from these aerials they must be correctly matched 
to the feeder. 

Balanced -twin Feeders 
A question which often arises is whether 

balanced -twin or coaxial feeders should be used. 
Practically, there is little to choose between 

them. Coaxial cable seems to be that most 
generally favoured, but in some cases it will be 
found that the televisor is fitted with sockets for' 
balanced -twin cable. 

As a general rule, use cable of the type which 
is shown on the receiver. That is, if the aerial 
socket shows balanced -twin input then balanced - 
twin cable should be used. 

It is possible to use coaxial cable in input 
circuits designed for balanced -twin cables, but 
losses and mismatch will result. 

Ghosts 
The BBC transmitter at Wenvoe has already 

proved what was feared at its inception, that is, 
ghost signals are very troublesome in the area, 
especially in the mountainous districts of South 
Wales. Reflections from the mountains and hills 
produce multipath signals resulting in " ghost " 
pictures appearing on the screen. 

A ghost picture is a picture which is identical 
to the main picture, usually a little weaker than 
the original and displaced a little to the right of 
it. It is possible for more than one ghost to be 
received with the result that a multiple picture 
is received on the screen. rendering it almost 
useless. 

The higher the frequency of the signal the more 
nearly does it conform to the behaviour of light 
and the more easily is it reflected. It has been 
proved that Band III signals are very susceptible 
to ghost troubles and in areas where the Wenvoe 
transmissions suffer from this effect it is likely 
that the I.T.A. programmes will be similarly 
affected. 

In Band III it has been found that ghost signals 
are often difficult to deal with. The simplest 
answer is to use a double array as described 
earlier. This is effective where the signal comes 
from the side of the receiving point (the ghost 
signal, of course). The array can be turned a 
little so that the ghost signal is at 90° to the 
aerial array. 

Where the ghost comes from a forward direc- 
tion, then a multi -director array using eight or 
more directors is often the answer. 

In these cases it will be found that the aerial 
is highly directional and needs very careful 
orientation. The best method is to employ the 
actual signal itself rather than a compass bearing. 
Adding a slight tilt to the aerial may also have 
some effect in getting rid of the ghosts. 

Where a ghost is very strong it may sometimes 
pay to turn the aerial in the direction of the 
ghost rather than towards the transmitter. This 
has proved quite effective in certain cases experi- 
enced with Wenvoe. 

One of the best aerials which can be used 
against ghost reception is the slot aerial. This 
aerial has been fully described in earlier issues 
of this journal. It has proved of real value in 
many cases where ghosts are troublesome. 

There is a useful commercially produced aerial 
using the skeleton slot principle which has been 

.I 

Preparing the Televisor 
Most modern television receivers are equipped 

with 12- or 13- channel switching devices. Some 
of them -especially those using turret tuners - 
are not equipped to cater for Channel 10, and in 
this case coils will have to be obtained for them. 

Most turret tuners are easily equipped with 
new coils, usually three will be required, one for 
the R.F. section, one for the mixer section and 
one for the oscillator. 

Dipole / Dipole 2 

Band ID 

To 
televisor 

Fig. 5. -This diagram 
shows the method of 
connecting two folded 

dipoles. 

To televisor 

Fig. 6. -Block diagram 
a combiner unit. 

of 

The method of fitting the new coils will depend 
upon the type employed and detailed instructions 
cannot be given to cover all types. Generally 
speaking the tuner unit will be found easy to get 
at and the job is not really complicated, no wiring 
having to be moved. 

The home constructor who has the necessary 
knowledge may like to modify coils existing in a 
channel which he cannot at present use. The 
simplest method is to take a Channel 8 coil and 
to open out the spaces between turns. If the turns 
are left a little slack then final trimming can be 
done and when the transmitter has been accurately 
tuned in a spot of P.V.C. dope can be used to 
fix the coils permanently. 

Note that ordinary dope such as is used for 
model aircraft is not suitable. It causes losses in 
the coils. 

Tuners which employ ganged switches will not 
normally need touching as the new Channel 10 
is already catered for on them. 

Note that it may pay to adjust slightly the 
trimmers in the tuner unit so that maximum 
results are obtained on Channel 10. The Band I 
transmissions on Channel 5 will not be seriously 
affected. 
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Converters 
It is possible to employ Band III converters 

with every success. There are many commercial 
designs available and some practical designs have 
been published in these pages from time to time. 

Generally, it has been found that a converter 
provides more noise than that obtained from a 
switched tuner system. This is especially notice- 
able in the fringe areas though the gain of them 
is quite high. 

If building a converter it is advisable to adhere 
strictly to the published design. Small alterations 
can make a very large difference in performance. 
This is especially true of the tuning arrangements 
and although the tuning may often be found to 
be quite flat (except for the oscillator) it is very 
easy to tune right outside the desired band and 
so not get any signal from the transmitter. 

Converters are most successful with superhet 
circuits and least successful with straight receivers. 
This does not mean to imply that they cannot be 
used with straight receivers, but the results are 
often disappointing, especially in the fringe areas. 

Where a converter is used with a straight 
receiver, Band I breakthrough is often trouble- 
some. 

Perhaps the best method of catering for the 
situation is to convert the existing straight 
receiver into an I.F. strip and to employ a modern 
tuner unit. 

One snag with converters is that it is very 
easy to cause interference on neighbouring 
receivers when setting them up. Every care 
should be taken to avoid the converter going into 
oscillation and re- radiating over the aerial system. 

Re- radiation can be minimised by thoroughly 
screening the converter and (in some cases) the 
receiver. The connecting cable between the con- 
verter and the receiver can also be screened. 
Where a separate Band III aerial system is used, 
a Band I filter can be fitted into the aerial circuit. 

While on the subject of interference some men- 
tion of the " Windscreen Wiper" effect may be 
made. 

This effect is in the form of a vertical bar which 
drifts backwards and forwards across the screen. 
It takes place usually on a receiver tuned to 
Band I where there is a Band III receiver operat- 
ing near by. Usually it can be cured by fitting 
a small inductor in the cathode of the booster 
valve in the line timebase EHT circuit. 

A simple inductor can be made by winding 25 
turns of wire (about 30 s.w.g.) on to a pencil 
and then slipping it off. The inductor should be 
closewound. 

If further difficulty is experienced then it is 
best to consult the Post Office Radio interference 
Branch, who are always ready to assist in these 
matters. 

Reception in Fringe Areas 
When Band I was opened it was found that 

it was possible to receive signals at a far greater 
distance than was at first anticipated. We have 
now got more or less used to this feature and 
modern circuitry and aerial systems have set 
the fringe areas at considerable distance from the 
transmitter. 
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The same effect has been noted in the case of 
Band III, though the area covered by a trans- 
mitter in Band III is generally rather less than 
that covered by the same powered transmitter in 

. Band I. To offset this the transmitters have been 
fitted with high -gain aerial systems and' the effec- 
tive radiated power is very high. 

However, except for points where conditions 
are other than normal, the effective range of the 
Band III transmitter is rather less than that of the 
equivalent Band I transmitter. and viewers who 
are at the moment in the fringe reception area of 
Wenvoe may find difficulty in obtaining a usable 
signal from the new I.T.A. station. 

One important feature of the higher frequencies 
is that the aerial arrays are very small and con- 
sequently an elaborate Yagi array can be used 
quite safely, where such an array would be 
unwieldy and even dangerous to erect on a 
chimney in the case of the BBC Band. 

As always, the important point is to erect an 
effective aerial system. A double Yagi array 
using three directors, folded dipole and reflector 
in each array can be easily erected, and further 
gain can be obtained by mounting two more 
Yagi arrays in parallel with the first. 

Height is all- important, and better results are 
obtained with the four separate Yagis mounted 
on the same plane, rather than the more orthodox 
method of mounting them one pair above the 
other. 

Connecting multidirector arrays in parallel is 
not so effective as the elements of the two sets 
of arrays tend to affect each other. 

Always use low -loss cables for feeders where 
the signal is weak and aim to obtain the maxi- 
mum height for the aerial system. Height is 
even more important on Band III than it is on 
Band I. 

Pre -amplifiers can be used with effect, but their 
use is limited to a greater degree than on Band I. 
Low -noise pre -amps of the grounded -grid type are 
recommended. In Band III valve noise becomes 
much more troublesome than that in Band I. 

About the maximum gain obtainable from pre - 
amps is when two cascode pre -amps are connected 
in tandem. Beyond this, valve noise overwhelms 
any increase in signal obtained with the pre -amp. 

Where fading is experienced, then some form 
of automatic gain control is recommended. 
Modern televisors have A.G.C. incorporated, but 
it may be considered worth while to add this 
useful feature where it does not already exist. 
Even the simplest form of A.G.C. will prove 
of assistance to counteract the very often rapid 
fading which occurs in the fringe areas of 
Band III transmission. 

" PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS " 
288 pages, 156 illustrations 
I5 /- net or 15,6 by post from : 

GEO. NEWNES LTD. 
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2 
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SOME DETAILS OF THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CONVERSION 
By B. L. Morley 

T HERE are very many home constructors who 
have built straight TV receivers to standard 
published designs and even to their own 

designs. In these days of multi- channel reception 
straight receivers are outmoded and are being 
superseded by superhets. Commercially, straight 
receivers are things of the past. 

So far as standard reception is concerned. 
straight receivers have some advantages, both 
from the simplicity of construction and from the 
quality obtainable. The biggest difficulty is that 
they are not easily converted from one channel to 
another, and since the inception of Band III 
working the difficulties have increased further. 

To enable Band III transmissions to be received 
it is necessary to use a converter. This may also 
be applicable to some of the older TV receivers 
which have not 12 or 13 channel switching, but 
the difficulties of operating a straight receiver 
with a converter are often greater than when a 
superhet is used. 

Breakthrough difficulties from the Band I local 
station are quite common. while problems of re- 
radiation are experienced by many. Re- radiation 
takes the form of radiating the converted Band III 

i 

Common 
R. F 

/st 
Sound 
R.F, 

signals so that the neighbours may receive the 
Band III signals superimposed on their own Band 
I picture. 

A further difficulty is that a converter can 
add instability, so that the quality is poor and 
difficulty is encountered in preventing self - 
oscillation. 

There is no doubt that a channel switching 
device is a very attractive proposition. It makes 
for ease of operation and cleans up the layout. 

Multi- channel tuners can be purchased for 
quite reasonable prices and there are many models 
on the market. All that is necessary to use them 
is to ensure that the necessary power supplies are 
available, and to convert the existing straight 
receiver into an I.F. strip. 

Outline of Principles 
The layout of a typical straight receiver is 

shown in Fig. 1(a). In this example the aerial 
feeds into a common R.F. stage which tunes to 
sound and .vision. The sound and vision are 
then separated by selectively tuned circuits, and 
two sound R.F. stages feed into the sound 

(a) 

2nd 
Sound 

R.F. 

Sound 
RF. rejector 

/st 
Vision R.F. 

/3 Channe/ 
tuning 
unit 

/st 
Sound /. 

e 

Sound 
de t. 

Sound 
R.F. rejector 

2nd 
Vision RF 

(b) 

2nd 
sound /.F. 

3 rd 
Vision RF 

- Sound output 

Sound /.F 
rejector 

ist 
Vision IF 

Sound det- 

Sound IF 
rejector 

2nd 
Vision ¿F 

3rd 
Vision 1F. 

Vision 
det. 

Sound output 

Vision 
Oct. 

V /Sion 
Output 

-i 
Vision 
output 

Fig. 1. -The top illustration is a block diagram of a straight receiv_r and the lower oar of a superhet receiver. 
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detector while three vision R.F. stages feed into 
the vision detector. 

One of the simplest methods of converting such 
an arrangement is to take out the common R.F. 
stage and use its power supply for the 13 channel 
tuner. The tuned circuits of the sound and vision 
R.F. stages are then modified to operate at the 
intermediate frequency given by the tuner unit. 

The sound rejectors must not be forgotten. In 
the straight receiver they were designed to reject 
the R.F. sound signal from the vision. receiver. 
In the converted receiver they are altered to reject 
the sound I.F. signal. 

Essentially, the tuner unit is connected up, the 
R.F. coils converted to I.F. coils, and the receiver 
is retuned. 

Unfortunately it is not so simple as that. The 
major difficulty is determining the modifications 
necessary to convert the coils from operating at, 
say, 45 Mc /s to 35 Mc /s-or whatever intermedi- 
ate frequency is given out.by the tuner unit. 

Principles of TV Tuned Circuits 
Television signals are radiated in the Very High 

Frequency Band (V.H.F.) and therefore the 
inductance and capacitance of the tuned circuits 
are very much lower in value than those used for 
the normal broadcast bands. 

As an example, a coil designed for tuning to 
45 Mc /s may have about tì or 9 turns of wire 
wound round a miniature coil former about }in. 
in diameter, while a coil for the long -wave Light 
programme needs hundreds of turns on a coil 
over an inch in diameter. 

Again. the tuning condenser of a broadcast 
receiver has its capacity measured in micro - 
farads, while the tuning capacity for a 45 Mc /s 
coil is one millionth of this, being measured in 
micro -micro farads (commonly termed Pico - 
farads or pF.$). 

If two wires are run close together then there 
is a certain amount of capacity between them. 
Two 'wires running close together in a V.H.F. 
tuned circuit may have sufficient capacity between 
them as to affect the tuning of the circuit. 

Even the electrodes in the valves themselves 
have a certain amount of capacity between them, 
and this has to be taken into account when 
designing tuned circuits for such high frequencies. 

In standard designs all this is taken into account. 
The input and output capacitances of the valves, 
the proximities of the wires, and the actual layout 
of the components -all affect, to some degree, the 
frequency to which a circuit will tune at V.H.F. 

This is one reason, for example, why construc- 
tors find that a television receiver originally 
designed for use with the SP61 valves fails to 
tune in the transmitter when the valves are 
changed to EF50s. This is because the wiring 
has to be altered ; in the one case we have the 
grid wire connected to the top cap of the valve, 
while in the other the grid wire is connected to 
a pin at the base of the valve. 

Alteration of wiring, alteration of valve capaci- 
tances -all can have their effect upon the tuned 
circuit. 

Under these conditions it is not possible for 
us to provide straightforward instruction to con - 
vert a straight receiver into a superhet, using a 
tuning unit. To be sure of success it would be 
necessary to check every design which has been 
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published and to make field trials in each case. 
There js another aspect of the case to consider. 

There are many television receivers which are 
operating at the older I.F. of around 13 Mc /s, 
and it is desired to convert them to the later I.F. 
figure of around 35 Mc /s, using a tuner unit. 
It would be obviously impracticable to give full 
constructional details of the methods of aocom- 
plishing such conversions for every case. 

What can be done is to show the basic practical 
principles which can be applied to almost any 
type of straight receiver. The effort of conver- 
sion will involve some trial and error, but should 
be within the scope of most readers. 
Determining the Intermediate Frequency 

The different tuners which are available on the 
market have different I.F. outputs. The first step 
is to find out what the I.F. output of the particu- 
lar unit under question really is. The next step 
is to modify the coils of the receiver. 

Methods of coupling the output of the tuner 
unit will depend upon the design of the unit itself, 
and here the supplier should be able to provide 
the necessary details. Some units incorporate 
their own I.F. output coil, while others are 
designed so that the H.T. feed to the last- valve 
in the tuner unit is fed from an I.F. coil situated 
in the television receiver. 

No set standard can be laid down; consult the 
supplier, or'buy a tuner which has the necessary 
data given with it. 

The next step to consider is the feed to the 
heaters. The 6v. supply is common to most 
home -constructed TV receivers, and where the 
tuner employs 6v. valves, then a supply can be 
fed in parallel from the existing supply. ' Some 
tuners, however, employ valves with awkward 
heater voltages, and unless alternative supplies are 
envisaged then it would be as well to buy the 
unit less valves, and to convert to 6v. valves. 
Mast of the valves used now have their 6v. 
equivalents. 
Modifying the Coils 

The coils in the straight receiver have been 
designed to operate at the frequency of the tele- 
vision signal and the number of turns of wire on 
the coils is determined by the channel to which 
the televisor is tuned. A little arithmetic is neces- 
sary to find out how many turns' are needed in 
the modification, so a simple example will he 
chosen. 

Figures used in this example are given for illus- 
tration only and we have therefore picked %cr 

simple ones so as to keep the working perfectly 
clear. 

Now, supposing our televisor has been designed 
for channel 4, which is 60 Mc /s. Further, sup- 
pose that the vision tuning coils have three turns 
each. It is obvious that each turn on the coil 
represents about 

60 _ 3 =20 Mc /s. 
Now this is not strictly accurate, as capaci- 

tances come into play. but it is, near enough, 
practically, for our purpose. 

Let us assume that our tuning unit provides a 
vision signal at 35 Me /s. We have to convert 
from 60 Mc /s tuning to 35 Mc /s. If each turn 

(Continued on page 121) 
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BAND 3 T/V CONVERTER 
185 M /c3-199 M cs 

Suitable London, Birmingham, Northern and 
Scottish ITA Transmissions 

Mk. 2 Model, as illustrated. latest ('awude circuit 
sing E('C84 and EMwu valves giving improved 

nenoitivity (12 db.) ovar standanl circuits. built -in 
Power Supply A.C. 2111.250 v. Dimensions only 
61in. x Sin. Hl. 4ìn. Simple and easy to fit -only 
ecternl plug -In connections. Wired, aligned and 
tested ready for lue. Slate Channel Required. Guar. 
Bargain Offer -good results or full refund, only 

13 .19.6. Carr. & Pkg. 2/6. 

Mk. 1 Model, Using 2 8113e or EFOOS. Full con - 
xlmctor'x Kit of l'arts including drilled chaseís, 
lin. n 4in. x 21in., blueprint, valves and all com- 
ponents, etc., excluding Power Supplies to modified 
W/W design. Many 100'0 in satisfactory use. Bargain 
Offer only 2 gas. P. & P. 2/6. Power Supply Kit, 
complete, 20 / -. P. & P. 1/0. Band 1 -Band 3 Switch 
Kit, 61. 
CONVERTER ACCESSORIES. Band 1 -Band 3 
('rosi -over Unit, 7/6. Var. Attenuators 6db -36db, 
8:9. BBC Patter, Filler, 8/6. Band 3 Aerials - outside 
single dipole with 4 yds. coax., 13/9. 3 element 
Beam, 27/6. 5 element, 35/ -, etc., etc. 

Volume Controls 80 CALE COAX 
Log. ratios, 10,((10 ohms STANDARD ion. dlam. 

Megohme. Polythene insulated. spindles. 1 year MEADE " A " ONLY guarantee. Midget Edts 
Non p0. $d. yd. wanOw. 

type. 
No. 11.1'.Sw. 

31- 4/- 4/9 
Linear Ratio, 10,000 
ohms - 2 Slegohms 
Less switch, S/- each. 
Coas plugs. 1/2. Cos 
sockets. 1/ -. Coupled yq q 1,13. Outlet bosta. 4/9. Idea, Band 3. y . 
TWIN FEEDER, 80 ohms. 6d. yd. ; 300 ohms, 8d. yd. 
TWIN SCREEN FEEDER, 80 ohms, 1/3 yd. 
50 OHM CABLE. Bd. per yd. Sin. dia. 
TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 4 pf. 70 pf., 9d. Info pf.. 
130 p(., 1/3 ; 2511 pf., i,'6 ; 600 pf., 1'9. PHILIPS 
Beehive Type -2 to 8 pf. or 3 to 30 pf., 1/- each. 
RESISTORS. -Pref. .'aloes 10 ohms 10 megohms. 

SPECIAL - Semi -air 
spaced polythene. 80 
ohm. Coas. tin. diam. 
Stranded core. Losses 
cut 30 %. 

CARBON 
go ";, Type, t w., 3d. 
5 w., 5d. ; 1 w., 6d. ; 

.. 9d. 
10 "., Type. I w., 9d, 
5°° Type. i w.. 1/- 
1 °° Hi -Stab. I w.. Ei.. 
WIRE -WOUND P0T3. 
Pre -.Yet Min. T.V. Type 
Knurled Slotted Knob, 
All values 25 ohms to tit 
K., 3 - ea. 50 K., 41 
Ditto Carbon Track. 
511 K. to 2 Meg., 3' 

WIRE WOUND 
5w.)) 25 ohms -1/3 

10w. 1 10,000 1/6 
15w. ohms 2/- 
5w. 13.000- 1/9 

33,000 2/3 
10w. ohms 
3w. LAB. COLVERN, etc. 
Standard Sine Pots. 21ín. 
Spindle. Iligh I trade. 
All Values. 100 ohms to 
50 K., 5/8 : 1s0 K.. 6/6. 
W/W EXT. SPEAKER 
CONTROL 10 t) , 3/.. 

SOLON SOLDERING IRONS (20tß 221v. or 2:;0.250 
v+, 23 watt Matron/en n 'Type, 21/5 ; 0', watt 
arm il' Bit Type, 26/8: 65 watt Oval Bit Type, 
25' -. Comprehensive stok of spares available. 
SPEAKER FRET. -Expanded Bronze anodised 
metal S 0 8 in..2 /3; 12 x8 in., 3,1-; 12x lY ill.,4 /3; 
12 .x 16 in., 6 / -; 24 n l_ in., 8/8, ete. 
TYRAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12 in. n 12 in., 2,'- 
1.2 x 12 in., 6/- ; l'3 x 24 in., 4/., etc. 

I 

8" P.M. SPEAKER ( 3 ohms) 
liv Mfrs. llnita 1 Rola, W.B.. ('elention. etc. 
All reconditioned anal gn.armalec. 1. I -1 ,1 E it. 
Unit. Bargain, 7/6. Cal'r. I 

ALL WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
3 WAVEBANDS 5 VALVES 

S.W. 16 m. -50 no. LATEST MIDGET 
M.W. 21111 m.-5311 m. BVA 
LW. 800 m.- 2,II00 m. SERIES 
Brand new and guar. A.C. 200/210 v. 4 pos. W /C. 
ow. Shot- Medium- Long -Grant. Y.C. socket. High 
Q dust core coils. latest cinvit lechnique, delayed 
AVC and neg. feedback. O'l' 4 watts. Chassis 
size, 1;11 x 51 x 2)in. Dial 10in. n 411n. Hor. or 
vest. station names. Walnut or ivory knobs to 
choice. Aligned and calibrated ready for use. 
Sensitivity and Quality at Low Cost. 
Double m maim w od i trans. BARGAIN 1 p 
Carr, and ins., a4,8. PRICE 92 8ns. 
H or IOIn. speaker to match. 20'- 31n1 251 -. 
7 Valve De Luse, pnah -pull EL41 version, 7 watt 
output with H /Duty Trans. 112.10.0. Carr. & Ins. 

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS 
SINGLE PLATERS. -;t sp. BSR ('Te), 92/8 
4 sp. BSR (latest model, ''U9). 99/6. 4 sp. 
COLLARD. 5 gui. 4 sp. GARRARD (4 0.P.), 
17.10,0, Can. A ins., 316. 
AUTO CHANGERS. -3 np. COLLABO (RC54), 
17.19.6. 4 MI. BM WAS). 28.15.0. 4 sp. 
COLLABO, 19/15/ . 4 sp. GARRARD, 91 gus. 
('arr. & ins., 4/6. 
All above modelo Brand New and finar. 
Fitted latest style l'weight NIal. P.C. with 
turnover head and twin sapphire stylli, 
SPECIAL OFFER.- GARRARD 6 v. Battery 
operated single 43 r.p.m. Renon! Player with 
!'weight Xtal P.C. Ideal unit for battery 
portable me. 

BARGAIN £5 .19.6. Can. & ins., 30. 

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 
Contemporary style resine covered cabinet In 
mottled red with cream interior. Size 181 x 131 x ht. 
Olin., fitted with all accessories, including speaker 
baffle board and plastic fret. Space available for all 
modem amplifiers arid autochangers, ete. Uncut 
record player rnmmting board 14 x 13iu. Cut momat- 
ing boards available. 
Cabinet Price, 13.3.0. Carr. and in. 3;6. 

2 VALVE AMPLIFIER (to fit above cabinet/, 
modern circuit with 1/1.84 output, ready built, with 
610. speaker and output transformer, 13.12.6, 
carn and ins. 2/6. 
WEARITE "P" TYPE COIS. -All ranges 1 to 7, 
2/6 ea. Osnmr Q series coils. Slug tuned. AS racages 
from 8/6. Med. & L.W. dual range cuit with reaction, 
type DitR1 with circuits, 4, . 

I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 kt /9. 
Brand new ex- manuf. eturer's midget I.F.T. 
size 21hI. x lin, x Sin. dust core tuning. Litz 
wound coils, High Q. Bargain offer, 7/6 pair. 

CONDENSERS. -Mira or S. Mica. All pref. 'values. 
3 pf. to 680 pf., Bd. ea. Ceramic types, 2.2 pf. to 3,0110 
pl., 9d. each. Tubular,. 430 v., Hunts and T.C.C. 
.0005, .0111, .005, .0I and .1, 350 v., 9d. .Art, .5, 
.I/310v. Hunts, TUI', 1/ -..25 Hunts, 1/6..5 Hunts, 
1/9..1, 1,5011 v. T.C.C. (Simplex), 31. .001 6 kV. 
T.C.C.,5 /8. .001 20 kV. T.C.O., 9/6. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS - 
10 °,, 5 pf. to 5110 pf., 1/ . 6110 pf. to 3,000 pf., 1,'3. 
1% 1.5 pf. to 500 pl., 1/9. 515 pf. to 5,000 1.f., 2 / -. 
SPEAKERS. -PM 1 ohm, 2)1/1. lilac. 19/8 ; 311n. 
ti oodmans, 18 /9; t ,. R.A., 17/8: bin. Celeetiou, 
18:8 ; 7 x 4 Goodinar,., 18/6 ; Si I, Elac, 20, %- 

111ín. It.A., 25/- ; I2in. Plessey 35/-- 
JASON F.M. TUNER UNIT (87 men-105 men). 
As described in Radio Constructor. Designer 
Approved Kit of parts to build this modern highly 
successful unit, drilled chassis and superior type 
illuminated glans dial, coils, cans and all quality 
components etc.. for only 5 gne., limit free. Het of 
4 Specified Miniature Valves, 30/ -, poet free. 
Illustrated handbook with hull details, 2/-, Dust free. 
2-DAY ALIGNMENT SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE, 

B XXED VALVES GUARANTEED 
1R5, 1T47/8 DAF96 9,'- IECI.80 10/6 PC'L83 12,8 
185, 184 7/6 I/F96 9/ -. EF4l 10/6 PL81 11/6 
384, 3V4 8/. DK06 9,'.'EF8S 10/6 PL8.2 10¡- 
514 9/8 111.96 91 -' EF86 12/6.P1.83 Il /8 
I1AT6 8/6 351.6 10/6IB:FOI 8 /SPY80 9/6 
6K7 6(6 EABC0II 8/6 EL41 10/6 PYSI 918 
6K8 8/6 EB:II 6/8'EL84 11/6 PY82 8/6 
6Q7 8/6 EBC41 10 /8IEYill 10/6 UE1 -8 /6 
682(7 8/8 EC'C83 9(6E2411 8/6 1125 11/6 
6Vg 7/8, ECC84 121 E /.811 8/8 UBC41 9/6 
6X4 7 /8',ECF80 12'6 MC14 9/6 UCH42 10/6 
6115 7/131E0,82 12/6 P(Y'84 10/6 UF4l 10,- 
7C5 91- 1ECH42 1018 PCF8I 10/9 UL41 10/6 
71'4 8/6 ECH81 10/8 PCF82 1018 ÚY41 8/8 
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET 
1R5, 1T4, 185, 1244 or 304.or 3V4 ... ... 2718 
UK96, ÚF96, DAF96, DL01i ... ... ... 35í- 
6K8, OK7, 6Q7, 62'6, 534 or 6X5 . 35!- 

ELECTROIIYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK 
Tubular Wire Ends Can, Types, Clips 3d. ea. 

25/25 v., 50/12 v. 1'9 0,511 V. 2'6 
50/50 V., 4,1000 v. 2/- 8 =814511 v. T.C.C. 4/6 
100/25 v., 2/450 v. 2/- 8 +16/4311 v. Hunts 5/- 
1/450 v. B.E.C. 213 16 +16/450 v. T.C.C. 516 
8 /500 v. Dub. 219 3`1/350 V. 4/- 
8+8 5110 V. Dub. 4/6 32 +32/173 Y. Hosts 418 
8 -f-16 450 v, T.C.C. 5/- 32- 1-32/450 r. T.C.C. 8/6 
16/450 v. B.E.C. 3/6 250 /330 v. 11.11.C. 8/6 
16/500 v Dub. 4/- 60/350 . T.C.C. 6/6 
16 +16/450 v. T.C.C. 5/8 60 +100/350 V. 11/6 
32/330 V. Dub. 41- 64 +120/2 -75 v. 11/6 

b/- 60 +2501275 v. 12 /8 
50 +50/350 v. B.E.C. 8/8 100 +200175 v 12/6 
32 +32'350 v. B.E.C. 2/6 3.000 mf d. 6 v. 3,8 
TRANSISTOR.- Midget electrolytics, 2 mid.. 
4 mid., 8 salii., fi v., 3,1. 6 odd., 10 mfd., 16 mid., 

V 3 v., 316. 32 mid., I1 V., 818. 
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLY- 
BACK VOLTAGES. -K3/23 2 kV., 5,1 -: 1(3/40 
312 kV., 6'9 ; K3145 3.6 kV., 7/3 ; K3 /50 4 kV., 
7/9 ; K3 /100 8 kV., 13/1 etc. 
MAINS TYPES.-1011 123 v., 60 mA., 419 ; RM2 
125 v. 1110 mA.. 516 ; RM3 125 v. 1211 mA., 7/8 
RM4 '230 v., 250 mA., 18'- ; RM4B Type 270 mA, 
17/6. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -Made in our own 
Workshops to ''op Grade spec. Fully Interleaved 
and Impregnated. RADIO AND AMPLIFIER 
TYPE.-25o v., 60 mA. F.W. see. 5 v. or 6.3 v. 1 a. 
rect. 6.3 v. 2.5 a. net Stns., 2218, etc., C.R.T. HTR. 
ISOLATION TYPE. -Low leakage will or without 
`-" sec. boost vnlhore. Ratio 1 i 1 or 1.25, 2 
1016 ; 4 v., 10/6 ; 6.3 v., 10/6 ; 13.3. v., 10/8. 
Ditto with mains primaries 21/0/2250 v., 12:8. 
SPECIAL TRANS. -Wound to your regoiremenls. 

TRANSISTORS 
Mfr... enrpins PN/ Junction type. 
Audio Type, 800 Kr s. 2 50 maw., 9/6. 
R.F. and L.O. Miser Type, 2.5 Mc/s, 19/6. 

All tested and guaranteed. 
Transistor Components. -Midget I.F. trans). 
315 kelo, 5,1. ; Ferrite Slab Aerial (dual range), 
13/6 ; M. and L.W. Ose' and lot I.F., 1118 ; 

Push Pull interatage trand., 8/8 ; Push 
not output trnosf.. 8' -. 
M/Coil Earpiece, Tin. diam., 150 ohm, 4'9. 
Bal Arm. Phone Inserts, 1110., 50 ohm, 39. 

TRS RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (Est. 1946) 
70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (THO 2188) 

50 yards Thornton Heath Station. Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 190. 
Listed above are only a few items from our very large 
stock. Send 3d, stamp today for Complete Bargain 
List. 

TRANSFORMER AND COIL /WINDING CAPACITY 
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES AND SMALL RUNS 

Hours : 9 a,m. -6 p.m., I p.m. Wed. OPEN ALL DAY SAT. 
Terms : C.W.O. or C.O.D. Sadly stake cheques, P.O.s, rte., payable lo T.H.S. Post/Packing op to alb. 74., 1Ib. 1/1, 31b. 1/6, 51b. 0- /- ,13(0.3 /6. 
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BRAND NEW AND PERFECT 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
BAND I -III 

TURRET TUNERS 
AGAIN REDUCED 
Covering Channels 8 -4 or I -9 
with provision for 10 more 
coil sets. 2 Mazda valves : 

30L1 cascode r.f. amp., 30CI 
triode /pentode f.c. I.F. output 
16 -19 Mc /s, easily modified to 
other outputs. Complete 
with power supplies for 200- 
250 v. A.C., valves, knob and 
circuit diagram. r4.17.ó 
LASKY'S PRICE d 

Post 3/6. 

SPECIAL OFFER OF 
VALRADIO 

12- CHANNEL TUNERS 
Limited quantity only. Type 
TP.I6.5. Brand new and un- 
used. Covers all channels 
Bands I and S1. 2 valves : 

PCC84 and PCF80, series 
heaters. I.F. output 16-20 
Mc /s. Complete with valves, 
dials. knobs, full instructions, 
and fixing bracket List E6. 

LASKY'S PRICE 84/.. Post 316. OY 

16" METAL CONE C.R.T. 

AT ENORMOUS 
PRICE -SAVING 

Brie( specification : 6.3 v. heater, 
Ion trap. 14 kV. E.H.T. wide angle 

70 degrees, standard 39 mm. neck, duodecal 
base, magnetic focus and deflection. Length 
17 I1 /16in. Gives large black and white picture 

11 x 14ín. Unused in original cartons. GUARANTEED BY 
US FOR 3 MONTHS. Full data, connections and suggested 
time bases supplied with every Tube. 

LISTED AT £23.9.10. LASKY'S PRICE £8.9.6 
Carr. & lnsur. 22/6 extra. 

Masks, Anti- Corona, Bases and Ion Traps available. 

WONDERFU 
FAMOUS 
BAND III 

A high grade Con- 
certer covering all 
Channels Bands I 
and III, BBC and 
ITV. Uses calves 
PCC84. EF80 and U78 
rectifier. Incorpo- 
rates own power 
supply. In attractive 
cream plastic case. 
Few only. 
LISTED AT 110/101- 

PIt ICE 79/6 
l'est 5/- extra. 

L OFFER OF THE 
"CHAMPION " 
CONVERTERS 

+J i': . "ï 

MAKER'S SURPLUS 
COMPONENT BARGAINS 

WIDE ANGLE 38 mm. 
Line E.H.T. trans., Ferro,- 

cube core, 9-16 kV 25 - 
Scanning Coils, low imp 

line and frame 25 - 
Ferrox-cube cored Scanning 

Coils and Line Output 
Trans., 10-15 kV. EY51 
winding Line Trans. Com- 
plete with circuit dia- 
gram, the pair 50,- 

Frame Output Transformer 6 6 
Scanning Coils low imp. line 

and frame 17 8 
Frame or line block ose 

transformer 4.6 
Focus Magnets Ferrox -dure 19.6 
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron 

Cored 19,6 
Duomag Focalisers 22,6 
300 m a Smoothing chokes 151 - 
Electromagnetic focus coil. 

with combined scan coils 25.- 

ST.1_\DARD 35 mm. 

Line Output Transformers, 
No. E.H.T 12.8 

Line Output Transformers, 
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v. 
winding. Ferrox -cube 19.6 

Scanning coils. Low imp 
line, and frame 12.6 

Ditto by Igranic 14.9 
Frame or line blocking 

oscillator transformer 4.6 
Frame output transformer 7 6 
Focus Magnets : - 

Without Vernier - 12.6 
With Vernier 17:6 

Focus coils, Electromag 12.6 
200 m'a Smoothing Chokes 106 

LASKY'S (HARROW RO.1D) LTD. 
Open All Day Saturday. Early Closing, Thurs. Mail Orders to Harrow Rd. 

42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD. W.1. 370, HARROW ROAD. PADDINGTON. N .9. 
Telephone: MUSeum 2605. LADbroke 4075 and Cr.'.Vningh am 1979. 

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT 

ILLUSTRATED 

Detachable 
bit type (List 

No. 64) 

Protective Shield 
(List No. 68) 

Catalogues sent 
FREE 

Telephones: 

MACaulay 4272 
& 3101 

British and 

Foreign Pats. 

Reg. Designs, 

etc. 

Head Office, Sales: 

ADCOLA 
PRODUCTS 

LTD. 

Gauden Road, 
Clapham High 

St., London, 
S. W.4 

TELEVISION 
TUBES 

RELIABLE AND FAULT FREE 

14 in. £5-10-0 
17 in. £7-10-0 

Rectangular 
Types 

6 MONTHS GUARANTEE 

12 in. ALL TYPES Guaranteed 
from 3 -6 months 

C.W.O. £6 -0 -0 Carr. Ins. 15 6 

FELMARC LTD. 
15, KINGSWAY 

NUNEATON, WARWICKSHIRE 
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of the coil represents 20 Mc /s then a turn added 
to the coil would make the coil tune to somewhere 
round about 40 Mc /s. A further half -turn added 
would make the coil tune to about 30 Mc /s. 

This means that our original coil of three turns 
must now have between four and four -and -a -half 
turns. It is always easier to take a turn off a coil 

1 Note 
number 
of turns Fig. 2.- Comparison 

between R.F. and 
I.F. coils. 

Typical Modified 
co,/ coil 

than it is to add one, so at the onset it would 
132 as well to add two turns. 

Each coil should be treated in a similar fashion 
and then, when the vision receiver has been 
finished, attention can be turned to the sound 
receiver. This should be treated in a similar 
fashion. 

It will be found in most cases that the sound - 
rejector coils fitted in the vision receiver are 
similar to the sound coils fitted in the sound 
section, and they can therefore be modified 
accordingly. If. however, they should be made 
differently, then the same principles should be 
applied, counting the turns, dividing the number 

Tuner if 

/st 
Sound R.F 

TELEVISION 121 

simple arithmetic given to determine the new 
number of turns. 

The R1355 
There are literally thousands of these useful 

units in operation. They can be converted in a 
manner similar to that described for other 
receivers. Generally. about 26 turns of wire will 
be found on the I.F. coils and these should be 
stripped right off, new wire being used for the 
new 1.F. 

When converting to an I.F. in the region 
30 -40 Mc /s, then use a heavy gauge wire about 
18 s.w.g. If converting to about 13 Mc /s then 
use about 34 s.w.g. wire. In this latter case it is 
best for the wire to be enamelled and silk covered. 

Position of Turns 
As a general rule. when converting a straight 

receiver from a Band I tuned circuit to one in 
the 30 -40 Mc /s region, use the same spacing 
between turns as in the original and use the 
same grade of wire. 

When converting from a Band I straight 
receiver to an I.F. in the 13 Mc /s region then 
use a smaller gauge wire for the sake of con- 
venience, and accommodating the number of turns 
on the coil form. The turns can be close - 

wound. i.e., adjacent turns can touch. Never 
wind them in random manner on top of 
each other or the tuning will be thrown 
right out, and efficiency will be lost ; keep 
to the original method where possible. 

Alignment 
This is the point where plenty of patience 

will be required. In some cases results are 
immediate ; in others time has to be spent. 

First check that the power, supplies are 
correct and that all connections have been 
made. Check also that all the coils have 
been converted and replaced. Where 
possible the conversion should have been 
done with the coils in situ so as to disturb 
the existing wiring as little as possible. 

After the check the power can be 
switched on and the aerial connected. Allow a 
little time for warming up before commencing the 
alignment. 

Note that in most tuners preliminary alignment 
has been completed at 
the manufacturing stage, 
and beyond varying the 
oscillator trimmer, or 
" Fine Tuner " as it may 
be labelled, then nothing s el( 
further should be altered. < 
Consult the instructions 
carefully beforehand and 
if any trimming has to 
be done do it precisely 
as stated in the instruc- 
tions. 

If all is well, swinging 
the fine tuning control 
should produce a picture 
on the screen of some 
sort. Don't forget to 
check that the channel 

/st 
Vision R.F. 

2nd 
Sound RF. 

2nd 
Vision R.F. 

Fig. 3. -An alternative arrangement. 

of turns into the frequency of the sound channel, 
which will then give a figure of frequency per 
turn. Add the number of turns required to tune 
the coil to the lower frequency. 

Coupled Coils 
Where coupled coils exist on the same coil 

former then we have two possible cases. The 
first is where a step -up or step -down ratio is used 
and the second is where the coils are equal. 

If the coils have an equal number of turns 
then the same arithmetic and procedure should be 
applied to each coil. Where the coupling coil is 
small then it is as well to leave it with the same 
number of turns as it had originally. 

A simple example encountered in many 
receivers is where an aerial coil has one or two 
turns. A more complicated example is where an 
intermediate frequency of about 13 Mc /s exists, 
It may be found that one coil has 7 turns (say) 
while the other has 9 turns. In this case, use the 

From common 
R.T. supply 

To tuner 
H.T. 

I z 

/000pr 

Fig. 4.- Circuit of an 
H.T. filter. 
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switch is turned to your local channel. 
Assuming that some sort of picture is seen 

and that sound is heard then set the trimmer to 
maximum sound. Now adjust the sound I.F. 
cores for maximum sound. reducing the volume 
control and /or sensitivity control as this is done. 

With sound at maximum. turn the tuning 
control so that vision is at maximum and ignore 
the sound. Trim all vision I.F.s to maximum 
vision and then turn back the fine tuning control 
to maximum sound. Finally adjust the tuning of 
the vision I.F.s by staggering them so as to 
obtain optimum picture quality. This latter is 
best done on a fairly still picture or. better than 
this. at a time when Test Card C is being 
radiated. 

Adjust the sound rejectors so that maximum 
picture brilliance is obtained and so that sound 
breakthrough on vision is nil. 

Some Problems 
If sound and no vision is received at first. or 

vision and no sound is received, the very first 
thing to do is to continue operating the fine 
tuning control. as in many cases an alternative 
position of this trimmer will be found. 

If this operation is unsuccessful then adjust 
the trimmer (the fine tuning control) so that 
either maximum vision or maximum sound is 
received, according to whichever is present. Next 
tune in the I.F. coils of the section where the 
signal is missing. If no amount of tuning will 
bring in the signal. try widening the spacing 
between the turns. Still no signal ? Then close 
up the spacing between turns. 

Should all this fail then take off one turn from 
each coil and repeat the process. 

Where no vision and no sound is received 
then a rough check on the operation of the 
tuner can be obtained by tapping a short circuit 
across the aerial socket. This should produce a 

click on the loudspeaker and in some cases a 

flash on the screen. If all is in order so far, 
then concentrate on either vision or sound 
(sound, perhaps. is the better) and adjust the 
coils as given above. 

If the click is not heard then there may be 
trouble in the tuner and the most likely source 
is poor seating of the valves. 

A rough check on the operation of the I.F. 
stages ca.n be made by connecting the 1.F. input 
to an ordinary aerial. Static or some obscure 
transmissions may be heard, proving this section 
is in order. 

If a low intermediate frequency is being used 
in the region of 13 Mc /s then it is often possible 
to couple the output of the tuner unit to a broad- 
cast receiver and to receive the signal on that. 
Some commercial broadcast receivers do cover 
this band when based on partial communication - 
principle receivers. 

Many amateur communication receivers can 
also be modified to cover this section. Swinging 
the oscillator trimmer (the fine tuner) may enable 
such a check to be made. The method is, how- 
ever, rather uncertain. 

Adjusting for Band III 
Having got the tuner working on Band I 

TELEVISION October, 1957 

then there should he no difficulty in changing 
to Band III by simple operation of the band 
switch. One point must be noted, however. 
Most receivers have some form of Automatic 
Gain Control and This avoids the necessity of 
altering the contrast or sensitivity control when 
changing from one band to the other. 

Most straight receivers have no such facility 
and it is therefore necessary to adjust contrast 
and;or sensitivity when changing from one 
channel to another. The provision of A.G.C. 
adds further complication and is beyond the 
scope of an article of this nature. 

The home constructor may, if his circuitry 
permits, try a simple modification to enable a 

crude form of A.G.C. to be obtained. This is 
by preventing D.C. restoration at the C.R.T. 

As an example, a measure of A.G.C. may be 
obtained where a D.C. restoring diode is used 
at the grid of a tube employing positively 
earthed EHT such as the PRACTICAL TELEVISION 
Argus. It is done simply by removing the D.C. 
restoring diode. 

The net effect of such a step is that the picture 
tries to retain an average overall brilliance and 
provides a very crude form of A.G.C. The overall 
brilliance of the picture may be lost and there 
will be a loss of tonal range between the high 
lights and shadows of the picture. 

The final result may be such that the gain does 
not outweigh the loss and it is better then to 
operate contrast and sensitivity controls manually, 
rather than to resort to this method. 

Removal of the D.C. restorer should not be 
carried out at the sync separator stage or sync 
will be lost and there will be real difficulty in 
holding the picture however strong the signal. 

Aerial Attenuators 
It is always good policy to have as good an 

aerial as possible. Where separate Band I and 
Band III aerials are employed and work into the 
televisor with a combiner unit, then attenuators 
can be fitted to whichever aerial is producing the 
greatest signal. Usually they can be accommo- 
dated within the housing of the combiner unit. 

While on the subject of aerials note that for 
Band III you will, generally speaking, require a 

high gain aerial as compared with that used on 
Band I. If the two transmitters are situated at 
about the same distance then an X aerial used 
for Band I will mean that an aerial with three 
or four directors is required on Band III. 

Power Supplies 
Where the tuner supplants a common R.F. stage, 

then in most cases the power supply feeding that 
stage can be used to feed the tuner. 

If the valves of the tuner use a heater voltage 
other than that used in the televisor, then either 
modify the tuner to use similar voltage valves or 
provide a separate heater supply. 

In the case of D.C. connected heater chains 
where all heaters are in series, then, it is possible.. 
to insert the valves of the tuner in the heater 
chain, provided the current flowing through the 
chain is the same as that taken by the valves. 

(To be continued.) 
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TV' .t the 
Natiónal Radio 

PORTABILITY was probably the greatest 
feature at this year's show, and the general 
trend of the portable followed more or less 

stereotyped lines. The sizes of the screens used 
varied from 9in. to I4in.. whilst as may be seen 
from the accompanying illustrations. the general 
appearance was developed round the full face of 
the tube. The early design. where the control 
knobs occupied a strip below the screen has been 
superseded, and the control knobs which are 
essential are now either in a small panel on the 
sides of the cabinet or. in some cases, on the 
upper surface. This makes for compactness, and 
some idea of the way in which this compact form 
has been followed may be gained by studying the 
two illustrations at the foot of pages 124 and 125. 
These views are of the Spencer-West "Teevy." 
This neat little receiver. finished in various colours 
is one of the few employing a 9in. tube. This is 
of the aluminised type and has a special plastic 
optical front which gives a certain amount of 
intensification and enlargement. Other portables 
have up to 14in. screens, but the "Teevy appears 
to be the smallest of the portables. It is. of 
course, ideal for the nursery or for a person who 
is bed -ridden. 

By way of comparison we giye on the next page 
a picture of one of the latest American portables. 
in which it will be seen that. due to the use of the 
new very wide angle tubes, the depth of the set 
has been reduced until it is now less than the 
width. This makes the receiver neater than many 
portable radio sets and is no doubt a pointer to 
the future. 

Use of Portables 
Many visitors to the exhibition queried the 
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A REPORT ON THE TRENDS 

OF DESIGN OF THE MODERN 
TELEVISION RECEIVER AS 
SEEN AT THIS YEAR'S 

EXHIBITION 

use of the portable and 
thought it was not wanted. 
There is, however, a very 
wide field of interest in this 
particular type of set. Apart 
from the use in "fixed " 
positions in the home. such 
as the nursery or kitchen. 
there are times when a 

person is confined to bed and would be 
well enough to see a programme but unable to 
get up to see the normal domestic receiver. The 
portable would be ideal in such a case. There is 
also an element of intimacy in viewing by way 
of a portable which is sadly lacking in the modern 
big -screen set. Some viewers maintain that the 
big screen is a retrograde step, and that they 
preferred the early days when there was only the 
9in. screen. In a large room. with the modern 
aluminised tube and all room lights on. one 
views a picture which is obviously a picture - 
that is. something mechanical or automatic. By 
contrast. a darkened or semi- darkened room, with 
a 9in tube viewed close -up. gives the viewer a 
feeling that he is part of the action or scene being 
viewed and it is far more intimate. Does this 
aspect of viewing, coupled with the production 
of portables, indicate that the large -scale produc- 
tion of small tubes will be resumed ? 

Projection Receivers 
The projection receivers this year were almost 

conspicuous by their absence. Two years ago the 
portable was not on show. but the majority of 
firms displayed projection models. This year there 
were. so far as we could see, no purely domestic 
type projection sets. Those which were on view 
were either designed for club or similar uses. or 
for schools. Probably this is on account of the 
fact that the screen is a difficulty. 1f the screen 

This Alba receiver illustrates perfectly the main trend 
at this year's show. Portability, the screen occupying 

the full front area, and attractive lines. 
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is part of a compact cabinet design suitable for 
the home. it becomes sert' little larger than the 
modern 21 in. direct -viewed tube which is, of 

Another attractive portable, by H.M.V. This has a 

telescopic aerial at the rear, hut in other respects is 
very similar in appearance to other portables. The 

tube is of the H.M.V. electrostatic type. 

course. scr much brighter and can be viewed 
from practically any angle. Where a large picture. 
sas 41t. aft. is required. such as in a club or 
hotel lounge then there may be some excuses for 
the projection set. and both Peto Scott and 
Valradio had receivers of this pattern. As may 
be seen from the illustration on the nest page, 
the active part of the Valradio set is quite neat, 
and may. easily be moved into position, whilst 
the screen is of a portable type. It thus forms a 

useful combination for occasional use. such as 

demonstrations. or for assistance in an "over- 
flow " audience at public gatherings. etc. 

Remote Controls 
fhe operation of the receiver from the actual 
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viewing point does not seen to have received 
much attention from the designers. It might be 
argued that once set up there should be no need 
to make any adjustments. but this is a very 
debatable point. For one thing, 
it may be found desirable to 
make three or four changes of 
station during an evening's view- 
ing, whilst adjustments of con- 
trast may also become necessary 
due to some atmospheric or 
power supply fluctuations. Philco 
have. however, tackled this 
problem and the results are to 
be found in their Philcomatic 
Unit. They claim that this is 
the only Armchair Channel 
selector in the country. This 
has a motor -operated unit which 
turns the channel selector to the 
desired position, merely by pres- 
sing a button. At the moment, 
however. there does not appear 
to be any fully- remote control 
device, that is. one which. in 
addition to channel selection. 
also has volume and contrast 
controls. The latter should not 
be difficult to arrange on a plug - 
in basis. and from the circuit 
point of view they could be 
placed at some point in the 
circuit where long leads would 
not have any deleterious effect. 

Cleaning the Screen 
Another point which does not 

appear to have received the 
attention it deserves is the 
removal of the protective front 
for cleaning. If a receiver has 
been in operation for a long 
period. it will accumulate a 

heavy layer of dirt as a result 
of the electro- 

i 

Some idea of the compactness of the portable receiver may be trained 
from this illustration of the tmderside of chassis of the Spencer -West 
portable. This has a 9in, tube and is probably the smallest commercially- 

produced portable. 

static action of 
the tube face. 
In a room where 
fires of the 
ordinary c o a l 

type are in con- 
stant use this 
film will include 
soot and become 
so thick that the 
picture will be 
almost obscured. 
Much depends, 
of course, upon 
the fitment used 
between the pro- 
tective glass and 
the tube. Some 
makers use an 
nir -tight mask. 
whilst others just 
liase the tithe 
pushed up 
against t h e 

THE SHAPE t 

a 
s The illustration abort 

1958 receiver whirl r 
ance in the U.S..4. 
short -neck tubes, th 

's screen and is shallot 
addition, a folding 
lapsible 39in. (nuis is 
which is rotatable. 
will no doubt he lea 

next t'ear's 

The moderi 
many recei 
thin legs, th 
with metal 
ends to faci 
This H.M.1 
screen, and 
covers the 
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mask. which is fixed to the front of the cabinet. 
One particularly good des ice is found in the 
Philco, where the tube mounting is completely 
independent of the chassis. The screen, mask and 

tube are. therefore, easily 
removable from the front. which 
not onh facilitates cleaning. but 
also simplifies the work of the 
service engineer. A hinged screen 
should not be difficult to 
arrange. and would simplify 
cleaning. 

THINGS TO 
IE 
otrs the latest Philco 
illy made its appear- 
ising one of the new 
ecei rer has a 17in. 
than it is wide. In 
ile aerial with col - 
rcealed in the handle, 
' /%s type of receiver 
'CI ill this country at 
who Show. 

ok -is imparted to 
this year by the 

ajority being fitted 
with castor -type 

te east um%ement. 
nodel has a 21 in. 
ding tambour door 
en tchen not in use. 

Accessibility 
The sers ice engineer often 

finds it necessary to remove the 
receiver completely from its 
cabinet before any attempt can 
be made at tracing a fault. In 
some makes of table model the 
bottom of the cabinet takes the 
form of a slotted wooden 
member. whilst in others it con- 
sists of a cardboard or com- 
position panel held in position 
by a screw at each corner. With 
this type of receiver the set may 
be laid on its side, the panel 
removed and the circuit thus 
becomes accessible. Again. 
Philco have gone one better and 
one screw only has to be 
removed to allow a panel to fall. 
revealing the essential parts of 
the circuit. This panel is at the 
side of the cabinet, so that, in 
the case of the larger models on 
legs, servicing is made very easy. 

Spot -wobble 
Again this year. Ekco appear 

to be the only 
firm who are 
using the spot - 
wobble feature. 
T h i s circuit 
arrangement i's, 
of course. quite 
a point of 
debate among 
designers, some 
of whom contend 
that the same 
result is obtained 
in effect, by 
defocusing. For 
the benefit of 
those who are 
not familiar with 
this device it 
consists o f a 
special oscillator 
circuit and a pair 
of coils arranged 
round the neck 
of the tube. h 
means of tthich 
the spot is 
caused to trtsel 

TELEVISION 

across the tube more or less in the form of a sine 
\vase, instead of in a straight line. By this means 
the line structure is broken up and one can view 

125 

leAlichael are responsible for this receiver which, 
ttltitst wry similar to others, has a slightly larger front 

than the screen area. 

the picture "much closer without the ruled line 
effect. The special oscillator is brought into 
circuit as required by means of a switch. 

Plug -in Components 
Another useful idea seen in one or two sets 

particularly the Philco. is the fitting of plug -in 
essential components. The line- transformer. for 
instance, is quite a common source of trouble. and 
it it has to be replaced it means that besides rise 
or six leads, a valve also has to be wired in place. 
The usual FHT rectifier is. of course, usually ut. 

Another viert of the Spencer -Wes( Portable, slwttiii the compact layout 
uithout any real overcrowding. 
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the wire -ended type and connected direct across 
two points on the line transformer. In the Philco. 
however, if there is trouble in this °part of the 
circuit all the serviceman has to do is to pull 
out the existing transformer on which the rectifier 

One of the very few projection receivers, this is the 
yalradio, which has a large separate screen with 
its own stand, and which may be folded away for storage 

when not in use. 

is mounted. and plug -in a new one complete with 
valve. The work of only a moment, and all con- 
nections. including the essential lead to the C.R.T. 
are in position. No risk of corona and no time 
wasted. This is an idea which could also be 
applied to several other essential parts of the 
circuit in a modern set. 

Circuitry 
As already mentioned. so far as we could trace 

there was nothing new from the circuit point of 
view. Flywheel sync. and other features are more 
or less standardised in the fringe area models and 
various interesting ways of arriving at the required 
balanced pulses are employed. The result. how- 
ever. is the same in every case, but beyond this 
nothing fresh has come up in the last year. 
Although not exactly a circuit detail, it is noted 
that there are more sets employing the electro- 
static tube this year. and from the advantages 
which it gives. this type of tube may become very 
much more popular. 

Printed circuits formed a very large part of the 
exhibited sets. the degree to which this feature 
had been incorporated varying from make to 
make and from set to set. It did not appear that 
a single manufacturer had produced an " all - 
transistor " set, or even one in which the vision 
and sound strips were transistorised. In the 

maiority of cases transistors and printed circuits 
were used only in small sections of the set, and 
whilst the result of using these features is not 
revealed by any difference in the picture, the 
reliability may easily be improved. 

The ultra -wide angle tube is not yet commer- 
cially available in this country. but we show on 
the centre pages a picture of a set which has 
made its appearance in the U.S.A. from which it 
will be seen that the width of the set is now 
considerably greater than its depth. This is a 
step towards the " flat tube." but whilst it is 
a great improvement it unfortunately calls for a 
number of new additional components. as well as 
changes in circuit design to obtain the increased 
power which is called for. Scanning coils are 
Only one of the items which need re- designing. 
but it is hoped to see these on the market in the 
New Year. At the moment no details are obtain- 
able. but hints of an even shorter tube than that 
referred to were given by one tube manufacturer. 

Aerials 
Some very interesting aerials made their 

appearance, notably the Golden V. This Belling 
& Lee product consists of two arms which are 
extendable and adjustable as to angle and cover 
BBC. I.T.A. and the F.M. bands. A somewhat 
similar type of aerial is fitted to the Ferguson set. 
whilst other models had fold -away aerials of 
various designs. The carrying handle formed part 
of the aerial in some receivers, whilst in others 
it was tucked away at the back. 

Another model with 
the same type of finish 
as that shown on page 
125, and also by the 
same firm. In this 
design the screen is 
covered by folding 
doors as used to be 
done in many consol 

models last year. 
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SIMPLIFIED TV SERVICING 
TESTING A FAULTY SET WITH ONLY AN OHM-METER OR VOLT -METER 

MANY 

readers it is noticed, from queries 
sent in, possess a volt- ohmmeter, and wish 
to carry out service work on their 

. receiver. but do not possess the knowledge of 
where and how to start. In this article, it is pro- 
posed to give a number of typical faults and how 
to find them. with the aid only of a volt- ohmmeter. 
As many different types of receivers. each type 
having the same class of fault, will be given it 
should be emphasised that a service sheet of the 
type concerned is very necessary, to save time and 
needless tracking of wiring. 

Example No. 1 : An Early Type A.C. /D.C. 9in. 
Set. Fault: No Sound, No Vision, No Raster. 

This type of set will have a live chassis. 
Check that the chassis itself is òn the earthing 
side of the mains. A small neon pocket tester 
is very handy to check this. The first thing is 
to check the fuses if fitted. then see that the mains 
power is getting to the set. In all cases it will be 
found that the on- and -off switch is in circuit 
directly after the fuses, and .from there it goes 
to a mains dropping resistor, which lowers the 
mains volts to the correct value for the valve 
heater circuit. From a tapping on this dropping 
resistor a lead goes to a metal rectifier (in the 
type concerned). The valve heaters may all be 
in series, or in a series -parallel arrangement. 
depending on the type of valves used. Now for 
checking so far. Check on the set side of metal 
rectifier for H.T. volts. These will vary according 
to the set and mains supply, which is usually about 
230 -25(1 volts. If H.T. volts are low, say about 
120 -150 volts, then the metal rectifier is under 
suspicion. A leakage on the H.T. side of the set 
will be shown by overheating of the metal recti- 
fier. The valves can be separately checked, or, if 
the meter is an A.C. type. a reading can be taken . 

of the heater circuits at different points, working 

Rise Dropping 
Resistor 

Fuse 

Br/mistor 

doing this. Connect negative lead of voltmeter 
to chassis, and only use a thin connecter when 
measuring voltages. This is to prevent acciden- 
tally shorting of valve pins, especially on B7G 
and B9A bases. If these are near enough correct. 
then check the voltages on the C.R.T. In th'e 
case of a triode tube. there should be correct 
heater volts and volts on grid, variable according 
to position of brilliance control and cathode 
volts, variable in most of these types by the posi- 
tion of the contrast control. The grid will 
generally vary between 0 and 90 volts and the 
cathode between 80 and 120 volts. If the readings 
are found OK, then check for EHT on tube. 

The set we have in mind uses fly -back EH1 
and an EHT rectifier valve of either the wire - 
ended type, or, if in an earlier model, a plug -in 
type. If the flyback is working correctly, the 
EHT rectifier should light after a few minutes 
of switching on. Should this not be so. then 
either the valve has an open circuit filament or 
the flyback is not working. If the valve lights 
and there is still no raster. then with a long 
screwdriver with a good insulated handle see if 
it is possible to draw a spark either from the 
EHT connection on the tube, or from the fila- 
ment of the EHT rectifier. If no EHT is 
present. then it will be due either to the EHT 
rectifier having little or no emission, or the 
trouble lies in the line output circuit. Now. 
although manufacturers give resistance values for 

arious sections of the transformer, this is not 
really a good enough test, as shorting can occur 
in the transformer due to the high voltages that 
appear across certain sections. In trouble of this 
kind have the line oscillator valve and the line 
output valve checked on a valve tester or by 
substitution before condemning the transformer. 
All components in the circuit, such as line hold 
control. focus control (if tilted) and width control. 

should be checked for con - 
tinuity and contact of moving 
arm. If an efficiency diode is 
used. this also should be 
checked for emission, as low 
emission here will prevent 
line output valve working 
correctly. Frame coils and 
line coils on neck of tube j// should be checked for resist- 
ance as on the service sheet. 

/ Amp. Valves 

Rectifiers Other Valves 

Fig. 1. -A typical heater chain. 

from mains end to the chassis 
end. If all valves can be 
seen alight, then this check 
is not necessary. If in this 
case H.T. is OK, and all 
valves alight, then we proceed 
to the neat step. We now 
check anode, screen and 
cathode voltages on the salves 
and compare with the values 
given on the service sheet. 
Care should be taken in 

ti 
Fuse 

Fuse 

ÇRT 

3 Amp Va /yes 

2 Amp. Valves 

Fie. 2. -A series- parallel heater chain. 
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For the purpose of this checking, we will now 
presume that the fault was due to a faulty EHT 
rectifier and we now have a raster but no vision 
or sound. It is now quite safe to make a deduc- 
tion that the fault is common to both. In the 
set under test, only the first two valves VI and 
V2 are common to both sound and vision, so the 
fault should be there, or in the aerial input circuit. 
These valves should be checked or changed. If 
the set is a T.R.F., there are generally 4 or 5 
valves of the same type in the vision strip. 

Changing these over if one is faulty will bring 
in sound, but may not give vision. If this is so, 
then you know that one of these valves is faulty. 
We will suppose this is the case and sound is 
OK and vision still not there, you already having 
changed the faulty valve for a good one. We 
must now check the remaining vision valves up 
to and including the vision demodulator and the 
vision ,amplifier. These valves should be tested 
or changed. Vision demodulators may either be 
valves of the double diode type or a crystal. If 
the latter have to be changed, be careful that the 
heat of the soldering iron is kept away from 
them. Holding the connecting wire with a pair 
of pliers will do this satisfactorily. 

The foregoing procedure will cover practically 
any television set that is dead; and in most cases 
the fault will be found in the early stages of this 
test, in which case the remainder of the checking 
need not be carried out. 

The Cathode Ray Tube 
This is one part that we have not yet con- 

sidered in detail. A C.R.T. will not function 
correctly if the heater is shorted or open circuit. 
or if shorts occur between the electrodes, or if 
the tube is soft or gassy. or if any electrodes 
are disconnected inside the gun of the tube. 
Most of these faults in a C.R.T. can be located. 
A tube that presents a blank or nearly blank 
screen EHT being present and other voltages 
otherwise correct, time bases working etc., can 
reasonably be judged to be suffering from low 
emission or having gone soft.. This latter, 
however, will generally show itself as a blue 
glow inside the gun. A C.R.T. with uncontrol- 
lable brilliance, other circuits having been 
checked, will probably have a leakage between 
electrodes, or may have an open circuit grid 
connection. Tubes that have a cathode -heater 
short or may be aged through long use. may 
have an extended life given them by using a 
booster transformer for the heater volts. This 
transformer isolates the heater circuit of the 
whole set from the cathode of the tube. and at 
the saine time boosts the heater volts of tube up 
approximately 25 per cent. 

Sets Using Valve Rectifiers A.C./D.C. 
The procedure of checking will be the same 

as for sets using metal rectifiers, except that 
it must be considered that the heaters of these 
rectifying valves are in the heater chain. It 
will be generally found that these rectifiers are 
placed first in the chain from the mains 
dropping resistor (see Fig. 1). A point that 
should be watched is in sets with series -parallel 

heater chains (see Fig. 2). These are generally 
arranged so that valves with the same heater 
current consumption are in the same chain. 
Do not be misled here by noticing that some of 
the valves are lit up. and considering that they 
all will be. One section of the chain may be 
open circuit. 

Example No. 2: Set with Time Base Fault Using 
Thyratron. 

This will include sets using a T41 or a 6K25 
valve as a line or frame time base oscillator. The 
symptoms are generally as follows: No line 
hold or frame hold, continually line tearing or 
frame slip, distortion or cramping of either line 
or frame. and, of course, no frame or line or 
a thin vertical or horizontal line. In most cases 
the trouble will be due to the valve, although 
components such as transformers and controls 
such as height and width controls must not be 
overlooked. It should be pointed out that 
neither a T41 or 6K25 can be tested on a valve 
tester. If in doubt, change the valve. Substitu- 
tion could be employed, for instance, in the 
case of a set having bad frame with line OK, 
if both bases are using thyratrons. In this case 
a changeover will indicate the faulty valve. 
When the fault consists of insufficient height, 
check should be made of the frame output valve, 
as well as the frame output transformer. Some- 
times this fault will occur at infrequent intervals. 
Search must then be made for coupling con- 
densers going open circuit or low capacity, and 
also intermittent contact of controls. 

(To be continued) 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS OCT. ISSUE 
NOW ON SALE PRICE 1/3 

With the increasing interest in transistors we 
commence, in this issue, a short series dealing with 
Transistors in Practice. This will deal with the 
theories underlying the component and the methods 
of application, together with practical construc- 
tional articles on transistor sets. 

In addition, this issue contains details of a small 
Transistor Test Set with which you can check your 
transistors, and an article on testing commercial 
transistor sets. 

The main constructional feature, which is also 
the first of another short series, is a Beginner's 
Constructional Course. Instead of going into the 
theory of various parts, as is usually done for 
beginners, this deals right away with the construc- 
tion of a crystal set, and subsequent articles will 
show how to modify it until it becomes "a two - 
transistor set. 

Another practical article deals with The Chorister, 
a four -valve battery -operated portable, and there 
are some further constructional details on the 
'scope built from the popular 62A unit. 

The principal exhibits at the Radio Show are 
dealt with, and other articles cover a Simple 
Transistor Housing, Soldering Wood, Glass, etc., 
Adding a P.A. to the Single -valve Transmitter 
recently described, a Musical Frequency Doubler, 
Transmitting Topics, etc., etc. 
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First National Magazine Ever 

FOR SPARE TIME 
MONEY MAKING! 

It's entirely new . .. and there's 
never been a magazine quite like 
it ! Every month PRACTICAL 
HOME MONEY MAKER will show 
you how to use your spare time 
for profit ... how to earn money 
in dozens of new ways ... how to 
market what you make. Clear, 
step -by -step instructions and 
easy -to- understand diagrams and 
photographs make success a 
certainty, even for beginners. 
Get No. 1 of PRACTICAL HOME 
MONEY MAKER today and place 
a regular order with your 
newsagent. 

Some of the profitable hobbies 

covered in the early issues 

Leather Handbags, Purses and 
Wallets Rug -making Soft and 
Mechanical Toys Plastic Ware 
Lampshades Jewellery Pottery 

Ornaments Photography 
Weaving Hom .Knitting 
Machines Picture -Framing 
Ticket Writing Stamp Collecting 

Rabbit Breeding Poultry 
Breeding Aquaria Woodwork 

Glass Novelties Basket Work. 

A few outstanding 

Features in No. I :- 
RUG -MAKING An ideal spare -time 
money -spinner, simple to learn, with a 
wide -open market. PRACTICAL. HOME 
MONEY MAKER shows you what materials 
to use and where to buy them, and 
describes every operation in rug-making 
M clear, step -by -step detail. 

wr, ......:::: ::': 
N91 TNE NEW MAGA ZINS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIL 

i??; smé?k 

Yet Another 

Great " Practical " 
Edited by 

F. J. CAMM 

Practical 

NOMI MONJYMA JOEl 

BASKETRY There is a wide range of 
models to make for quick profits. This 
article shows you how it's done . . . 
-imply, clearly, in full. 

HOME -MADE POTTERY There is 
always a ready demand for local pottery. 
An expert shows you how to set up your 
workshop and make your own kiln. 

LEATHER WORK How to make 
modern -style handbags, wallets and 
purses at home, with detailed instructions 
for tooling, stitching and ornamentation. 

rKORFPIfQSURf MOM YOUR LftSURf-l6fORE &fONfYA/Milk' POCHI 
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SIGNAL GENERATOR 
Coverage 120 Kc's -230 Kc's. 
00 Kcis -900 Eels. 900 Eels- 

2.75 Mc's. 2.75 Mc's. -8.5 Mc's. 
6 Mc/s-28 Mc /s. 16 Mc/s-56 
Mc /s. 24 Mc /s-84 Mc's. Metal 
case 10in. r, 6iin. x 4 in. 
Sale of :ndla, 6i x 3in. 2 
valves find rectifier. AC. 
mains 230 -250 v. Internal 
modulation of 400 c.p.s. to a 
depth of 30 per cent.. modo- 
fated or unmodulated R.F. 
output continuously variable 
100 milli- volts. C.W. and 
mod. switch. variable A.F. output 
Grey hammer finished case and 
minus 2 ';.. £4.19.6 or 3,1- deposit 
P. & P. 418 extra. 

SIGNAL & PATTERN 

GENERATOR 

Coverage Mc i--213 Mc's 
in five bands, all on funda- 
mentals. slow- motion tun- 
ing, audio output, 8 vertical 
and horizontal bars. loggin; 
scale. In grey hammer 
finished case with carrying 
handle. Accuracy x 1 ',ó. 
A.C. mains 200 -250 v. 

-....r- 
- -- ̂ --- s 

:r#4s 
o 

? (;:y 
and moving coil output meter. 

white panel. Accuracy plus or 
and 3 monthly payments 25i -. 

- 

`' 

l/ í 
.. 

- 

16.19.6. 
Or £2 deposit and 4 mthy. pymts. of 27/6. P. & P. 5 /6. 

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION 
CONVERTER SUITABLE ANY 1 _ 

T.V. EXCEPT PHILIPS - 

ALL CHANNELS i 
NO ALTERATIONS TO SET ® << 

Complete with built -in power supply. v 
230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish 
case 511n. long, 31ín. wide, 4 }in. high. ' +' 
Incorporating gain control and band 
switch. /Illus. with cover removed. ` , 
d14í .19 . 6 Plus P. & P. 2!6. - ̀ ..- 

3 element folded dipole I.T.A. loft AERIAL. 15 / -. P. & P. 2/ -, 
Co -ax cable. 841. yard. 

I1.P. TERMS AVAILABLE. 

AC /DC 
MULTI -METER KIT , Comprising 2ín. moving coil meter. 

scale calibrated in AC /DC volts. 
- ij' 

AC'DC 0 -10. 0 -100 and O-500. Milli -amps :4 
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range 
0 -10. 0 -100. Ohms 0 -1.000 and 0- 10.000, .. Front panel, range switch, wire- , wound pot (for ohms zero setting) 
two toggle switches, resistors and metal rectifier. In grey hammer - finish case. 19/6 

P. & Pí1 /6, 
-- I, .i nt to point wiring diagram 1 / -. free with kit. 

4 VALVE ALL - DRY SUPERHET 

PORTABLE KIT '. 
incorporating Ferrite rod aerial 
Medium and long waves. In grey 
leatherette. Size g x Im 

. 

x Bin. 
alv e line-up : 

1TS, 
IRS. 

3V4. Complete kit of parts (less 
batteries). ta 

°5.19.6 Pa kf gos3 
/6& $= 

q' 

COMPLETELY BUILT PORTABLE AMPLIFIER 
approx. size Olin. x 21ín. incorporating 2 valves, contact -cooled 
metal rectifier, bass and treble lift controls39 6 Pius 
and double wound mains transformer 230 -250 V. P. & P. 3/6. 
5in. P.M. SPEAKER & O-P. TRANSFORMER, if purchased 
with the above. 186. Plus P. & P. 1/6. - 

COLLARO 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER 
Model 456 (suitable for use with above amplifier). A.C. mains. 
200 -250 v., turnover crystal head. fik I9 6 Plus . Brand new, fully guaranteed. P. & P. 5/ -. 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD. 
23, H.GH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3 

GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K. 

Introducing ! 
THE 

66 MARINETTE" 
BAND III 

INDOOR AERIAL 
16/6 Retail. Complete 
with 9ft. low -loss cable. 
Available in Pastel Colours. 
Red, Blue and Primrose. 
With Anodised " Gold - 
Tinted " Elements. 

" IMPORTANT 
SELLING 
POINTS" 

The " Marinette " Elements 
are adjustable, giving the 
highest possible gain in all 
installations, with minimum 
ghosts. 

Variable mounting positions, with keyholes in base, for affixing 
to wall, if desired, 
Maximum " Eye -appeal." The Marinette need not be hidden 

Wholesalers and retailers. Enquiries invited. 
A Product of : 

MARINE AERIALS LTD. (Dept. PTV), 
210 DEPTFORD HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.8. 

Tel.: Tideway 3637. 

VALVE S 
S l RE U_ l l' 

SERVICE 
All Guaranteed New and Boxed 

1.4v. midget. 

1A7GT 12/6 
1C5GT 15/6 
1H5GT 11/- 

11/- 
IRS 8/6 
135 7/6 
1T4 7/3 
3Q4 9/- 
3Q5GT 9/6 
3S4 7/6 

8/6 
5Ú4G 8/- 
5Y3GT 718 
5Z4G 9'6 

1R5, 155, 11'4, 1U5, 3S4, DAF91, DF91, DEM, DL92 
DL94 ; ANY 4 for 2716. 

6L18 131- D77 8'- EF50 PCL83 9/8 
6Q7GT 9/6 DAC32 11'- SYL 6/6IPEN46 
6SN7GT 7/d DAF96 8'ß EF55 9/8 PL38 22//6 
6U4GT 12/8 I DF33 11 - EF80 816 PL81 11/9 
6V6G 7!- DF96 8 6 EF85 703,PL82 
6V6GT 7'B DH76 8 6 EF89 11!6-PL83 10/6 
6X4 7!- DH77 8 6 EF89 101-'PY80 
6X5GT 8/8 DK32 12 6 EF91 6'-PY81 8i- 
7B6 9/9 DK92 9 - EF92 5/6'PY82 7r- 
7B7' 8!- DE96 9 6 EL32 5l6 PY83 9/6 
7C5 8/- DL33 9 6 EL33 1819¡PZ30 18%- 
7C6 8'- DL35 15'6,EL38 22/6;R19 

138 7H7 8;- DL96 8 8, EL41 9/- SP41 6 
7S7 9 - DM70 8 6 EL42 11/-!SP61 316 

6 7Y9 8- F.ABC80 ^9EL84 9/6 U25 12/8 
g6ABO 
6ÁL5 

47 6 12AH8 
6- 12AT7 

8,6 EAF42 10 6 EM34 
8'- E1191 6 - EM80 

10'-11725 
10' -íU50 

1/8 
6AM5 5 - 12AU7 7'6 EBC33 6 EY51 9'9 U76 
6AM6 6 - 12AX7 8.- EBC41 61EY83 '101 -1U78 7/- 
6AQ5 7 6 12J7GT 11r- EBF8J 96'EZ40 8'- 'UABC8011!8 
6AT6 8 8 12K7GT 7'6 EBF89 9'611 EZ41 9/6, UAF42 10 /6 
6BA6 7 6 12KOGT 14 - ECC81 8 ;- EZ80 7 B1UBC41 8'9 
6BE6 7 6 12Q7GT 7'6 ECC82 7'6 EZ81 10'- ,UBF80 9/6 
6BJ6 - 12Z3 7'6 ECC83 81- .FW4;500 UCH42 10/3 
6ßR7 8 8 25L6CT 9 - ECC84 10/6: 12!- UF41 9,- 
6BW6 7 6 2524G 9'6 ECC85 9'8 G232 12/6 ÚF89 10/6 
6BW7 9 6 25Z6GT 9 8 ECF80 10'6 KT33C 8'0L41 , 9'6 
6CH6 ^'- 35L6GT 9'6 ECF82 11 -'KT94 UL84 11 /6 
6F1 15 - 35Z4GT 8- ECH35 9 6' KT61 14/6 ÚY21 15 /6 
6F6G 6 6 35Z5GT 9- ECH42 9 - KT63 6/6 UY41 8'- 
6Fí2 6 - 43 13 6 ECH81 8 KTW61 6 / -,UY85 10'6 
6E13 13- 50L8GT 8.6 ECL80 8 d MÚ14 8181 VP41 7'- 
6F15 14'9,80 8.8 EF37A 9 - N78 12/6 VP1321 20/- 
6J6 5 6 AGTP 20'- 6'- PCC84 8/- W76 8!8 
6K7G 4 6'B36 

IEF39' 
20!- EF40 12'6' PCF80 8/9 W77 5'6 

6K7C T 6 - CL33 16/9 EF41 9'6 PCF82 11161 X79 11'6 
6K8G r9 Dl 3,'-IEF42 11'- -PCL82 12/6'Y63 6'- 
6K8GT 9'6 Postage 5d. per valve extra. IZ77 6/- 

Any Parcel Insured Against Damage In Transit 6d. Extra. 

READERS RADIO 
24, COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL, 

LONDON, N.16 STA. 4587 
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Television Receiving Licences 
THE following statement shows 

the approximate number of 
Television Receiving Licences in 
force at the end of July, 1957, in 
respect of receiving stations 
situated within the various Postal 
Regions of England, Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

Region 
London Postal ... ... ... 
Home Counties 
Midland 
North Eastern ... ... .., 
North Western ... ... ... 
South Western ... ... ... 
Wales and Border Counties ... 

Total England and Wales ... 
Scotland ... 
Northern Ireland ... ... 

Grand Total ,.. 

Total 
1,504,663 

866,770 
1,197,686 
1,142,702 
1.033,182 

536.982 
408,283 

6,690,268 
510,279 
69,201 

7,269,748 

The Growth of Television 
AT the end of June. 1957, 

there were 7,169,509 tele- 
vision licences in force through- 
out the country, an increase of 
203,253 over the total at the end 
of March, 1957. The increases 
during the three months con- 
cerned were as follows: 

England (excluding Monmouth- 
shire), from 6,108,104 to 
6,274,430 ; Wales and Mon- 
mouthshire, from 316,372 to 
326.603 ; Scotland, from 478,432 
to 500.921 ; Northern Ireland, 
from 63.348 to 67.555. 

BBC's Seventeenth Television 
Station 

THE BBC's new television 
transmitting station at Rose - 

markie, near Inverness. is the 
seventeenth BBC television 
station to be brought into 
operation. 

The Rosemarkie station. which 
has a 350ft. aerial mast and is 
built on a commanding site some 
680ft. above sea level, over- 
looking the Moray Firth, brings 

the BBC Television Service with- 
in reach of more than 100,000 
people in an area which includes 
most of the counties of Nairn 
and Morayshire (where it links 
up with the service area of the 
BBC's television station at 
Meldrum), a substantial portion 
of Inverness- shire, including the 
Royal Burgh of Inverness, and 
the eastern coastal areas of Ross 
and Cromarty and of Suther- 
land. This increases the cover- 
age of the BBC's Television 
Service in Scotland to 93 per 
cent. of the population. 

The new station transmits on 
Channel 2 (vision 51.75 Mc /s, 
sound 48.25 Mc /s) with hori- 
zontal polarisation and maximum 
effective radiated power of 
1.5 kW. 

Silent Television 
ANEW television receiver 

designed to be suspended 
from the ceiling and to beam a . 
picture on to a 4ft. x 3ft. screen 
has been demonstrated by Had- 
ley Telephone & Sound Systems. 
Ltd., of Smethwick. Birmingham. 

The receiver -the Nera, made 
by P.A.M., Ltd., of Guildford - 
was demonstrated in conjunction 
with a new Hadley unit which is 
already being installed in several 
hospitals and enables the 
" sound " part of television pro- 
grammes to be divorced from 
the picture and relayed to indi- 
vidual patients through head- 
phones or pillow phone. This 
" silent picture " system over- 
comes the major problem df 
television in hospitals --that of 
providing ward siewing without 
disturbing patients who are rest- 
ing or who are too ill to parti- 
cipate. 

Alternatively, the ceiling -high 
projection set, with normal 
sound distribution and remote 
control, is suitable for installa- 
tion in schools, public halls, 
canteens, hotels or elsewhere for 
large -audience viewing. 

PO Radio Station Links BBC 
Welsh Transmitters 

IN order to " skip " the Welsh 
mountains a Post Office 

radio station is being used to 
link the two BBC Welsh televi- 
sion transmitters. Signals from 
the Wenvoe transmitter near 
Cardiff are received at the P.O. 
microwave station at Mynydd 
Pencarreg. near Lampeter, and 
are relayed to the new BBC 
West Wales Television transmit- 
ter at Blaen Plwy, near Aberyst- 
wyth. 

During the early stages of test- 
ing a " ghost" was seen on the 
picture transmissions, apparently 
caused by a cliff face on the 
2,900 feet Brecon Beacons. situ- 
ated some 61 miles laterally from 
the direct path from Wenvoe. 
The unssanted image was elim- 
inated by installing an aerial 
arranged so that it would not 
pick up reflections from the 
Brecon Beacons. 

New Schools TV On Show For 
First Time 

` FULL range of the latest 
i large - screen television 
receivers specially designed to 
meet the recommendations of the 
Schools Broadcasting Council, 
was among exhibits being shown 
for the first time at this year's 
Visual Aids' Conference. at Bed- 
ford College, London. in July. 

The new television sets - 27in., 
24in. and 21in. tube models - 
v;ere among exhibits on the 
stand of Clarke & Smith Mfg. 
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Company Ltd., specialists in 
schools broadcast equipment, of 

1. Wallington, Surrey. It was the 
first time a full range of large - 
screen television receivers of this 
type has been shown in this 
country by a single manufac- 
turer. 

First Hungarian TV 
Projection Tube 

THE Nagykanisza glass factory 
has produced Hungary's 

first television projection tube 
and it is expected that serial 
production will begin next year. 
It is stated that with the use of 
this tube TV pictures can be 
projected to the size of a film 
screen. 

Wolsey Television Change 
Name 

TO keep its title in line with 
certain extensions of 

activity which Wolsey are plan- 
ning. it has been decided to 
change the name of the company 
to Wolsey Electronics Limited, 
and this change of name has 
now been entered on the 
Register of Companies. Whilst 
having no intention of reducing 
its activities in the television 
aerial field (in fact the company 
is planning for a further increase 
in aerial trade this year). Wolsey 
is finding that more efficient 
production in the large factory 
space now available, and the 
expansion of its technical 
engineering department enable it 
to plan electronic manufacture. 
chiefly in products closely 
associated with its present 
activities. It is understood that 
the first of the new lines will be 
an aerial amplifier and distri- 
butor, and that further now pro- 
ducts may be expected within 
the next few months. 

The First Television Engineers 
MR. D. C. BIRKINSHAW, 

chairman of the Television 
Society Council, and Mr. T. H. 
Bridgewater, the honorary 
treasurer, have this year com- 
pleted 25 years in the BBC tele- 
vision service. This may fairly 
establish their claim to the first 
television engineers in this 
country, as they joined the BBC 
in order to operate the first low 
definition 30 line television 
developed by the Baird Com- 
pany. 

Mr. Birkinshaw is now Super- 
intendent Engineer Television, 
and Mr. Bridgewater is Super- 
intendent Engineer of Television 
Outside Broadcasts. 

BBC Rosemarkie Appointment 
MR. M. CLOUCH has been 

appointed Engineer - in - 

Charge of the new television 
transmitting station at Rose - 
markie, Inverness- shire. 

Mr. Clough joined the cor- 
poration in 1943 and, after ser- 
vice at two of the Overseas Ser- 
vices transmitting stations, he 
was transferred in 1949 to the 

October, 1957 

the shape of an " Antex " aerial. 
This new factory is the largest 

of its kind in Europe and means 
greatly increased production of 
Antiference aerials and acces- 

One of the Mullard laboratories on wheels now touring the continent to 
test out A.G.C. systems on the 625 line receivers etc. 

Norwich station as senior main- 
tenance engineer. 
' Later, in 1955, he spent some 
time as an assistant to the Super- 
intendent Engineer, Transmitters 
before joining the staff of the 
Meldrum Television Station 
where he remained until taking 
up his present appointment. 

New Antiference Factory 
ON Wednesday. 7th August, 

1957. Sir Gerard Spencer 
Summers. M.P.. officially opened 
the new Antiference factory on 
the Bicester Road. Aylesbury. 
with a golden key modelled into 

sortes during the coming season. 
Both the factory and offices are 
of the advanced modern design 
and every amenity has been pro- 
vided for employees. 
New Marconi Telerecording 
Equipment for Czechoslovakia 
THE new Marconi " fast -pull- 

down " telerecording equip- 
ment has been ordered by Kovo 
Prague on behalf of the Czecho- 
slovakian Television Service for 
use in their Prague studios. 
Marconi equipment was chosen 
after Czech engineers had studied 
and compared the various 
systems available. 
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C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
Type A. Low leakage windings. Ratio 1 : 1.25 
giving a 23°C boost on secondary. 
2 v., 10,6: 4 v.. 10/6 ; 6.3 v., 20,6 ; 10.8 v., 
106 ; 13.3 v., 10/6. 
Ditto with mains primaries, 12,6 each. 
Type B. Mains input 220/240 volts. Multi 
Output 3, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Input 
has two taps which Increase output volts by 
23% and 30% respectively. Low capacity, 
suitable for most Cathode Ray Tubes. With 
Tag Panel, 21/- each. 
Type C. Low capacity wound transformer for 
use with 2 volt Tubes with. falling emission. 
Input 220,240 volts. Output 2.21-21.21.3 
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel, 17;6 each. 
NOTE. -It Is essential to use mains primary 
types with T.V. receivers having series. 
connected heaters. 

TRIMMERS Ceramic. 30, 50, 70 pf., Od. ; 100 pf. 
130 pf., 1,3 ; 250 pf., 1/6 ; 500 pi., 750 pf., 1 /9. 
RESISTORS. AB values. 10 ohms to 10 meg. 
} w., 4d. : j w., 6d. : 1 w., 8d. ; ^_ w., 11 -. 
HIGH STABILITY. t w., 1 %, 2 / -. Preferred values 
100 ohms to 10 meg. 
í watt 1 WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS (1;3 

10 watt 1 25 ohms -10,000 ohms 1/6 
15 watt) 2/- 
13,000 ohms- 30,000 ohms, 5 w., 1/9 ; 10 w., 2/3. 

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE 
1,200 ft. on standard 7" Plastic reels. 
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7" metal, 2/3. 

FERROVOICE 1,200 ft. Plastic Tape 25/- 

0/P TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 50 mA., 4/6. 
Muttiratio, push -pull, 6/6. Miniature, 304, etc., 418. 
L.F. CHOKES 13 -10 H. 60/60 mA., 6i -; 10 H. 
oo mA., 9,6 ; 10 H. 150 mA., 12/6. 
MAINS TRANS. 350. 0.330, 80 me., 6.3 v. tapped 
4 v. 4 a., 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 250. 0.250, 221. 
Bargain 300.0410 63 mA.. 6 v. 4 a., 4 v. 2 a., 16/ -. 
HEATER TRANS. Tapped prim., 200/250 v. 6.3 e. 
11 atop., 7/8 ; tapped sec. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 15 amp., 8 ;6 ; 

prim. 2311 v. See. 6.3 v. 3 amp., 10/6. 
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, lin., 8d. ; lin. 

' 

10d. 
0.3in. FORMERS 6987 /8 and Cans TVI /2. Tim q. z 
^In. and fin. sq. x 1 fin., 2/..., with cores. 
TYANA.- Midget Soldering Ian 200/2'20 v. or 
230/250 v., 16/9. Boleti Instrument Iron, 24' -. 
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. x lion. Adj. Sliders, .3 
amp. 750 ohms, 4/8. 2 amp., 1,000 ohms, 478. 
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, .2 amp., 100 
ohms per t oot, 2 -way, 6d. per foot. 3 -way, 7d. per foot. 
LOUDSPEAKER, P.M. 3 OHM. 25ín. square, 17/6. 
Sin. Goodmane. 17/6. 710, z 4in. Goahnans, 211 -. 
35in. square, Bloc., 21 / -. 8in. Plessey, 19/6. 
61in. Goodman, 18/6. 10in. R. A A., 30/ -. 
TOL Tweeter, L01175, 6/6. 121n. Plessey, 30/ -. 
8in. M.E. 2.5k field, tapped O.P. trans!., 2418. 
CRYSTAL DIODE G.E.C., 2/ -. 0E134, 4/ -. 
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,000 ohms, 16/6 pr. 
MIKE TRANSP. Ratio 50:1, 819 ea. ; 100:1, 10/6. 
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout, 418 tin. 
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 365 pf. 
miniature lin. et II in. x 1110., 10 / -. .0005 Standard 
with trimmers, 9/- : lea trimmers, 8/- ; midget, 7/6 ; 

standard .0003 mid. 3 -gang, 7/6 ; 50 pt single, 2/6. 
SPEAKER FRET, Expanded Metal Silver, 131in. 

0 1in., 2/- each ; 141in. x 19m., 31- ea. 
GOLD CLOTH. 18in. x 25in., 6/- ; 23in. x 311in., 10 / -. 
Tygan Oft. tin wide, 10/- ft. ; 2ft. Sin. wide, 5/- ft. 
MORSE KEYS, goal quality, 2/6 ea. 

All Boxed VALVES New & Guaranteed 

1R5 
1S5 
1T4 
2X2 
344 
3V-4 
SU4 
5Y3 

8'8 6K8 
816 6L6 
8/6 6Q7 
34 60A7 
8/6 60N7 
8/6 6Y'6G 
816 6V6(4T 
818 6X4 

8/6 
10/6 
10/6 

7/6 
8/8 
7/8 
8/6 
7/6 

EBOI 8/8E1148 1/6 
EBC33 , 8/611ABC'80 
EBC41 10/8% 12/6 
EBF90 8/8'HVR2A 7/6 
E0084 12'6IMU14 1018 
ECF80 10'8PCC84 1210 
ECF82 188 PI'F80 10/6 
ECH42 301 Pt'F.ti 2 10/6 

524 10/86X5 7/6ECL80 818Pi'LS2 10/6 
tAMt 88787 8/BECL82 12;81'1:N25 6¡8 
6B8 5. 12A6 7/6 EF39 7,8P1..2 10/6 
611E6 7/8 12A118 10/6 EF41 10;8 1' Y.0 10:6 
6B116 10/8 12AT7 10/8 EF50 5,6 PYSI 10.8 
8BW6 8;812AU7 1018Egnip. PY82 30:8 
6BW7 8,812AX7 10/6EF50 5¡6 NP'IL 5 8 
'iCHd 10/8 1'21E6 10/6 Sylv. 't 11'41 81 
61/6 12B H7 10/6E080 108:1'1'1142 84 
14 7:812K7 816EF92 8,111 l'41 88 
6H11 34 12Q7 8/6 EL S,Bri.41 8'8 
6.13 8'8 :1:21 10/6 

8 /66 
E1.84 10,8 1171 46 

627 
61(6 

8,8 
8'8 

054 

Y.A50 

I/ 
116 

EY31 
EZ40 

11,8 1 

y 10i6 I '_ 1Ó/8 

6K7 5,6 RABOSO Si EZ81 11;8 \ 7U 10 8 

NEW AND 
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1957 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 
THREE WAVEBANDS. FIVE VALVES 
N.W. 16 m -30 tn. I..1TEST MULI.ARD 
M.W. 200 nt. -:íS0 ni. ECH42, EF41, ECB41, 
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 m. E1.41, EZ40. 

12 month gltarantee- 
A.C. 200 /230 v. 4 -way switch ; Short.MediOm- 
Long-Gram. A.V.C. and Negative feedback 
4.2 watts. Chassis 131 x 31 x 21in. Glass Dial 
10 x 41io., horizontal or Vertical available. 
2 Pilot Lampe, Four Knots, Walnut or Ivory. 
Aligned and calibrated, Chassis isolated from 
mains. 

10 gns. Carr. A Iny, 4P6. 

TERMS : Deposit 45.5.0 and eix monthly 
payment. of 41. 
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS 
8in., 17/6 ; IOin., 25,- ; 12in., 30' -. 

RECOMMENDED FOR ABOVE 
. CHASSIS * COLLABO * 

HIGH -FIDELITY AUTOCIIANGER 
1957 Model RC458 

7in., 10in., 1210. Records 
16, 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. 

4 SPEEDS -10 RECORDS 
With Studio " O " pick -up 

BRAND NEW LN MAKER'S BOXES 

OUR PRICE £9.15.0 post free 
TERMS : Deposit 55.5.0 and six 

monthly payments of £1. 
Space required 141n. x 1211.n. Sin. 
above and 3irLbelow. Cut Out board, 0 / -. 

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED RECORD 
CHANGERS 1957 MODELS 
Brand new and tally guaranteed 12 months. 

NOT JOB LINE REJECT STOCK 

Designed to play 16, 33. 45, 78 r.p.m. Records, 
7in. 10in., 12ín. Lightweight Xtal pick -up, 

rn. tuover head, two separate sapphire Ash, 
for Standard and L.P., each plays 2,000 records. 
Voltage 200 /250A.C. 

OUR PRICE £8.15.0 each, Post Free. 

Terms : Deposit 25 and 5 monthly payments 
of £1. Space required 14in. n lßjin. Ito. 
above and lin. below. Cut Out board, 6 /.. 

AMPLIFIER -RECORD PLAYER CABINETS. 
Cabinet size 181in. o 135 o Ht. 81in., with 
motor board 14 in 121in., £3.3.0, poet 3/-. 
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 s.wv.g. undefiled. 
With 4 sides, riveted cornets and lattice !Ding 
boles, 21in. sides, 7 V 410., 41 : 9 x tin., 5/9 ; Il z 7io.. 6/8; 13 x 9in.. 8,6: 14 x Ilin., 10/6 ; 
15 x 14ín., 12/8: IS In Iii x sin., 16,'6. 

TRANSISTORS. Audio, 10/- ; R.F. 2.6 Mc /e, 
21/ -. Mollard OC71. 20 / -. 
SUPEEHET COIL PACK. 2718, Miniature 
size 21in. x 21in. x /Din. HIGH "Q" Dust 
cored Coile. Short, Medium, Long, Gram 
Switching. Single hole !Ding with connec- 
tion diagram and circuit. 41t3 Reis I.F. 
FAMOUS MAKE 4- speed Motor alai Turn- 
table with selecting switch for 33, 45 and 78 
r.p.m. records. 200-230 v. A.('. 511 cps. Also 
HIGH FIDELITY Lightweight Pick -up with 
Xtal turnover head, separate Sapphire styli 
for L.P. and Standard reconis. SPECIAL 
OFFER, THE TWO 1 £4.12.6 post 2/6. 14 s 
121in. Cut Out Board, 6 / -. 
SUITABLE AMPLIFIER- PLAYER CABINET, 
45/ -. 
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Arne, precision 
engineered. Size only 1} x 3 ;l6in. Bargain 
Price 6/8. No transformer required. 

CHAMPION VHF (FM) TUNER, 
88 -96 mets. 

3 Muller' valves and snperhet tcol,, hear/. 
Maroon and creato receiver sty le.l cal,ine- 
12 s ti D Mu. Features : This is a sell-poo ere., 

' 200/230 0 0.t'. VHS' 10.811 Adaptor with 
operating and berthing data and a screened 
lead for connect ion to pick -up sockets of ant 
radin, raIlootam. nr amplifier. 
Brand new with 12 months' guarantee. Lia. 
price, tri gis. Our price, 10 gns r carr 4,g. 

O 

Volume Controls 
Long spi u'l lees. 5,,,..ia1,- 
teed 1 v ear. M',dget 
10,000 ohms to it Meg. 
No 8w. .0 P.Nu. 

3/- 4- 4.9 
Lin or Log 'Ira, -its. 

80 CABLE COAX 
Nemi -alr spaced Poly - 
thene insulated. jin. dio. 
Stranded core. eJ 
Loases cut 50% yd. 
STANDARD OJ 

lm. Coal. GU. yd. 

COAX PLUGS ... 1'- DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1.3 
SOCKETS . 1 - OUTLET BOXES .. 4.8 
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. 80 or 300 ohme. 
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1/ -. SO ohms onle. 
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Preieet Min. 
T.V., Type. All valses 23 ohms to 311 K., 3,- ea. 
50 K., 4/ -. N arbon 511 K. to 2 ut.. 3. -J 
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pots 21in. spindle. 
Values, PM ohms to 30 K., 5/8 ; 100 1:.. 8,8. 
CONDENSERS. New stock. .oil mid. 7 t'i. 
T.C.('., 5//8 ; Ille to, 20 kV., 9/8 ; 1011 pi. to 500 1,1. 

Micas 6d. ; 'l'nh,d :v 500 v. .001 to ,r11 mid., 9d. : 

.0.9, .1, 1.- ; _3, 1 6 . - -5 5 5 0 v . , 1 , 9 ; .1 350 v., 9d. 

.1/600 v., 13 : .1 !Hid., 2,000 volt, 3/8. 
CERAMIC CONDO.. T4O V., .3 pf. to .uí mìd., 10d. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 100. 3 pf. to 5..1 
pf., 11 -; Iiin0 pi. lo 3,000 pf., 1 /3. DITTO l' 
1.5 pf. to 300 pi., 1,1 ; 515 pt. to 5,000 pf.. 2, -. 

1.F. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair 
465 He s Sing tinting Miniature Sao. 25M. z 
lin. x lin. High Q and gbod bandwidth. 
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied. 

Wearite M800 IF 565 Ka's, 121 per pair. 

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES 
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES 

1/350 v. 2 - I,,,; 2 v. 2 / -I 8 +161310 v. 5.8 
2/450 v. 2 3.' 500 v. 4;8'16 +16/500 v. 6 - 
4/430 v. 2 - I - le/ /500 v. '25 +20/450 v. 5 6 
8/450 v. 2 3 8' -139 +32/3511 v. 4,6 
8/500 v. 2 9 CAN TYPES 3'2 -32/430 v. 6:6 
16/430 v. ç,8 t'iips. 3d. ::01 50/3511 v. 7/- 
16/ 

. í 00 s. 4 fer 450 v. 3: 8 60 -180'330 v. 11.4 
32/450 ,. 5 8 .,2; :150 v. 4, -.108- -200/273 v. 
26/1+1 V. 1.9,64,350 v. 5/8'! 12;6 
50/25 v. 1 9'51Sy19 v. 3/- 10 1,0+1,000 /6 v. 
50/30 v. 2. -I4 +16µ50v. 6 / -I 6'6 
Screw Base Te pe 512, 81500 v., 3/- ; 18/300 w., 4,'- 

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE. FLY- 
BACK VOLTAGES. K3/23 9 kV., 5/ -; K3/40 3.2 
kV., 7/- ; 163,45, 3.6 kV., 7,6 ; K3/511 4 kV., 8' -; 
K3 /110 8 kV., 14 ;6. MAINS TYPE CONTACT 
COOLED 250 v. 50 nut., 8/8 ; 250 v.. 85 mA., 9,6. 
COILS Wrarite, " P " type, 3/- each. Oemor Midget 
"Q" type adj. dust core, from 41 -. All range+. 
TELETHON. L. A Med. T.R.F., with reaction, 3.6. 
FERRITE ROD SEEMS. m. W.. 8,9 : M. k L.,12.ß. 
T.R.F. COILS -ADP, 71- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 21. 
FERRITE ROD -0,0. x 3 /SIn. dia. 2/6. 

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET- 28 -. H.F. 
coil, aerial coil, Oscillator col 1, own I.F. trans- 
formers 111.7 M,, e. Detector transformer and 
heater choke. ('hvnit book using four 6 AM6, 
3/ -. J. B. Chassis and Dial, 19,8. 
Complete Jason F.M. Kit, 55.18.8. 
With Jason superior .alibrated dial, 48.15.0, 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
1 6 or 12 v. 11 amp., 8,9 ; " a., 11 3 ; 4 a., 17.8 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 200í 
230 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 V., 11 amp., 16/6 : 

2 atop., 17 6 : 4 .unp., 22iß. 
VALVE inept T.V. TUBE equivalent brooks, 5/ -. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES. 8.1'. 2/.. 11. P. 3, 6. D.1'. D.'T.4f -. 
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES. 
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer, long spindle ... ... 68 
2 p. 2 -way, 3 p. 2- way,ehort spindle .. 2, 6 
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 p. 3 -way, long spindle 3.6 
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p. 12 -way, long spindle ... 3 8 
VALVEHOLDERS. Pan. Int. Oct., 4d. EF50, EAR. 
Od. BISA, CRT. 1 3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 8, 7, and 
9 pin, 11 -. MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct., 8d. 
B70, B8A, 58G, BOA, 9d., B7G with eau, 1.6. 
VCR97, 2 8. BSA with can, ti8. CERAMIC EF50, 
B70, BOA, 1st. Oct., 1 / -. 570 with can, l' 9. 
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT. air drying, 31- tin. 

ENLARGED SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN 
OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHASE. Please addreu all Mail Orders correctly as below. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
OPEN 

WH`TDEHORSE RD., WESTcCROYDON 
atalogue 6d. 

Tel, T HO 1 665. Buses 133 or 68 pass door. 48 -hour postal service. P. & P. II-, E2 orders post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Service 1 /6. 
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RADIO SUPPLY CO. (LEEDS) 
LTD. 

Post Terns C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under E1. Polage 1/9 extra under E2, 
2/9 under 15. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sats. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with 

enquiries. please. Full list 61. ; Trade list 5d. 
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS 

Fully Guaranteed. 
Interleaved and Impregnated. 

Primaries 200- 230 -250 v. 50 c/s screened 
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH 
260 -0-260v 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5v 2 a ... 16/9 
350-0-350v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2a ... 18/9 
250- 0 -250v 100ma, 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350 -0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350-0.350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...29/9 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT 
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a 

Midget type, 213.3ín. .. ... 17/9 
250.0 -250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...26/9 
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 a, 5 v 3 a 

for R1335 Conversion ... .. ... 31/- 
300- 0-300v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350 -0350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a ...23/9 
350.0350v150 ma, 6.3v4a,0 -4-5v3 a... 33/9 
425 -0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v 

4 a,C.T.5v3a ... ... ... ...49/9 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
All with 200 -250 v 50 c/s Primaries : 6.3 V 
1.5 a. 5/9: 6.3v2a, 7/6 : 0-4-6.3 v 2 a. 7/9 : 

12v1a,7/11; 6.3v3a,8/11:6.3v6a, 17/9. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS 
200 -250 v 0 -9 -15 v 11 a, 11/9; 0 -9 -15 v 3 a. 16/9: 
0 -9-15 v 5 a. 19/9 : 0-9 -15 v 6 a, 22/9. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 4/9 
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms ... 3/9 
SMOOTHING CHOKES 
250 mas h50 ohms ... ... ... 11/9 
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms ... ... ... 8/9 
80 ma 10 h 350 ohms ... ... ... 5/6 
60 ma10h400 ohms 4 /11 
SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS 
G.E.C. 300v 250 ma, 12/9: 120v40 ma. 3/9 
6 /12v 1 aF.W., 4/11; 240v50 ma. 4/11: 
6/12 v 2 a F.W., 8/9 : 6/12 v 4 a, 14/9: 250 v 
80 ma, 7/9 : 6/12 v 6 a F.W., 19/9: 6/12 v 
10 a, 25/9 6/12 v 15 a, 35/9. 
CO -AXIAL CABLE lin. 
75 ohms 14/36 ... ... 8d. yd. 
Twin- screened Feeder ... ... WE yd. 

BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT 
All parts for converting any normal type 
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250 v 
60 c /s. Supplies 120 v, 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma. 
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. 
of 2v at 0.4 a to 1 a. Price including circuit 
49/9. Or ready for use. 9/9 extra. 
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the 
construction of a unit (metal -case 
51- 41 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable 
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully 
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c/s mains. 
Price, inc. point -to -point wiring dia- 
grams. 39/9. Or ready for use, 46/9. 

UP/STEP M OWNL TRANSFORMER 
10-0- 100 -200 -220 -240 v to 5-0-75 -115 -135 v 
or REVERSE. 80 /100 watts. Only 11/9, 
plus 2/9 post. 
EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated black 
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14 
x 10 x Ellin. high. IDEAL FOR BATTERY 
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE. 
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR 
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9, plus 299 postage. 
Size 131 x 84 x 61ín., with undrilled perfor- 
ated cover finished stoved grey enamel. 
7/9, plus 2/9 post. 

EX -GOVT. VALVES (NEW) 
1T4 7/9 611-7G 3/9 6AT3 7/9 
1S5 7/9 6X5GT 719 EB91 8/9 
354 818 SLOG 11/9 EFB) 8/9 
6K8G 9/9 807 719 EF33 4/9 69 
611 GT 6/9 

12A8 719 EL32 3/9 
EF39 5/9 

15D2 419 EL9L 5/9 
6V6GT 7 9 3514 g 9 KT63 11/9 
6U5G 3/9 MI-14 4/9 SP61 2/9 
EX -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. -Brand new, 
cartoned. Complete with 14 valves, 
including 5Z4G. Also mains trans. L.F. 
choke, rectifier, etc., etc. Only 29/8. 
Carr. 7/9. 

Dept. N. 
32, THE CALLS, LEEDS 2. 
EX. UO%'. MAINS TR ANSI'. 
Removed from New ex -Govt. units. 

Primary 0 -200- 230 -250 v Secs 275-0-275 
v 100 ma, 6.3 v 7 a, 5 v3 a 18/9 

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES.- 
NO ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised ... 3/11 
120 ma 12 h 100 ohms . . 9/9 
150 ma b -10 h 150 ohms Trop. ... 6/9 
150 ma 10 150 ohms ... ... ...11/9 
250 ma s h50 ohms ... ... ...12/9 

E.H.T. SMOOTHERS 
.12 mfd. 5,000 v Cans (ex- Govt.), 2/11. 
BATTERY CHARGER KITS.- Consist- 
ing of attractive Blue Hammer Case, 
Transformer, F.W. Rectifier, Fuse. Fuse - 
holder, Tag Strip Grommets and Circuits. 
For mains input 200- 230 -250 v 50 c /s, 6 v 2 a, 
25/9; 6v or12v2a,31 /6: 6v or 12 v,4a. 
53/9. Any type assembled and tested for 
6/9 extra. 
R.S.C. 6 v. or 12 v. 4 a. 
BATTERY CHARGER 
For normal A.C. mains 
input 200- 230 -250 v 50 c /s. 
Selector panel for 6 v or 
12 v charging. Variable 
charge rate of up to 4 
AMPS. Fused, and with 
meter. Well ventilated 
case with attractive 
hammer finish. Guaran- 
teed for 12 months. 
75/ -. Carr. 3./6. 

BATTERY CHARGERS. -For mains 
200 -250 v 50 c's. Output for charging 6 v or 
12 v at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only 
27 9. Above can also be used for electric 
train power supply. 
D.C. SUPPLY KIT. -Suitable for Elec- 
tric Trains. Consists of mains trans., 
200 -250 v. 50 c.p.s. A.C., 12 v. 1 a. Selenium 
F.W. Bridge Rectifier, 2 Fuseholders, 2 
Fuses, Change Direction Switch, Variable 
Speed Regulator. Partially 27/9 
drilled Steel Case, and Circuit, 

BAND III CONVERTOR 
for ANY SET in ANY AREA 
This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions 
began to convert all typ's of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to 
receive on Band III. 

Unlike many other convertors this unit is small enough to 
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear 
finished and perfectly safe for all to use. 

The wiring is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult. 
* IT will convert any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet. 
* IT includes station switching. 
* IT provides pre -set contrast balancing. 
* IT uses only one aerial input for both bands 
* IT provides manual tuning on Band Ill. 

* IT is totally screened. 
* IT completely rejects unwanted signals. 
* IT requires no additional power supply where either 6.3 v. 

or .3 amp. heater line is available. 

CONVERTOR wired and aligned with fitting 
instructions... ... ... ... ... 

KIT complete in every detail, less knobs ... ... 
£3 10 6 
£2 IO 6 

I 0 
CIRCUIT and instructions in detail (free with kit) I 6 

KITS made up by customers checked and aligned, 
including post ... ... ... ... ... 12 6 

When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A, 
Orders over D. post free. 

C. &. G. KITS 
285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, 
ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY 

Phone : ADDiscombe 5262 

EDDY'S (Nottni.) LTD. 
(DEPT. P.T.) 

172, ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS 
MIDGET BATTERY ELIMINATORS.-To convert all 
low consumption portables for mains operation. Mains input 
220/240 v. A.C. H.T. output 85 v. 10 mA. L.T. output 1.3 v. 
125 mA. Size 3.7in. x 15in. x 1.8in. Actually smaller than 
the H.T. battery alone ! Amazing Price of 55 / -, plus 2/6 extra 
post and packing. All New and Guaranteed. 
RECORDING TAPE. -1,200 ft. Reels, 9/11 each, post, etc. 
1/- extra. 
GERMANIUM DIODES. -New and guaranteed, I/- each. 
Post 3d. 

Any Parcel NEW AND Post, 
etc., 6d. Insured Against 

D mageicn GUARANTEED VALVES óvery ai 
6d. EXTRA. ALL TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH - 

Free. 

DM70 7/11 EF89 9/6 UL4I 9/11 6Q7G 8/3 
EABC80 7/6 EF91 7 /II UY4I 7 /II 6Q7GT 8 /I1 
EB91 6 /11 EL84 9 /II VUIII 2/6 6V6GT 5/11 
EBC4I 9/11 EY51 9 /II IRS 7/6 10F9 11/9 
ECC83 8/6 EZBO 8/3 155 7/3 I2K8GT 
ECC84I0 /Il GZ32 12/6 IT4 7/3 13 /II 
ECC85 9/- PL82 8/11 3V4 8/6 1457 13/6 
ECFBO 1216 PL83 11/6 5Y3GT 7/6 2SZ4GT 
ECF82 12/6 PY80 8 /II 6BA6 6/II 8/11 
ECH42 9/11 PY81 8/3 6B8G 3/6 35W4 8 /II 
ECH8I 8/11 PY82 8/3 6816 7 /II 35A5 10/6 
ECL80 8 /11 U25 13/6 6F1 13/6 35L6GT9/II 
ECL82 13/6 UBF80 9/6 615M 2 /II 954 1/6 
EF40 I0 /I1 UBC41 8/11 6F15 14/- 955 3 /II 
EF4I 9/6 ÚF41 8/11 6K7G 2/II 956 2/6 
EF80 8/3 UF42 13/6 6K8G 8/6 958 3/11 

NO LISTS. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED 
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NEW technical tricks and gim- 
micks are the order of the 

day, especially in the engineering 
department of the I.T.A. All 
kinds of ingenious gadgets have 
been evolved which ensure the 
correct timing of programmes, 
record details of breakdowns, 
correct film speed variations, 
enable producers to cut, instruct 
and direct while the programme 
is on, and so forth. A.T.V. is 
probably the most go -ahead in 
evolving these aids to smooth 
presentation, most of which are 
not seen by the viewers, nor do 
they make any direct impact on 
the production methods. The 
programmes have not acquired 
any particular kind of new look, 
but some of the headaches and 
worries of organisation and pre- 
sentation have been reduced. 

MAN AND MUSIC 
SPIKE MILLIGAN'S recent 

goon show on the BBC 
made use of playback -and also 
of film, trick photography, inlay, 
back- projection and the whole 
bag of tricks in putting over his 
ideas of Man and Music through 
the ages. He also revived a 
gimmick of the music hall of the 
roaring 'twenties, when he roped 
that genial musical director. Eric 
Robinson, into the action of this 
crazy piece of hellzapoppin 
humour. His contribution to the 
merriment was in first -class 
" straight man" style, reminis- 
cent of the days of Jimmy Sale, 
Horace Sheldon, Pat Thayer, 
Kennedy Russell, Jimmy Glover, 
Tommy Thurban and other per- 
sonalities of the conductors' 
chair in the greatest days of the 
music hall. The art of the top - 
line music hall pit -orchestra con- 
ductor was in his perfect control 
of the orchestra, following the 
artiste on the stage and always 
subservient to him. As a stooge 
to the comic's wisecracks, he 
was always ready to play his 
part -but never to cap his jokes. 
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE) 

TELEVISION PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS 

By Iconos 

The musical- comedy or operetta 
conductor, however, conducted 
both his orchestra and the vocal- 
ists on the stage : the dancers in 
interpolated ballet had to keep 
time with the orchestra -not 
vice versa. 

VICTORIA REGINA 
T DON'T know how many plays 
1 and films have been written 
about Queen Victoria. In the 
silent days of the cinema there 
was Sixty Years a Queen. made 
by Will Barker and G. B. 
Samuelson, in the grounds of 
what is now the BBC TV film 
studios at Ealing. Later on, 
Housman's play .Victoria 
Regina had a good run at a 
West -End theatre. followed up 
by Anna Neagle's two highly 
successful films Victoria the 
Great and Sixty Glorious Years. 
The recent TV production of 
Housman's play was adapted by 
William Redmond, and an excel- 
lent job he made of it. Dorothy 
Tutin gave art entirely new and 
original interpretation of the 
part of the Queen, which I 
found most interesting. Her best 
scenes, however, were those 
which came just after the 
announcement of Princess 
Victoria's accession to the 
throne, when she assumes regal 
authority over the wishes of her 
mother, the Duchess of Kent - 
beautifully played by Lucie 
Mannheim. This version dealt 
mainly with early incidents in 
the life of Queen Victoria : I 
expect we shall be seeing a lot 
more of her long reign in due 
course on TV. After all, we 
have been háving rather a lot of 
plays about the Prince Regent, 
in which he has been given a 
variety of-characters by different 
authors, some not very sympa- 
thetic. Most of these historical 
biographies make good TV 
material. Apart from the hand- 
ling of the actors from the 

producer's point of view, the TV 
cameraman always seem to do 
their best work on costume 
plays of this type. I wonder 
why ? 

MONDAY DATE 
MONDAY is a good evening 

on which to have a slick 
comedy show. Jimmy Grafton, 
writer of comedy material and 
sketches for a number of leading 
TV variety comedians, turned in 
a most entertaining half hour's 
entertainment in Monday Date, 
in which Dicky Valentine once 
more proved that he can do a 
lot more than croon " pop " 
songs into a microphone. as did 
Shani Wallis, who is rapidly 
ascending to the top star class. 
Kenneth Connor and Irene 
Handl, together again. were a 
first -class comedy team who put 
over Jimmy Grafton's sketches 
with a fine sense of timing, and 
the dance numbers of Philip 
Casson added verve and gloss. 
A lot of hard work goes into 
these half -hour shows and much 
credit is due to the lively direc- 
tion of Kenneth Carter. One 
of the sketches in this show 
made use of the dumbshow type 
of humour, with musical back- 
ground, much favoured at one 
time by circus clowns. Done 
well, this type of humour always 
scores big laughs. Hal Monty 
featured musical dumb shows a 
year or so ago with great effect. 
and Aurther Haynes varied the 
formula. to the " dumb reaction 
to voice off " routine. The scene 
in which music was produced ' 

from iron railings and a tennis 
racquet was in the true clown 
style. The Monday Date show 
is definitely, a date that viewers 
should book. 

FEATURE FILMS 
DO old feature films make 

good modern television ? 
Apparently, they do, according 
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to the increasing numbers which 
have been shown both on the 
BBC and the Commercial chan- 
nels. In the second quarter of 
this year, no less than 39 full 
length feature films were shown 
on British Television (32 being 
on I.T.A.) compared with 25 
that were put on in the first 
three months of the year. The 
films are all pretty old. of course, 
as the industry has imposed a 
ban upon the televising of films 
less than five years old. As a 
matter of fact, some of the 
films date back to 1935 or 
earlier, though a few were 
released in about 1950. It is 
interesting to note the 39 films 
included 30 British. eight 
American and one French film. 
There is obviously no need for a 
British film quota to be applied 
to old films for television ! 

PLUSHY OLD FILMS 
OLD films which are of the 

" costume ' type naturally 
date the least. A costume film 
starring Madeline Carroll and 
Clive Brook, The Dictator, made 
in about 193.5. was shown on 
AR -TV recently and stood up 
remarkably well to the test of 
time. A somewhat naïve story 
set in the royal palace at 
Copenhagen about 200 years 
ago, it was chiefly remarkable 
for its " lush " mounting. with 
huge spectacular settings and 
magnificent costumes. Photo- 
graphically, it was excellent, and 
the performances of Madeline 
Carroll, Clive Brook and Emlyn 
Williams -all looking extremely 
youthful -were excellent. The 
whole production had a very 
expensive look about it. and I 
am told that it cost about 
£98,000 to make in 1935. The 
same standard of production to- 
day could not be turned out for 
less than £500.000. 

In another category altogether 
was the Marx Brothers film. 
Love Happy, shown by the BBC. 
The Marx Brothers are rather 
an acquired taste, like the goons; 
you either hate them or love 
them. I must say that I have 
always enjoyed the slick, crazy 
antics of this great comedy 
team. Groucho. the brother 
with the big cigar. was not so 
prominent as usual in this film 
-the main gags and musical 
items being brilliantly carried 
out by Harpo. the dumb one, 
and Beppo. the Italian -looking 
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member of the team. So far as 
I am concerened. they can put 
on Marx Brothers films regularly 
-especially Horse Feathers, my 
favourite one, and follow them 
up with Hellzapoppin, with 
Olson and Johnson. A Fire Hay 
Been Arranged. with Flanagan 
and Allen and Alibi Ike, with Joe 
E. Brown. All these are veteran 
films of the " goonatic " type 
which don't date and should still 
be good for a laugh. 

MODELS 
THE glossy and lavish 

production qualities of The 
Dictator caused me to think 
about the various ways now 
available to television producers 
for achieving spectacular effects 
without the necessity for build- 
ing huge sets. The BBC make 
occasional use of the systems of 
" inlay " and " overlay." in 
which walls and ceilings from 
still photographs can be added 
on to small set sections of 
normal size. It isn't used very 
often. however, though one or 
other system achieved a big 
success as a magical aid to a 
conjurer in a recent series. 
Models are used only occasion- 
ally and have only been 
moderately successful. The film 
people use models a great deal. 
and their success is largely 
dependent upon the selection of 
the right scale and the use of 
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high -speed " slow motion " 
cameras. For shipwrecks, 
explosions at sea and the like, 
scales of tin. to tin. to the,foot 
are often used, floating the 
model ships on tanks 40 or 50 
feet square and with waves 
created by powerful fans blow- 
ing upon the surface of the 
water. The scales are varied, of 
course, according to the require- 
ments of foreground and set 
pieces. With the film camera 
turning at three or four times 
its normal speed- anything from 
72 to 100 pictures per second - 
some quite astonishing results 
can be obtained when the 
pictures are reproduced at 
normal speed. It is an expensive 
process. however, requiring con- 
stant adjustment and experiment, 
retakes and lots of light -not to 
mention plenty of " know -how " 
on the part of the photographer. 
Nevertheless. considering the 
value to dramatic productions of 
well -executed model work, I 
would have thought it worth 
while for both BBC and I.T.A. 
to constitute small photographic 
model departments which 
specialised in this work. Many 
of the photographed effects, in- 
tended for specific plays, could 
later be put into stock for library 
use on other TV productions 
at later dates. There is no doubt 
that many model shots could be 
used again and again. 

A painter touches up a large scale (tin. to ME,) model of a seaside pier. 
Behind it is a smaller scale (tin. to lft.) model, and the background is 

a night sky of clouds painted on canvas. 
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ONLY BENTLEY OFFER 
A WRITTEN GUARANTEE 

TOP QUALITY BRANDS 
PEAK PERFORMANCE WITH LONG LIFE 

EXPRESS SERVICE ! ! ! 

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER 
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED 

THE SAME AFTERNOON. 

OZ4 6'- 6AQ5 
A3 3'- 6AT6 
A5 6'- 684G 
A7 15- 687 
06 10'6 6B8G 
1-15 II - 688M 
L4 6/6 6BA6 
LD5 5;- 6BE6 
LN5 5/- 61316 
N5 II/- 6BR7 
R5 8/6 6BW6 
S5 8/- 6BW7 
T4 7/- 6BX6 
U5 7/- 6C4 

2A3 12/6 6C5 6/6 
2A7 10/6 6C6 6/6 
2C26 4/- 6C8 8/- 
2D13C 7/6 6C9 12/6 
2X2 4/6 6C10 12/6 
3A4 7/- 6CH6 7/6 
3A5 7/- 6D6 . 6!6 
387 8/6 6E5 12/6 
305 5/- 6F1 15/- 
3Q4 9/- 6F6G 6/6 
3Q5GT 9/6 6F6GT 8/- 6/30L2 12/6 
354 8/- 6F8 10/6 7A7 12/6 
3V-4 9/- 6F12 9/- 787 8/= 
5U4 8/- 6F13 13/- 7C5 8/- 
5V4 12/6 6F16 9/6 7C6 8/- 
5X4 10/- 6F17 12/6 7H7 8/- 
5Y3 7/6 6F32 10/6 7Q7 9/- 
5Y4 10/- 6F33 7/6 7W 8/6 
5Z3 12/6 6G6 6/6 7Y4 
5Z4G I0/- 6H6M 3/6 8D2 
6A8 I0/- 6J5G 5/- 8D3 
6AB7 8/- 6J5GTG 5/6 
6A138 9/- 6J5GTM 6/- 
6AC7 6/6 6J6 5/6 
6AG5 6/6 6J7G 6/- 
6AG7 12/6 6J7GT 10/6 
6AJ8 8/- 6K7G 5/- 10E18 
6AK5 S/- 6K7GT 6!- IOLD3 
6AK8 7/6 6K8G 8/- I0P13 
6AL5 616 6K8GT I1/- 11E3 
6AM6 9.'- 61_03 I0/- I2A6 

FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL 
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN 
TRANSIT ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT 

CUSTOMERS' RISK. 

7/6 6L6G 9'- 12AH7 8/- 31 76 CV63 10;6 ECC32 I0/6EZ80 8'6 PCF82 11/6 
8/6,6L7M 8'- 12AH8 10/6,33A/I58M CV85 12/6 ECC33 8/6 EZ81 10 -.PCL82 12/6 6/-'6L18 13,-12AT6 10/61 30.- CV271 I0/6 ECC35 8/6 GZ30 IO'- PCL83 12/6 

10/6,6N7 8;-112AT7 8/6135/51 12,6,CV428 30/-,ECC40 I5/-,GZ32 12,6 PEN40DD 
4/-.6Q7G 8'6 12AU7 7/6135A5 II/- DI 3/- ECC8I 8/6 GZ34 14;-I 25/- 
7%6 6R7G 8.'6 12BA6 9- 35W4 8%6ID63 

10/6 
ECC83 9%6IH6B 126PEN46 

19/6 

7/6 6SA7GT 8 6 128E6 I0/-13523 10/6; D77 6/6 ECC84 10/- HABC80 PL81 15/- 8/- 6SG7GT 7.6'12E1 30/- 35Z4GT 8/-¡DAC32 II/-.ECC85 9/6 t3,6'PL82 9/- 
11/6 6SH7 6,- 121-16M 3/-,35Z5GT 9/- DAF91 8/- ECC9I 5/6 HK90 10.-',PL83 11/6 
8/6 6SJ7 8/-1215GT 4/614IMTL 7/6 DAF96 9/6;ECF80 12/6 HL23 I0.6,PM2B 12/6 9/- 6SK7GT 6/-112J7GT 10/6I5005 12/6 DCC90 7/- ECF82 12/6 HL4I 12 6.PMI2 4/- 
8/6 65L7GT 8/- I2K7GT i5OL6GT 8/6IDF33 II/- ECH35 9/6 HL133DD PM12M 6/6 

6SN7GT 7/6 8/6 6IBT 12/61DF91 7/- ECH42 I0/- 12;6 PY80 9/- 
6557 7/6 12K8GT I4/- 6ISPT 15/-'DF96 9/6 ECH8I 8/- HVR2 20--,PY81 9/- 
6U4GT 14/- I2Q7GT 8/6 72 4/6IDH63 8/6 ECL80 9/- HVR2A 6 - PY82 7/6 
6U5G 7/6, I2SA7 8/6 77 8/-ID1-176 8/6 EF36 6/- KL35 8 6 PY83 9/6 
6U7 8/6 12SC7 7/6 78 8/6 DH77 8/6 EF37A 9/- KT2 5 - 1QP21 7/- 
6V6G 7/- 125G7 7/6180 8/6 DK32 15/- EF39 6/- KT33C 10 -.QP25 IS/- 
6V6GT 7/- 12SH7 5/6183 8!6 DK9I 8/6 EF40 12/6 KT44 7- QSI50/15 
6X4 7/- 12SJ7 8/-I85A2 15'- DK92 10/- EF41 9/6 KT63 6 6 10/6 
6X5GT 6!6 12SK7 6/- 15082 15.- DK96 9/6 EF42 12/6 KTW6I 6 6 QVO4/7 
6Z4/84 12/6 12SQ7 8/6 807 6.6 DL2 15/- EF50(A) 7/- KTW62 8 - 15/- 6Z5 12/6 12SR7 8/6 866A 12 6 DL33 9/6 EF50(E) 5/- KTW63 8-- R12 14/- 12U5G 7/6 956 3 - DL92 8/- EF54 5/- KTZ4I 6;- SD6 12/7 

12Y4 10/6 1203 7 - DL94 9/- EF73 10/6 KTZ63 10¡6 SP4(7) 15/- 
14R7 10/6 4033L 12,6 DL96 9/6 EF80 8/6 L63 5P41 316 
1457 14/- 5763 12'6 DLSIO 10/6 EF85 7/6 MH4 7.- SP42 12/6 19AQ5 It/- 7193 5- DM70 8/6IEF86 12/6 MHL4 7'6 SP61 3/6 
19H1 10/- 7475 7+6 EA50 2/- EF89 10/- MHLD612¡6'TP22 15/- 

20D1 12/7 9002 5/6,EA76 9/6 EF91 9/- ML4 12,6 U16 12/- 
20L1 13/6 9003 5/6 EABC80 7/6 EF92 6/6 ML6 6¡6 U22 8/- 8/- 25L6GT 9/- 9006 6!- EAC9I 7/6 EL32 5/6 MU14 8,6,U25 13/6 3'- 25Z4G 9/- ACEPEN 6/6 EAF42 10/6 EL4I 10/6 N78 12/61U31 9/- 9/- 25Z5 10/6 AC/HL/ E834 2/- EL42 11/- OAIO 12;6'U50 7/6 

9D2 3/6;25Z6G 9/6 DDD IS/- EB4I 8/6 EL8I 15/- OA70 5¡- U52 8/- 
IOC! 15/- 28D7 7'- AC/P4 8/- EB9I 6/6 EL84 10/6 OA71 5'- U76 8/- 
10C2 13/- 30 7/6 AP4 7/6 EBC33 7/6 EL9I 5/- OM 30'- U78 7/- 
10E1 15/-,30C1 12/6 ATP4 3/6 EBC4I 10/- EM34 10/- 

P61 3,,6 U251 15/- 
10F9 11/6 30F5 12/6 AZ 12/64EBF80 9/6 EM80 10/6 U404 10/6 

12/6 30FLI 12/6 B329 10/6IIEBF89 9/6 EY5I 10/6 PABC80 UA8C80 
8/6 30LI 12/6 8163 7/6 EC52 5/6 EY86 10/6 ISI-. 10/6 

17/6 30P4 15/-;CK505 6/6 EC54 6/- EZ35 6/6 PCC84 8,- UAF42 10/6 I5/- 30P12 13/6,CK506 6/6 EC70 12/6 EZ40 8/- PCC85 12'6 UB4I 12/7 
6/6 30P16 10¡6.CK523 6/6 ECC3I I5/- EZ4I 10/6 PCF80 8,6 UBC41 8/6 

TERMS OF BUSINESS :-CASH WITH ORDER OR 
C.O.D. ONLY. ORDERS VALUE E3 OR MORE SENT 
POST /PACKING FREE. ORDERS BELOW E3 PLEASE 
ADD6d. PER VALVE. C.O.D. ORDERS :- MINIMUM 
FEE, INCLUDING POST AND PACKING, 3/ -. WE 
ARE OPEN FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS. MON: 
FRI. 8.30 -5.30. SATS. 8.30 -1 p.m. 

UBF80 9-6 
UBF89 10 6 
UCC85 10'6 
UCH42 10,-- 
UCH8I 11 6 
UCL82 13 6 
UF4I 9- 
UF80 10 6 
UF85 10 6 
UF89 IO 6 
UL4I 10 . 

UL46 15 - 

UL84 I1 6 
UY4I 8 6 
UY85 10 6 
V 1507 5/- 
VLS492A E3 
VMP4G IS'- 
VP2(7) 12'6 
VP4(7) 15 - 
VPI3C 7¡- 
VP23 6'6 
VP4I 7 6 
VR105/30 

VR 150/30 
9¡- 

VT6IA 5¡- 
VT501 5 - 
W76 86 
X61 12,6 
X65 126 
X66 12 6 
X79 12 6 
XD(1.5) 4 - 
XFW10 66 
XFY12 6 6 
XH(1.5) 4 - 
XSG(1.5) 4 - 
Y63 7 6 
Z63 10/6 
Z66 20/- 
Z77 91- 
Z719 12'6 
Z729 12 6 

ALL VALVES NEW, BOXED, TAX PAID, AND 
SUBJECT TO MAKERS' GUARANTEE. FIRST 
GRADE GOODS ONLY, NO SECONDS OR RE- 
JECTS. ALL ORDERS RECEIVED BY FIRST POST 
DESPATCHED SAME DAY. S.A.E. FOR FREE 
COMPLETE LIST, WITH FULL TERMS OF BUSI- 
NESS. 

Every valve we despatch is first carefully tested in our laboratories, for maximum functioning 
characteristics, right in a radio or T.V. set -under actual operating conditions ! That's 
why we guarantee every Bentley valve in accordance with the Standard Guarantee. Full 
replacement within ninety days of purchase, excepting only burnouts and breakages. 

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS 

38 CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I 
PRlmrosc 9093 

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY VALVE NOT LISTED. 3d. STAMP, PLEASE. 
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THE PLAYER'S GUIDE TO NAVY CUT 

A leader amen; the 
great tobaccos of the 
world. Unchanging 
in quality, unique 
in flavour, slow - 
burning and very 
economical. 
2-oz airtight tins 9/7 

This singularly smooth tobacco, is lighter 
to look at and a trifle milder in flavour 
than Player's Medium Navy Cut. 
2-oz airtight tins 9/7 

Superb leaf compressed in a coil of rope, 
slowly matured, and cut the traditional 
Navy way: the Admiral of the Player's 
Fleet. 2 -oz airtight tins 9/9 

All available in 1 -oa packets 

[NCT 93Jj 

OPPORTUNITIES IN I 

TE LEVISION 
148 pages 

Television offers unlimited 
scope to the technically 
qualified. Details of the 
easiest way to study for 
A.M.Brit.1.R.E., R.T.E.B. 
Cert., City and Guilds, 
Television, Television 
Servicing, Sound Film 
Projection, Radio 
Diploma Courses, etc., 
are given in our 148-page 
Handbook " ENGINEER- 
ING OPPORTUNITIES" 
which also explains the 
benefits of our Appoint- 
ments Dept. 

We Guarantee 
"NO PASS- NO FEE" 
If you are earning less than 
£t8 a week you must read 
this enlightening book. 

Send for your copy NOW -FREE an d 
without obligation. 

WRITE TO -DAY ! 

British Institute of Engineering Technology 
237, College House. 
2931, Wright's Lou,. 

Kensiogtoa. W.8. 
IE 

ALUMINIUM, LIGHT ALLOYS, 

BRASS, COPPER, BRONZE, 

IN ROD, BAR, SHEET. TUBE, STRIP 
WIRE, ANGLE, CHANNEL, TEE 

3000 STANDARD STOCK SIZES 

H. ROLLET & CO., LTD. 
6, CHESHAM PLACE, LONDON. S.W.I. 

SLOane 3463 

Works : 

36, ROSEBERY AVE., LONDON, E.C.1. 

Branches at Liverpool, Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds. 

" No Quantity too Small " 

60 PAGES OF SPARES 
IN NEW CATALOGUE 

81 exact replacement V, Cs. 37 Mains 
droppers. Line output transformers, 
Condensers, Resistors, Tools. Everything 
for the engineer or amateur. Price 1/ -. 

M.,FOY 
6. Wykebeck Gdns., Leeds, 9. 

OSMOR CONVERTERS 
ALL CHANNELS 

Simple, efücient for all TV (including 
TRF). Guaranteed no break -through of 
Land 1 or re- radiation. Approx. 1 hr. to 
tuild. Will convert any Band III channel 
to any Band I channel. AC or AC'DC. 
Kit, £3.5.0. Ready wired, £4.0.0. Post 
free. Terms : C.W.O. Post orders only. 
711E ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO. 
29, Leigh Rd., lllghbury, London. N.5 

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD. 
Pur Lundun', lin,at bargains in 
electronic, telet Rion and radio 

equipment. 

T.V.s 500 SETS 
500 H.P. repossessed 'I.V. sets- always 
in stock. All makes and sizes. At 
remarkably low prices. For example : 

12' 5 channel £19. 0.0 
14' , £32.10.0. 
17- .. £42.10.0. 

(Postage ,t Packing 25,- eaten) 
All popular makes in stock. All fu'ly 
guaranteed 

Also spares 
perfect working 

C.R. TUBES 
Reclaimed and guaranteed Cathode Ray 
Tubes. 121n.. £6: 14ín.. £5 15ín.. 
£7.10.0 : 17in., £7.10.0 P. & P. 10' -. 
Rebuilt Tubes, carrying 6 months 
guarantee. 12in., £9 14ín.. £11.10.0 : 

15ín., £12 : 17ín., £14. plus 10- for p. & p. 

COLLARD RC 45 
4 epeei autochange £9. 

COLLARO RC 54 
3 speed automatic record changer 
with High fidelity £ 717 a p.30 

as 
-p studio pick -up. 

Good Quality 4 valve superhet 
gramophone amplifier with 4 pre -set 
radio stations (Light, Home, Third & 
Radio Luxemburg), with Sin. speaker 
mounted on chassis. built -in aerial. Two 
control switches. Circuit uses latest 
B.V.A.glass miniatures£6.19 P. P. 
Wonderful value. 
Orders and Callers to : 

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD. 
220 Edgware Road, London, W.2. 

PAD 5607 
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CORKESPOÑDEÑ 

THE EF5O CONVERTER 
SIR,- Numerous queries concerning coil data for 

the EF50 converter of September, 1955, issue 
have been received, and to avoid further queries 
I give the following data : 

1 2 

Channel 
3 4 5 

L 2 and 3 turns ¡ 11 10 9 8 7 

TI PRI turns 11 10 9 8 7 
SEC 3 2 2 2 2 

Band III coils LI and L4 
should cover channels 8 and 
10, with slight closing or 
opening respectively. L5 
depends on the frequency 
difference between the 
Band IIl and Band 1 

stations (143 Mc /s for 
9 and 2). This will hold 
for Channel 8 and 1 or 
10 and 3, but other 
variations will need some 
experiment '-iith L5. -L. 

The Editor does not necessarily agree with 
the opinions expressed by his correspon- 
dents. All letters most be accompanied by 
the name and address of the sender 
(uot necessarily for publication). 

press. The mistake is on page 5, with reference to 
working more than one set from one input. The 
value of R in Fig. 7 is given by the formula: 

Impedance of aerial 
R-= N -1 

N+I 
N being the number of outlets required. Your 
example dealt with an aerial impedance of 75 ohms 
and three outlets. From the formula we have : 

R -75 =75 -1502 
3-1 2 
3, -1 4 

If the number of outlets had been two, as seems to 
be the case in the example as shown, we have : 

R 75 = 75 

SPECIAL NOTE 
Will readers please note that we are unable 

to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of ex- 
government apparatus, or of proprietary 
makes of commercial receivers. We regret 
that we are also unable to publish letters from 
readers seeking a source of supply of such 
apparatus. 

S!-I.ATWELL (Oldham). 

TUBE FAULTS 

S IR; I was very interested in your article in 
the September issue on tube faults. but I 

have one which I would like explained as several 
so- called engineers have looked at it and cannot 
offer an explanation. A typical week would be 
something like the following: Monday, perfect 
reception all the evening ; Tuesday, switch on and 
there is a very faint picture for about 1- hours. 
Then, without touching it, it will suddenly flare 
up and die down to a normal picture for the 
rest of the evening. Wednesday, switch on, 
perfect. After an hour or so the opposite to 
Tuesday, that is, the picture will flare up and 
die down to an almost invisible image which 
cannot be brightened and we have to switch off 
for the rest of the evening. Thursday, jumpy. 
Sometimes bright, sometimes dark, but quite 
steady lock, which will be the opposite perhaps 
to the following night, when the picture cannot 
be locked no matter what you do. Brightness 
is probably quite even during this period. 
Saturday, there is probably nothing wrong, just 
like Monday. Brilliance components have all been 
replaced, together with lots of components here 
and there. Perhaps one of your experts can 
suggest something. -H. F. WArrs (N.W.). 

AERIAL DEVICES 
SIR, -I read with great interest your article on 

aerial devices published in the August issue. 
I found it, too, an interesting and informative one, 
but on reading through it 1 spotted a slight slip. 
1 am not sure if the error lay with you or whether 
your article has been mutilated on its way to the 

_21 1 

1 

225.? not 2517 
-RONALD DIXON (Co. 
Durham). 

DABBLERS 
SIR. -I heartily agree 

with your article 
headed "Dabbling''" as 
expressed in " Televiews 

in the August edition of PRACTICAL TELEVISION. 
1 am one of those amateurs who do spare time 

servicing and find your articles of great assistance. 
1 offered my services to two dealers in the past and 

was promptly given the " brush -off" on stating I was 
an amateur, yet I received a thorough training in 
radio theory and practice whilst serving with the 
R.A.F. 

I recently obtained employment with a well -known 
firm of radio dealers and came in contact with many 
amateurs whose knowledge I fo}tnd was as great as, 
if not greater than, the people I worked with. 

1 think the main reason why dealers have difficulty 
in obtaining labour is their attitude to applicants 
and that they offer no prospects such as superannua- 
tion benefits, etc. I know 1 much prefer working on 
my own in my spare time. -G. H. BROWN (N.W.I.). 

SIR, -May I, through your correspondence column, 
reply to various letters that have appeared in 

the past. First, re " Anti -dabbler's " letter, 1 happen 
to be professionally employed in electronics, being 
also a ham and holding one of the coveted trans- 
mitting licences, but the term " dabblers " annoys 

The circuit referred to under Aerial Devices. 
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me. With the coming of commercial radio and TV 
as we know it today, most of our type were dabblers 
at one time or another ; even the much saluted man 
Marconi admitted once being an amateur. Many 
businesses have been built up by extortionate charges 
by the dealer, who has no knowledge, in a lot of 
cases, of the difference between a C.R.T. and a 
bicycle tube, but employs a number of engineers to 
carry out the work required. Another point I should 
like to ask : how many dealers, when holding closed 
agencies normally called the cream of the business, 
have ever been approached re the service side. The 
firm I work for hold many of these agencies and I 
cannot remember being approached. Whilst I have 
to cater for all aspects of electronics from deaf aids 
to cinema organs, I feel the choice of the public does 
not matter. If Mrs. Jones's son can repair TV sets, 
let him do so ; if he makes a hash of it, and it is 
passed on to you, the only remedy is to point out to the 
customer that the set has been tampered with by a 
person with no knowledge, charge a fair price, do 
a good job and the reward will he a satisfied customer 
who will talk. To finish, most of the troubles today 
are to be found in two groups : bad workmanship 
and faulty valves. A normal failure is one of those 
things, except in the case of C.R.T.s. This is the 
" skeleton in the cupboard " to engineer and dealer ; 

for the price they cost they should last for years. 
How many do p Anyway, we will wish the dealer, 
engineer and dabbler the best of luck, and I back up 
" Anti -dabbler's " statement -employ these dabblers 
part -time, for who knows, you may have another 
Marconi. -ENGINEER (Cornwall) (name and address 
supplied). 

SIR, -With reference to " Anti -dabbler's " letter 
in your lasti ssue regarding amateurs who buy 

spares from dealers to carry out their own repairs, 
I had a faulty valve in my TV and after trying several 
shops I was curtly told by one dealer that he did not 
supply TV valves unless I had bought the set there. 
The same applies to servicing sets which haven't 
been sold by him. (TV is still a novelty here and 
some dealers are interested only in sales.) Surely 
this is a short -sighted spiteful type of policy which 
can only harm the dealer's reputation as we amateurs 
can obtain all we need in spares from the advertise- 
ments in your excellent magazines, provided we can 
wait a few days for return of the spares. However, 
there are dealers in this town who help the amateur, 
especially a recently established firm who have 
experience in TV and who gladly order valves, etc., 
from their other branches with the minimum of 
delay. Surely the radio and TV trade owes much to 
the keen amateur serviceman who has helped so 
much towards the advancement of radio and TV and 
whose only crime is to assist the public by offering 
to repair sets which have been rejected as unrepairable 
by certain dealers who fail to make an easy profit 
on same. -T. A. EVANS (Aberystwyth). 

AERIAL AIDS 
SIR, -I was interested in the recent article on 

Aerial Devices and would like to make a 

point regarding aerials for TV. When one looks 
round at some houses in this locality the roof 
bears an am t2 ing array from the metal warehouse. 
There are multi -element Band I aerials and ditto 
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for Band III and in some cases a horizontal 
dipole too. Surely. in these days of electronics 
engineers could do something to overcome the 
necessity for all the aerials. It seems to me that 
they spend so much unnecessary time in designing 
elaborate cabinets and other gadgets which are 
not really necessary and just leave things like 
aerials to take care of themselves. Given a single 
dipole for Band I. why can't some add on kind of 
protuberance be fitted to make it resonate to 
Band III. or a coil or something similar placed 
in the central junction box to take care of various 
stations. The lead in should be a single wire, not 
two lots of cable, and if an F.M. aerial is also 
needed surely this could also be taken care of in 
the same way. Come on, you backroom boffins. 
why not get down to this problem and let us get 
rid of these unsightly roof -top forests. -F. 
GREATOREX (Smethwick). 

AN EXPENSIVE RECEIVER 
SIR. -My experience with a well -known com- 

mercial receiver will. I am sure, interest 
others. Purchased nearly four years ago at over 
£80 this set has now had 10 new valves and three 
new tubes at a cost of over £60 for replacements. 
Is this a record ? I might mention that this is 
the domestic receiver, and I have a home -built 
set which I use for messing around on. but I 
have never interfered with the commercial model 
and have always had it serviced by the maker's 
local agent and in some cases by the makers 
themselves. Of course, the usual " pass it on " 
excuse is made. " It's the valves, and we are 
only responsible for the circuit," and " The circuit 
is wrong. our valves are all right. " -G. THURLONE 
(S.E.). 

TUBE FAULTS 
SIR, -I have been reading the article in the 

September issue on locating tube faults, by Mr. 
Peters, and must congratulate the author on pro- 
ducing a verY clear article which fully describes 
as far as I know every fault that you are likely 
to encounter. 

During the years I have been interested in TV 
I am now on my fourth tube, and have experi- 
enced in the death of these tubes a majority of 
the symptoms that the author describes. As all 
of us sooner or later run into these troubles. I 
would suggest that the article is worth filing for 
reference for future occasions. 

A simple method that I use myself may be 
worth describing -that is. as a standard, I include 
an isolator transformer with boost for the tube 
heater. Initially this is connected properly for the 
right voltages. Cathode heater leaks are never 
noticed when they may occur but when the picture 
starts getting thin with glazed high lights and an 
easy positive, 20 per cent. boost is supplied, giving 
a few more months' life. When the effect of this 
is worn off, transferring the main tapping from 
230 -200 gives a further 15 per cent. boost and a 
few more months' life. The limit is then reached 
and replacement becomes necessary. -Geo. T. 
LAYTON (Eccles). 
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The latest most up-to -date Record 
Player made by the famous B.S.R. 
company. Using Hi -Fi Crystal 
Pick Up and fitted with every 
modern device. Definitely a record 
changer which will give years of 
trouble -free music. Not surplus 
but the current model. Price 
£8.10.0 or £1.10.0 deposit and 
8 monthly payments of £1, carriage 
and insurance 5! -. 

CAR STARTER CHARGER KIT 
All parts to build 6- and 12 -volt 
charger which can be connected 
to a' flat " battery and will enable 
the car to be started instantly. Kit 
comprising the following. 
Mains transformer 226 
5 -amp. rectifier 17 /6 
Regulator Stud Switch 3/6 
Resistance Wire /- 
Resistance Former 26 
Mains on /oft Switch 26 
0- 51imp. Moving Coll Meter 126 
Construction Data 1 6 
or if bought all together price 
is 52i 6 (plus 216 post and packing). 

FLUORESCENT LIGHTS 

These are complete fluorescent 
lighting fittings. Built -in ballast 
and starters -stove enamelled 
white and ready to work. Ideal for 
the kitchen, over the work -bench 
and in similar locations. 
Single 40. 4ft. 3in. long, uses a 90 
watt tube. Twin 20. Uses 2 20-watt 
standard tubes. Price for both of 
these is 3918 complete with tubes. 
Carriage and insurance up to 150 
miles 8 /6, up to 250 miles 8 /6. 

FINEST 
BATTERY 

PORTABLE 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

®ERERERERERERER®®®EB®EREB®ERERER 

DO - IT- YOURSELF 
Hundreds of people have already 
fitted our T.V. converter and now 
enjoy BBC & ITA programmes - 
You can do the same. Our outfit 
contains : ITA Converter-ITA 
Aerial -36ft. Co -ax Down Lead - 
Interference Suppressor-I,lus- 
trated detailed instructions - 
nothing else to buy, all for 
£8.10.0, carriage and insurance 
4,6 or 10 /- deposit and 9 monthly 
payments of £1. 
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OUR 19/6 COLUMN 

ER 

ER 

fí1 
ER 
fí1 
ER 

ER 

ER 

ER 

ER 

ER 

ER 

ER 

The Skysearcher 
Ri 

This i.sa2 -valve plus -metal rectifier ER set useful as an educational set for 
ER 

ER 
beginners, also makes a fine second 
set for the bedroom, workshop, etc. 
All parts. less cabinet. chassis and ER 
speaker. 19 6. Post & ins. 2'6. Data ER 
free with parts or available sepal.- ER ately 1 6. 3 -salve battery version 

ER 
ER 

All Mains Amplifier & 
ER 

ER 

EB 
ER 

EE 

ER 

EN e 
ER 

TURRET TUNER 
Brand new stock, not sur- 
plus, with coils for Band I 
and III, complete with 
valves PCC84 and PCF80- 
I.F. Output 33/38 Mc s 
with circuit diagram 79 6. 
Knobs 3 6 extra, post and 
ins. 2 1, 

14" T.V. CABINET 
141n. T.V. cabinet of the 
latest styling made for one 
of ou,' most famous firms - 
beautifully veneered and 
polished- limited quantity - 
19/6 each. Carriage and 
packing 316 extra. 

ahn as ai !aide at the saute prier. 

This Month's Snip 
Heavy duty castors -ideal 
for fitting to T.V. or in- 
strument trolley. Current 
value 12,6 - special snip 
Price 718 per set of four, 
plus 11- post 

Record Players 

All fitted with 9 -speed 
auto-changers of latest 
type and hi -fi pick -ups. 
Cabinets in latest fabrics. 
Special month the "Fins- 
bury" £17.17.0 cash or £3 
deposit and 8 monthly 
payments of £2. (Car- 
riage and insurance 7,6.) 

ER 

Construct a powerful three -valve J mains amplifier. Ideal for dances, 
parties, etc. Complete less chassis. ER cabinet and speaker (available if 

ER required) Data l'8(free with parts) 
ER Price 19/6 plus 216 post & ins. 
Eli 

VIIIIREZZEgeER ER 

EB 

It is a hall light, as 
well as a double ER 
chime and you can ER 
make it in a couple L11 

of evenings fm' the ER 
total cost or mils ER 
19/6 including in- ER 
structions, post, 2 - ER -data available ER 
separately price 16. 

ER 

Simplex Transistor Set g 
-- Makes ideal bedroom 

radio, uses one tran- 
sistor and one crystal ER 
diode complete less ER 
case 19.6, case 5.- EB extra, post & ins. 

ER 
1 6, 

ER 

ER 

A.C. /D.C. ER 

Multi- M Meter K t 
ETTTBüi 

ash l'es 
C.ID, C. volts. T 

D.C. m, amps. ER 
and ohms. All ER t h e essential ER For extra gain and fidelity this unit gives ideal results. parts including 

ER It is arranged to plug into the amplifier and has two 2i tn. tnocing coil meter, selected 
ER switches to provide compensation for radio, micro- resistors. wire for shunts, range phone, L.P., and 78 records. Complete with valve, selector, -witches, calibrated scale ER made up ready to work, £4. Post and insurance 3.6, and full instructions, and metal EE or 10i- deposit and eight monthly payments of 10 / , case, price 19.6 plus 1P post & ins. ER 

MULLARD AMPLIFIER "510" 
YOURS FOR 30/- A Quality Amplifier de- DOWN signed by Mullard. Power 

output exceeds 10 watts. 
Frequency response al- 
most flat from 10 to 
20.000 C.P.S. For use 
with the Acos " Hi G " 
and other good pick -ups. 
Made up and ready to 

- work is £12.10.0 or 
41 *41 £1.10.0 down and 8 pay- 

ments of £1.10.0, plus 
10. - carriage and insurance. 

Ferrite rod aerials, low consump- 
tion valves, superhet circuit with 
A.V.C., ready -built and aligned 
chassis, if required, beautiful two - 
tone cabinet covered with I.C.I. 
Rexine and Tygan. Guaranteed 
results on long and medium waves 
anywhere. All parts, including 
speaker and cabinet. Price is £7.15.0 
complete or £1.15.0 deposit and 2 
monthly payments of £1, post and 
ins. 3;6. ready -built chassis 30,- 
extra. Data 1/6. 

MULLARD PRE -AMPLIFIER 

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD. RI 
Pest orders should be addressed to E.P.E., Ltd., Dept. 5, 66, Grove Road, Eastbourne. 

Personal shoppers to one of then: addresses, please. 
266, London Road, 42 -46, Windmill Hill, 152-3, Fleet Street, 29 Stroud Green Road. ER Croydon. Ruislip, Middx, E.C.4. Finsbury Park, N.4. ER ® Phone : CRO 6558 Phone : RUISLIP 5780 Phone : FLEet 2833 Phone : ARChway 1099 ER Half day, Wednesday. Half day. Wednesday. Half day, Saturday. Half day, Thursday. 
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FOR 714 ll/8 

!VALVES S1i7 8''8 ALPRA 6D2 8/9 GUARANTEED ALL 
iD2 319 TESTED 9911; 518 

BEFORE DESPATCH ;/1190 516 
!6193 5/6 

OZ4 5/6 GALS 61 0971: 5.9 9004 518 

1A3 8/6 6A516 9:- 6K7M 6/9 9096 5/6 
JA5(T 61- 6AQ5 7/6 60100 819 954 2/- 
1A7 1216 6AT6 811 61(801 9/8 953 419 

1(2 9/6 6A06 10:6 6[.ßt: 9/- 9áf1 318 

1 1150T 10 /6 6214 5i- 607 7/8 1001 12 /6 
ILI 818 61380 41- OL18 11/6 1.2A6 616 

ILL'S 8/6 6BA6 718 617 7/- 12Aß8 11/6 
INS 10/6 681(6 8/- 61.25 13/8 12A16 10/6 
IRS 81- 611J6 9/- I1Q71:T 9/- 12AT7 9/- 
194 1016 6BR7 11/6 66A70T 8/- 12A1J7 9/6 
121 7/6 61387 131- 6607 7/6 12AX7 101 - 
1T4 7/6 61116 8/6 69117 6/- 12ßA6 91- 
-2X2 4/6 61117 10/- 6617 8/6 1.211,16 101- 
3A4 7/- 6C4 71- 69017 61- 12C8 71- 
3D6 81- 605OT 6/8 69L7 8/- 12116 3/- 
3Q4 9/6 6C6 5/- 6851 8 - 

1215 418 

3Ql 9/6 60116 7/6 614Q7 913 12.07 10/- 
394 8/6 6101 5/- 6U4(T 14;- 121(7 9/- 
3/4 61- 6F1 13/6 61450 81 1218 131- 
4Dí If- 6060 711 605 816 12Q7 9/8 
42 8/- 6146M 7/6 6IT70 8/6 12807 2/6 
5R401 0/6 6013 141- 61-6(í 7/. 12907 7/6 

6033 5/6 6160T 7/8 129117 6/6 
6015 14/- 6X4 7/6 12677 81- 
606(: 418 6X50 718 129E7 6/- 
616 2/6 6X5CIT 7/6 12SL7 6/- 
6J:í0 5'- 6/3002 12/8 12$Q7 8/6 
61501 5/6 7B7 8/6 129R7 7/8 
615M 6/6 705 81- 1481 1816 
616 61- 7(6 8/- 2001 10/8 
6170 61- 7117 91- 2003 1818 

6K6OT 71- 7Q7 91- 2005 U/6 
01(7(1 7 797 9/8 251,601 9/6 

504(: 81- 
613G 8/- 
MOT 8/- 
58.40 10 /6 
11A7 131- 
0.483 10/6 
114('7 6/6 
6405 010 
6AK5 6/6 
6AK7/ 

6407 IV- 

25Y50 9/9 
23Z40 91- 
25Z5 91- 
25Z6GT 9/6 
3003 1218 
39FL1 12/6 
3004 151- 
35L8(3T 9/6 
351'4 9/- 
35y.4GT 8/8 
33Z.í 9'- 
501.601 8/8 
142BT 8/6 
210DDT 5/6 
21UVPT 4/8 
AC6IPEN 

6/8 
ATP4 3/6 
DAF96 10/8 
1)F06 10/6 
01173M 91- 
1)K9R 10/6 
DL96 10/8 
DM70 8/6 

ì:ABC'80 

EAC9I 718 
1:AF42 12/6 
E1141 9/- 
EBC41 10/- 
EB080 11/- 
E0s31 916 
ECC84 12/6 
ECXAS 101- 
E091 61- 
ECF80 14/6 
ECF82 151- 
ECH35 11/6 
ECH4'2 10/6 
ECH81 11/- 
11CL89 10/8 
11C1.82 13/8 
F.FBO 10/- 
EF2' 8/6 

EF40 1218 
41041 Ill- 
EEO:, 12i8 
EF66 1218 
EF8:1 12/8 
EF92 8/8 
EL:32 618 
EL33 14 6 
EMI. 108 
EL4L 11 0 
EL84 11 - 
EM:14 10 - 

EM90 11 - 
EM81 11/6 
EY51 11 6 
EYB(. 12 - 
EY91 6 - 
E240 
EZ611 
1(299 
1:1140 
3212 
11310 5.- 
HL2 3DD 

8/8 
HL.92 12'6 
H9309 13'6 
14//N 9 - 

KT24 Ois' HEADPHONES -MICROPHONES 
KT2 5;- 
KT33C 10 /- 
KT66 15/- 
KTW6l 
(KT0 6//) 

8/- OLE Low resistance type 12o ohms 
KT1163 8/8 7/6 pair. Throat Microphones.4mer(- 
KTZ4l 81- can surplus. Complete with strap. 
LP2.4O 5'- lead and plug type T3011, 81- net. 
MRS 7'6 High Resistance Phones, 4,1100 
110041 719 ohm., 18 /6 pair. 
1079 1216 High Resistance PLR Phones, 18'- 
061. 3/9 pair. Es- R.A.F. Microphone, Type 
P215 8 /11 48 with Switch, 3'8 each. 

10- 
10- 
9- 

126 

PENA4 151- P183 12/- UL4l 11/- 
l'ES23 5/- QP21 7/6 18/8 
14E046 7i- 1119 12/8 UY41 10/- 
PE N220.4 01.220 8/11 UYxa 1018 

4/- Uió 101- 1-R'Ll S/9 
11%784 10/- U2: 81- VIt.5:3 
PCFB(1 111- U23 ' l3/0 (EF39) 618 PCF62 12/6 043 151- V R.54 P01.83 1216 0191 12/6 (A:B34) 8'- P1.91 18/8 0'AF42 11/8 V R.55 PI.82 10/- UB41 9/6 

(E R1333 Pl.x3 191- UR('4l l0í- ) 7/6 

P0225 3111 011(142 111- 
VR56 

l'Rï PX25 12/8 UBF8012/8 IEF36) 8¡- 

P180 101- UCH4219/8 (Eg32) g/- 
PYRE 10/- 001181 12/8 VR6.5 

VRRD.A V979 
(8P41) 8/- VTï2 

VR6R (EL32) 6/8 
(1'61) 3/9 VT501 

l'R9l VU39 
IE030) 4/- (ML'12,/I4) 

VR91 8/9 
16y1.) 7/- V0114 (U12) 

VR9: 91- 
VU111 218 
1177 818 
1'729 13/8 
XR5 10- 
X79 11/3 
2309 11/8 
Z359 11/8 

(EÁ591 1/6 
Vß105,130 

8/6 
111116 4/- 
V11134 6/- 
VR137 5/8 
VR150/311 

PY82 8/- UF41 10,'- (8P11) 3'- VP22 6'8 Z759 11/8 
TRA N sisTOR9 RED SPOT 10'- each. ß1.12I1 .o POT 15'- each. 
PACK INC .9 \I/ N/0/AI: E 1;.1. per call e. 116111; DAY SERVICE. 

OUR 48 - PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
1957/54 SEASON MAILED BY RETURN. SEND 
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS AND ONE 
SHILLING IN STAMPS. 

EX- GOVERNMENT HEADPHONE' 
AND MICROPHONE( 

I 41 w. 11- 

103 LEEDS TERRACE 
WINTOUN STREET 

LEEDS 7 

TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing 
charges extra, as follows : Orders value 10 /- add I/- ; 20/- 
add I/S ; 40/- add 2/- ; E5 add 31- unless otherwise stated. 
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3/ -. All single valves postage 
6d. Personal shoppers Monday- Friday 9 a.m. to S p.m. and 
Saturday 10 a.m. to I p.m. 

St. Mary's Electronics 
Radio - Television - Components 

18, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2 
Telephone : AMBassador 9795 

T/V TUBES 
12 in. 14 in. 15 in. 17 in. 

MULLARD ... ES E6 1(6.10 L7 

MAZDA ... LS £6 £6.10 £7 

EMITRON ... £4.10 E6 - E7 

Also various other makes of tubes in stock. Terms 
3 months' Guarantee. C.W.O. P /P, Ins., 10/ -. 

12 in. Mazda Rebuilt Tubes L9 inclusive P /P. 6 

months' Guarantee. 

Special terms to the trade. 

All makes of Valves supplied to the trade. 
All types New Tubes on Credit Terms. 

We also have a large selection of 

TELEVISIONS,0all working. 12 in. S /het Set 

L14 ; 5 Channel E18.10. Carr. paid. 

Write, phone or call letting us know your require- 
ments. We will be pleased to assist you. 

Please enclose payment with order. 

RETURN OF POST SERVICE 
MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS 

We stock all items for the two Amplifiers described 
in the Mullard Tape Recorder Booklet. See our 
advertisement in Practical Wireless for October or 
send for our fully detailed list. 

BSR RECORD CHANGERS 
The latest UA8 Four Speed Changer with turnover 
Crystal Pick -up. £8.2.6. Credit Terms. Deposit 
£1.5.0 and seven monthly payments of £l.2.6. 

AVO METER MODEL 8 

The finest of all test instruments. Always in stock. 
£23.10.0. Credit Terms. Deposit £3.9.0 and seven 
monthly payments of £3.3.0. 

TELETRON COMPANION 
This midget transistor receiver kit is available from 
stock. Complete Kit 92/6 post free. Price List and 
instruction leaflet 6d. 

TRANSISTORS 
SPECIAL OFFER of the well -known Red Spot. 7/6. 
Four for 27/6. Post free. Other Transistors in 
stock. Send for list. 

WATTS RADIO (Mail Order) LTD. 
54 CHURCH STREET, WEYBRIDGE, 

SURREY. 

Please Note. Post Orders Only from this Address. 

Telephone : Weybridge 4556. 
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with 
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable 
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying 
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details 
for constructional articles which appear in these pages. 
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES 
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 147 
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal 
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope 
must be enclosed. 

TUBE CONNECTIONS 
Can you tell me the base connections for a 

Mullard MW22 /1 (9in. tube) which has a side 
contact case. 

I wish to use this tube in place of an MW22/14. 
Will this tube be suitable ? -F. Thompson 
(Gillingham). 

The MW22 /1 C.R.T. is not wholly suitable as a 
replacement for an MW22/14. 

The latter tube has an external conductive coat- 
ing and an EHT requirement somewhat higher 
than the MW22 /1. 

Since you have not mentioned the type of 
receiver in use, we cannot offer definite advice. 
However, the tube connections are as follows: 

Heaters 2 and 3, cathode 4, grid 6, 1st anode 7, 
pins 1, 5 and 8 are blank. 

EKCO TSC91 
Recently the set was not used for about five 

days. On switching the set on the house mains 
fuse " blew." On renewing fuse and again switch- 
ing the set on the rectifier valve UU8 sparked 
internally and again the fuse " blew." Prior to 
this the set had been working daily and without 
any trouble. Could you and would you please, 
from the above information, tell me what you 
consider the fault, and how to rectify the fault. - 
S. C. Plucknett (Hornchurch). 

Your trouble could be due to an H.T. short, to 
the UU8 valve itself, or to a short developing on 
the UU8 valveholder, which usually collects con- 
densation after a period of disuse causing carbon- 
isation across the pins. 

If you remove the UU8 and have it tested, 
examine the valveholder carefully, and check the 
H.T. rail for a short circuit, you will probably be 
able to isolate your fault. It always pays to dry 
out an unused set with its back to the fire prior 
to switching on. 

ULTRA W470 
I wish to convert an Ultra W470 9in- consul 

model to receive Channel 9 and also install a 12in. 

tube. The latter operation seems to be straight- 
forward, but I would like your advice on channel 
conversion as I have no details of the circuit. 

Is it, for instance, a superhet circuit, and if so, 
what is its I.F. and the type of tuner unit most 
suitable? 

Your observations on any possible snags on any 
of the above operations would be welcome. - 
P. A. Russell (Wembley). 

In view of your situation, an add -on converter 
would not be suitable due to the risk of break- 
through and subsequent patterning. Therefore, a 
front end tuner unit is essential. The snag is that 
the I.F. of your receiver is 7.2Mc /s sound and 
10.7Mc /s vision (vision alignment upper sideband). 
This means that the sound 1.F. is somewhat out- 
side the range of the average tuner such as the 
Unisal, Vatradio or Bray head, for example. 
However, we know of several W470 receivers 
which have been converted by slightly altering 
the I.F. alignment, bringing the sound I.F. up 
to 8 or 9Mc /s and the vision to 11 or 12Mc,s. 
In some cases a sound rejector has been found 
necessary. The tuner output should be injected 
into the anode circuit of V2, the oscillator valve 
(6F12) being removed with V I and V2. 
The tuner unit should have 6.3v valves (ECC84 
ECF80) parallel heaters and the lowest I.F. avail- 
able. For example, the Unisal Type D,. the. 
Vatradio TP13P, etc. 

KBLVT5O 
Symptoms are dim or negative picture when 

brightness control is advanced, while curved lines 
about 2in. apart appear over the picture in a 
horizontal direction and picture appears out of 
focus. 

Operating contrast control, without too much 
brightness, gives a rather poor picture. 

I have an indoor type aerial. 
I would be much obliged if you could give me 

a probable explanation of the cause.- Robert 
Anderson (Hamilton). 

Your description seems to indicate that the tube 
is failing. This is extremely likely but it would 
be as well to check the setting of the ion trap 
magnet on the tube neck which may have slipped 
out of position. 

PYE V14 
My receiver has recently developed an irritat- 

ing fault and I would be glad of any assistance 
you can give as all the normal tests have shown 
nothing either defective or shorting. 

On switching on thevolume comes through 
very' well and then the screen shows a scramble 
of horizontal lines which sort themselves out into 
a picture as the line -whistle builds up. After a 
few moments' stability the picture folds up verti- 
cally and the line -whistle disappears; the filaments 
go dull for a while, sound remains constant, then 
the whole process repeats itself, sometimes the 
picture remains clear for an hour or so and then 
repeats the odd performance and sometimes no 
picture is stable for any length of time. The 
set is just 10 months old. -W. A. %lorland 
(Newcastle). 

If all the valve heaters are dull, suspect the 
thermistor wired between the PY82 valve bases. 
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If some of the valves are dull whilst others 
become brighter, suspect a heater -cathode short 
in one of the valves. It is possible also that the 
line oscillator PCF80 requires replacement. This 
is mounted on the to of the chassis, just to the 
right of the pre -set line -hold variable capacitor. 

SOBELL T121 
I have a Sobel! TV model T121 about five 

years old. The wire wound ballast resistor went, 
and the service man could not get one so he 
bridged the old one with two resistors. He tried 
it, set worked, sound distorted when turned low; 
brightness control works only halfway on- 
advance it, picture goes away, but turns rastors 
fly -back lines on all the time. Adjustment of 
contrast makes it go out of focus, and now after 
two days the picture is hardly visible at all, and 
the man that mended set has gone to live else- 
where. I have tried to get a service sheet but 
without success. Will you please tell me how to 
correct these faults. -G. Madfield (Blackpool). 

We would advise you to change the EY51 valve 
mounted on the line output transformer (right 
side rear). 

We also suggest that you change the .01µF 
capacitor connected from the small metal rectifier 
(sound noise limiter) to the ECL80 sound output 
control grid. 

BAIRD P167 
1 have built a converter advertised in your 

pages. The I.T.A. picture is quite good but is 
marred by a wavy pattern of interference and a 
tendency to tear. 1 shall try a break- through 
filter but I would also like to convert direct to IF'. 
and tap into the I.F. amplifying stages. Would 
you advise me which valve and which pin con- 
nections to modify? I notice that my hand 
capacitor on the converter tuning slug produces 
a perfect I.T.A. picture -can this effect be repro- 
duced in some other way ? Perhaps you would 
also be good enough to say if my receiver has L.T. 
and H.T. to spare for the two 8D3s, with safety ? 
-Walter Broadfoot (Glasgow). 

It would appear that the converter is incor- 
rectly tuned, or the feeder is mismatched. If no 
improvement can be made, either shorten the 
length of co -axial connecting the converter to the 
receiver to a few inches or lengthen it to 52in. 
exactly. If good reception cannot be obtained, it 
would be better to obtain a tuner unit with an 
I.F. output of 9- 13Mc /s and connect this to 
replace the 10FI R.F. and 12AT7 F.C. valves. 

The receiver is capable of supplying the extra 
load demanded by a converter. A tuner could 
be used, fitting being by two plugs in place of 
the Vl and V2 valves. 

PETO SCOTT TV 1716T 
Picture and sound are O.K., but there is back- 

ground hunt on the sound, the strength of which 
varies with the normal adjustment of the volume 
control. I have been told this is vision on sound: 
could you advise me regarding same ? -T. G. 
Dagger (Nr. Chorley). 

If the fine tuner will not minimise the hum. 
and it is at one end of its travel, adjust the 
oscillator coil core in the tuner unit. To do this 
place the receiver on its side, remove the bottom 
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cover, and then the cover of the tuner unit. Set 
the fine tuner to the centre of its travel and then 
adjust the coil core with a bone knitting needle. 
suitably shaped, or other non -metallic trimming 
tool. If no improvement is possible and the hum 
definitely varies with the white picture content, 
install an aerial attenuator. 

COSSOR No. 912 
Suddenly the picture has gone -only a thin, 

white horizontal line across screen ; sound is still 
O.K. Can you tell me where to look for the 
trouble ? -H. E. Drew (S.E.24). 

We would advise you to check the 0M4 and 
6V6G valves on the front right side as viewed 
from the rear. If the valves are in order, check 
the 5K12 load resistor of the 6V6G and the asso- 
ciated 8 µF electrolytic capacitor feeding the 
frame scanning coils. 

EKCO T221 
Quite recently loss of sound and vision occurred. 

I tested valves with a small radiometer in mild 
way and found U301 was finished. I replaced 
same and set was O.K. on sound and vision, but, 
in the course of taking out valves, connection wire 
from transformer to valve 20P4 cap was corroded 
and I had to pull I am afraid too hard to release. 
In doing so the cap of the valve came adrift, 
although the valve in a sense was still good, but 
while set was on and trying to make a temporary 
connection of cap with an insulated screwdriver 
I made a short- circuit with driver from valve cap 
to chassis, or C250pF connection. Valves U25 and 
20LI went out. I replaced valves U25 -20L1 and a 
new 20P4, all valves in the set now light up 
except the new U25. I have looked for loose 
connections in the circuit, but I was wondering it 
the transformer had finished owing to the short 
circuit. I would appreciate your views. -A. C. 
Bishop (N.19). 

We would advise you to check for H.T. at the 
anode of the 20P4. If no H.T. is present. the 
transformer will have to be replaced. unless you 
can find the point of disconnection. 

REGENTONE 15 
After from 10 to 20 minutes after switching on 

a blank space appears across the centre of the 
picture. After a few seconds the picture becomes 
normal again, thereafter this goes on at short 
intervals, sometimes the picture going off com- 
pletely. I have changed V9 (10C2) and V10 
(ECI.80); this has had no effect. Where the width 
line linearity controls are shown on the diagram 
there are only two wires and no controls. The set 
has been to a dealer's for repairs about 18 months 
ago, is it possible that they have removed these 
controls ? And could you give me some indication 
of the present trouble ? -R. G. Thomas (Maesteg). 

If this trouble is not caused by a fault in the 
frame timebase section. often as the result of an 
intermittent defect in the frame amplifier valve 
itself, the possibility of an intermittent heater to 
cathode short in the picture tube should be 
examined. The tube is likely to be responsible 
if he symptom can be produced by gently tapping 
the neck of the tube while the set is operating. 

(Continued on page 147) 
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SETS & COMPONENTS 

VIBRAPACKS, 6v. D.C. - to 250v. 
80 mA., smoothed, cased, 22/6 (post 
3/ -1; Carbon Potentiometers, /in. 
spindle. 20 k-1 meg. range, 10/6 doz.; 
Indicator Units, new, with VCR97. 
3 VR91, 2/CV18, 2/VR54, 24/- (carr. 
6; -1: Responser, ZC8931, new, 
190, 220 Mc /s., with valves. 15/- 
carr. 7/6); Brand new RF.26, 27, 

25/- post 2/6i; RF25, 10/6; RF26/27 
damaged dials. 15/ -, Metal Recti- 
fiers: 240v., 100 mA.. 4/ -; 500v., 
391 mA., 10, -; 240v., 30 mA., 3/6; 
1.000v., 30 mA., 7/6; 6v., 13a., 25/ -; 
R1155 S.M. Tuning Drives, " N " 
type, brand new. 10/6; Chokes, L.F.. 
10H, 120 mA., screened, 7/6; 10H 
200 mA.. 8/6; 5H, 200 mA., 4/6; 
Switches, wafer, 1p 6w 5b., 1p llw 
2b, 6p 2w 4b, 3/6; Stud Muirhead 
type 1p 24w 2b, 7/6. Transformers: 
" C " core: 233v. in.; outputs: 
315- 0- 315v.. 60 mA., 5v. 2á., 
6.3v., 1.6a., 25/- (p.p. 3 / -i; 285/315v., 
369 mA., 790/850v., 480 mA., 40; - 
(carr. 7/6); Potentiometers, w., 
wound 20 k., 34in. dia., ceramic, 4/6. 
Power Units: input A.C. 200.250V. 
Outputs: 300v.. 80 mA., D.C. and 
6.3v.. 3 a A.C., smoothed, filtered, 
fused, new, 35/ -. Meters: ex -eqt. 
500 uA. 2in. Rd. Pr.. 1216; Plugs and 
Sockets (Jones) with covers, 6 or 8 
way, pair, 2/ -; 5 pin B /Lee spigoted, 
pair. 1/6. List and enquiries s.a.e., 
plea/.e! Terms: c.w.o.; postage extra; 
immediate despatch. W. A. BENSON, 
136, Rathbone Rd.. Liverpool, 15. 

GUARANTEED TELEVISION, 12ín. 
5- Channel models, first -class picture, 
£26 each, carriage paid. Z H E 
GRAMOPHONE SHOP 19 -21, Brock- 
ley Rise. London, S E.23. 

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly. 
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE. 
Bullington Rd.. Oxford. 

I.T.V. CONVERTERS from £311916, 
self -contained, guaranteed. H.P. 
'without fuss. Aerials from 14/6. 
Trade enquiries invited. G. A. 
STRANGE. Dept. P., North Wraxall, 
Chippenham, Wilts. 

TELEVISIONS, 9in. models £7/10/ -, 
12ín. models £13/10/ -, 12in. 5- Channel 
models £19/10/- each; all working; 
carriage paid. Send for list. 
TOMLINS. 127, Brockley Rise, Forest 
Hill. S.E.23. FOR 5497.) 

Elstone Transformers from M. FOY. 

A E R I A L I T E CONVERTIBLES 
1 McMichael), Band 3 converters. 
Channels 6 to 13, in -built beautiful 
walnut tables; original price £18 /18 / -, 
now £6/15/ -; carriage paid; maker's 
guarantee. TOMLINS. 127. Brockley 
Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23. (FOR 5497.) 

AERIALS direct from manufacturers. 
F.M. Indoor Dipole with mast and 
base. 12/6; H ditto. 22/6; Outdoor 
Dipole with chimney lashings. 37/6: H 
ditto. £3/5/ -. TV. 5 Element Band III, 
channels 8 -10, finest quality, with 
3ft. cranked mast and universal clip, 
45/ with lashings 57/6. Best value 
in England. Trade supplied. Co- 
axial Cable, best only, 9d. yard. 
Aerial list for s.a.e. Illustrated 
parts list with all technical data, 
etc., 1/ -. All goods post free. Write 
for details. SKYLINE WORKS, 
Burnsall Rd., Coventry. (Tel.: 60418.) 

DQ YOU EVER repair Radios and 
T.V.s ? Then you require a Service 
Sheet. We have 1,000s and 1,0005 of 
the actual ones used by the Trade, 
for sale or hire ; s.a.e. with enquiry. 
You also require our new, larger 
Catalogue, packed with exact re- 
placement and servicing components, 
price 1 / -. M. FOY, 6, Wykebeck 
Gardens, Leeds, 9. 

RATES : 4'- per line or part 
thereof, average The (cords to line, 
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra. 
Advertisements must be prepaid 
and addressed to .Advertisement 
Manager, "Practical Tiles ision." 
Tower flouse, Southampton St.. 
Strand, London, W.C.2. 

5- CHANNEL TELEVISIONS : 12in. 
creen Ferguson 988, Ekco 161, etc.. 

£22 each. A good selection of 12in. 
T /Vs (London 1, 100% condition. 
from £12; 9in. from £7 also 12in. 
T/ Vs, slight faults. from £5; 9in. 
from £3. TYLER TELEVISION, 63. 
Lee High Rd., Lewisham, S.E.13. 

1 LEE 5979.) 

MAKING YOUR -OWN ? Telescopes, 
Enlargers, Binoculars, Microscopes, 
Projectors, or, in fact, anytling 
that needs lenses. Then get. our 
booklets " How to Use Ex -Gov. 
Lenses & Prisms." Nos. 1 & 2, price 
2/6 ea. Also our stereo book, 3 -D 
Without Viewers," price 7/6. Com- 
prehensive list of lenses, optical, 
radio and. scientific gear free for 
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rayleigh 
Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex. 

Replacement Components from M. FOY. 

TELEVISIONS, NEEDING ATTEN- 
TION, 9in. -10ín. models £4/10/- each 
(2in. models £6/6/- each, 15in. models 
and Philips Projection models 
£11/10/- each; immediate despatch; 
carriage paid. BARKERS. 325, Brock- 
ley Road. S.E.4 i TID 6752.) 

TELEVISION TUBES, good quality. 
reclaimed and guaranteed for 6 
months, as supplied to the trade 
throughout the British Is:es. 14-15 - 
16in., £5; 171n., £6; c.w.o. or pro 
forma. (Smaller sizes available. but 
in short supply. Enquire first.) 
TELETUBES. 34 and 18, Market 
Parade, Rye Lane, Peckham. S.E.15. 

TELEVISION, 12in.. out of order, £5; 
working O.K., £10; callers only. 
JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION, la. 
Shepherds Bush Rd., London, W.6. 

SHE 8441.) 

NEW AND USED VALVES and Com- 
ponents at low prices; all guaranteed; 
lists, 6d. Service Sheets, s.a.e. en- 
quiries. Reconditioned Radios and 
T.V.s from £2, for callers. J. PALMER 

i PT). 32, Neasden Lane, N.W.10. 

CATHODE RAY TUBES, used, but 
in good working order, and with 
3 months' guarantee. All 12in. to 
17in. Mazda, Mullard and Emitron 
types at £4/10/- each, plus 13/6 
carriage. Orders and enquiries by 
letter only to: BHP DISTRIBUTORS, 
379, Staines Road, Hounslow, Mid- 
dlesex. 
New, Larger Catalogue from M. FOY. 

FOR SALE 
SUPERTONIC SUNLAMPS, listed 
£7 /10 / -; 80 /. S.A.E. SCIENTIFIC 
PRODUCTS CO., Cleveieys, Lanes. 
SERVICE SHEETS FROM M. FOY. 

TELEVISIONS, all sizes and channels. 
at lowest prices ever! Also a few tubes. 
Trade supplied. HYNES, "9. Cumber- 
land St , Victoria. S.W.1. ¡TAT 9140.1 

AERIAL CURRENT METERS, tests. 
compares, latest system, approval, 
07/6. HOBLEY, 109, The Drive. 
Wellingborough. 

BRAND NEW T.V.'s, 17in., latest 
models made by famous manufac- 
turers and carries their guarantee 
all printed circuit. only a few at £66. 
G. E. SARGEANT,' Sibsey, Boston. 
Lincs. 

13- CHANNEL 12in. turret -tuned Sets, 
suitable any transmitter, £25, plus 
carriage: 14in., £30; many others 
from £8. C.C.W., 12, Dockhead, 
S.E.I. ( BER 3756.) 

" TELEVISIONS," 12in., 5 channel, 
tunable anywhere, models ' from 
£19/10/- each; carriage paid; satis- 
faction guaranteed. RYAN ELEC- 
TRICS, 134. Acre Lane, Brixton, 
London, S.W.2. 1BRI 4533.) 

UNREPEATABLE OFFER.- 12in., 5 
channel T.V., £15; 14in., £22; good 
working order. C. EDWARDS, 1070, 
Harrow Rd., London, N.W.10. 
(Phone: LADbroke 1734.) 

TELEVISIONS, 12in., 5 channel, £14; 
14ín., £18; 17ín.. £27; Faulty Sets 
from £2. WILKINSON'S, 146, Gold - 
hawk Rd., W.12. (SHE 43'19.) Callers 
only. 

ELECTRADIO. -Dual Wave Coil 2/6 
with circuit, ditto, plus Reaction 4/, 
Tuning Condenser 3110, Crystal 
Diode 1 6, tested 4 Transistor Set 
Circuit, 113. All Transistor Com- 
ponents stocked. Post free. 18, 
Broadlands Av., Keynsham, Somerset. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
SERVICE MANUALS /SHEETS. Tel/ 
Radio for hire, sale and wanted. 
S A.E. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT 
1PT). 24. Frithville Gardens, 
London, W.12. 

WANTED 
AI,L TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED 
for cash. State quantity and con- 
dition. RADIO FACILITIES LTD., 
38, Chalcot Road., N.W.1. (PRImrose 
9090.) 

WANTED. Valves EY51, 6CH6, 10F1, 
PL81, KT61, 6F1, FW4 /500, 20D2, 
20F2, 10P14. Prompt cash. WM. 
CARVES, LTD., .103, North St., 
Leeds 7. 

141N. T.V. CHASSIS, excluding 
C.R.T. Must be good make, H.B.C./ 
LT.A., any condition. Private buyer. 
Box 195, C'O PRACTICAL TELEVISION. 

EDUCATIONAL 
INCORPORATED Practical Radio 
Engineers home study courses of 
Radio and TV Engineering are recog- 
nised by the trade as outstanding 
and authoritative. Moderate fees to 
a limited number of students only. 
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free. 

The Practical Radio Engineer " 
journal, sample copy 2/ -. 6,000 
Alignment Peaks for Superhets. 5/9. 
Membership and Entry Conditions 
booklet 1 / -. All post free from the 
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield 
Road, London, N.8. 

FREE ! Brochure giving details of 
Home Study Training in Radio, Tele- 
vision and all branches of Electronics. 
Courses for the Hobby Enthusiast or 
for those aiming at the A.M.Brit. 
I.R.E.. City and Guilds. R.T.E.B., 
and other professional examinations. 
Train with college operated by 
Britain's largest electronics organisa- 
tion. Moderate fees. Write to E.M.I. 
INSTITUTES. Dept. PT28, London, 
W.4. 

BUILD YOUR OWN T/V and learn 
about its operation, maintenance and 
servicing. Qualified engineer -tutor 
available while you are learning and 
building. Free Brochure from E.M.I. 
INSTITUTES. Dept. PT58, ' London. 
W.4. (Associated with H.M.V.) . 
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TERMS NOW 

17" T.V. 
CHASSIS 

Latest improved circuits. 
Higher E.H.T. (brilliant 
picture). Improved sensi- 
tivity (for greater range). 
Chassis easily adapted to 
any cabinet. As supplied 
to many well known ren- 
tal and hire companies. 
As last advert. Our best 
seller. 

17in. rectangular tube on adapted chassis. All channels. Valve 
line up (5 valves): 6SN7, 6V6. EY51. two 8D2. Others: 6L18, EL38. 
seven 6F1. 12 months' guarantee on tube. 3 months on chassis and 
valves. Complete and working on any channel 1-5. Less valves. 
With 5 valves, £21.19.6. With all valves, £25.19.6. TURRET 
TUNER 501- extra. Ins., Carr. 26- incl. tube. State B.B.C. channel 
(and I.T.A. channel if TURRET required.) 

14" T.V. CHASSIS TUBE & SPEAKER 113.19.6. 
As above, with 141n. round tube. Less valves. 3 months guarantee. 
With 5 valves, £15.19.6. With all valves. £19.19.6. TURRET 
TUNER 501- extra. Ins., Carr. incl. tube, 25-. 

12" CHASSIS TO CLEAR 59/6 
These chassis can be adapted to take 14ín., 15ín. or 17ín. tubes. 
Complete chassis by famous manufacturer. R.F. E.H.T. unit 
included, also 81n. P.M. speaker. Chassis is in 3 separate units 
(power s /vision and timebase inter -connected). These chassis can 
easily be fitted into existing console cabinets. Less valves and 
tube. Channels 1 -2, 3-5. I.F.'s 16 -19.5 m /cs. Easily converted to 
I.T.A. channel. Ins., Carr. 10!6. 

CONSTRUCTOR T.V. CHASSIS UNITS 
SOUND AND VISION STRIP, 22x6. Tested, working. Complete 
sound and vision strip. I.F.'s 16 -19.5 m!cs. Less valves. Drawing 
FREE with order. P. & P. 3;6. 
TIMEIIASE, 17.6. Complete with focus unit, line trans., 
scanning coil, etc. Tested working less valves. Drawing FREE 
with order. P. &P.316. 
Open SATURDAY all day. Liverpool 

Manor Park Station -10 minutes. 
FREE 1958 CATALOGUE just releas 

AVAILABLE 

RECTANGULAR T.V. TUBES 
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE 

We are the original ,)rm to supply manufacturers' tubes at these 
amazing prices. 

6 months full replacement. 6 mcnths progressive. Made possible 
by the high quality of our tubes. Ins., Carr. 1516. 
SPECIAL OFFER cf 14ín., 151n., 16ín. T.V. TUBES, £5. 
CONVERT YOUR 9in., 1.08n., 121n. to the above sizes. Details 
of how to " DO -IT- YOURSELF " in our FREE catalogue. 
12ín. T.Y. TUBES, £6. Guaranteed. 15/6 ins. Carr. on all tubes. 
ELECTROSTATIC T.Y. TUBES. All at 10'- each. 89J-4in.. 
E4205 B,7 21ín., DG /7/5 21ín., 09D 41in.. E4103/13/4 ilfn., VCR131 
11 fin. Not guaranteed free from defects. Removed from ex -W.D. 
equipment. Ins., Carr. 5 -. 

ELECTRIC CONVECTOR HEATERS 99/6 
Hotter and cheaper than paraffin. Switched 
1 or 2 killowatts, illuminated grille. AC /DC. 
200 -250 volts. Ins., Carr. 10/8. 
ELECTRIC FIRES, 17/6. Hammered finish, 
AC. DC. 200 -260 volt. 750 watt. Post 31. 
ELECTRIC FIRES. 29/6. Pencil element, 
1 eillowatt, beautiful finish, lovely reflector. 
AC /DC. 200 -250 volt. Post 3/6. 
CO -AX CABLE. 6d. yard. Good quality, cut 
to any length. P. & P. 1..6. on 20 yards. 45 /- per 
100 yds. P. & P. 36. 

INSULATING TAPE. 1 6. (75ft. x lin. wide) finest quality 
adhesive, in sealed container. Post 9d. 
RECTIFIERS, 2/9. 250 v. 100 m.a. Full or half wave. Salvage, 
guaranteed. Post 1/3. 
HEADPHONES, 1!9. Single earphone and headband. C -LP,. 
Ideal for crystal sets. Extension on radio or T.V. Post 1/3. 
T.V. AERIALS, 25/8. For all I.T.A. and F.M. channels. For 
outdoor or loft. 3 element. Post 26. 
CAR AERIALS,$ /9. Whip antennae, 59in. long, collapsing to 
1110. One hole fixing. Post 1'3. 
CYLDON TURRET 5 CHANNEL TUNER, 9'9. Ideal to con- 
nect to I.T.V. -B.B.C. converter. Post 1/3. 

Street- 
DUKE & CO. (Dept. 

2). LONDON, EFORD ROAD, 

ed. NOTE New Phone Nos. ILFord 6001 -3. 

BAND III PRE -AMPS 
* FOR FRINGE AREAS. 

* FOR HILLY AREAS. 
* Band I to Band Ill Switching. 
* Signal Level Gain Control. 
* Latest Circuit Technique. 
* Stops flutter and weak pictures on 

Band Ill. 

* 26.17.6. p. & p. 2/6. 
* Immediate delivery, ALL CHANNELS 

6d. stamp brings details. 

ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC TABS 

60 ACADEMY ST., INVERNESS 

TRANSFORMERS ? 

CONTACT ,forrem FIRST: 
Rewinding and manufacture of all types 
for Television Radio and Electronic 

Application. 
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD., 
Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire. 

Phone: SHI. 2483. Est. 34 years. 

TELEVISION COMPONENT 
SERVICE 

Replacement components available for 
the popular home constructor designs. 

Catalogue available on request. 

J. T. FILMER 82, Dartford 
Dartford, Kent. 

Road, 

Tel. : Dartford 4057 

RECEIVING I 
CERAMIC 

AERIAL SYSTEMS CAPACITORS 
21 s. Postage 6d. 

by I. A. DAVIDSON 

TV FAULT FINDING- A Data 
Or Publication. 5s. Postage 4d. 
'UNDERSTANDING HI -FI CIR- 

CUITS. By N. H. Crowhurst. 23s. 
Postage II -. 

TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIP- 
MENT. By W. T. Cocking. 30s. 
Postage 113. 

CATHODE - RAY OSCILLO- 
GRAPHS. By J. H. Reyner. 20s. 
Postage 9d. 

TELEVISION RECEIVING SER- 
VICING. Vol. I. By E. A. W. 
Spreadbury. 21s. Postage I! -. 

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK. By A.R.R.L. 1957 
Ed. 32s.6d. Postage 116. 

PRINCIPLES OF TELECOM- 
MUNICATIONS ENGINEER- 
ING. Vol. I. By H. R. Harbottle 
and B. L. G. Hanman. I7s. 6d. 
Postage 1 / -. 

The MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

of British and American Technical Books 
Write or call for dur catalogue. 

19 -23 PRAED STREET, 
LONDON, W.2 

Phone : PADdington 4185 

Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m. _ 

Non -inductive J-Ii-k midget tubular 
ceramic, 500 v. d.c. wkg. Ideal 
for T.V., etc.: -.0005µF, .00IpF, 
.00151 F, .002pF, .0031íF, 10Jd. 
each ; .005pF and .01µF, 1/- each. 
Minimum postage Ed. on orders 

under £3. 

SOUTHERN RADIO & 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 

SORAD WORKS 
REDLYNCH, SALISBURY 
RADIO AND TELEVISION 

COMPONENTS 
AH parts in stock for : 

Viewmaster, Soundmaster,Teleking, etc. 
Easy Terms available. 
stamp (only) for Catalogue. 

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO. 
FINSTIP,V AITE, NI:R"BY IMMtII)GE, 

ULVEItS'l'ON, LANCS. 

A SIX RANGE RES /CAP BRIDGE 
AT 35/- ONLY 

Checks all types resistors and con- 
densers. Complete instructions 
and diagrams for easy assembly. 
Ready calibrated for immediate use. 

Stamp for details. 
RADIO MAIL (Dept. ' T') 

RALEIGH MEWS. NOTTINGHAM 
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PYE V.T.7 
My set has been working satisfactorily though 

not quite as bright as originally. Last night 
during satisfactory viewing for two hours the 
picture suddenly changed to multi- vision. In 
other words the screen was showing half the 
object on each side and two objects left and 
right of the centre. The set then lost the hori- 
zontal hold and would not hold until the 
horizontal hold control was turned fully anti- 
clockwise, when the picture would just hold 
but still multi -vision. The horizontal hold has 
been critical for some time as slight movement 
of the control in either direction would lose hold. 
The sound is normal and adjustment of all 
external auxiliary controls made no difference to 
the multi- vision. -H. J. McNeill (Cottesmore). 

We would advise you to change the ÈCL80 
valve mounted behind the line output transformer 
section on the left side of the chassis. 

VIEWMASTER 
Would you please advise me on my View - 

master, which has been working four years. I 
cleaned out the set and tube. When I con- 
nected again I had a fault. Brilliance will not 
turn off, and I have no volts on K, but 
Brilliance control works. Other volts seem to 
be O.K. I wonder if I have got some part crossed 
when cleaning, as it was O.K. before. Tube is 
MW 31 -16 and run off a 6 volt transformer 
230 P.R. I would like to know if a one to one 
transformer is better run off old tapping. -W. 
Loryman (Leeds). 

The effect you describe may be caused by the 
lead from the cathode of the C.R.T. to the junc- 
tion of R.23 and R.24 being broken or 
disconnected. 

It is also possible that the connection from 
the top of R.23 to the anode of V.5 may also 
be broken and we suggest that these points be 
checked. 

EKCOVISION TYPE T.C.138 
This set was working perfectly when I was 

living in the Band I, Channel 1 area. I have 
now moved into the Band 1, Channel 3 area, 
and wish to convert my set to suit. Can you 
please inform me if it is possible to obtain a con- 
verter that will convert my particular set from 
Band I, Channel 1 to Band I, Channel 3, without 
altering the set too much as I may only be in 
this area for a short period. Also, if these con- 
verters are obtainable, where I can obtain one. 
-P. Butler (c /o G.P.O.). 

Your receiver is capable of being tuned to 
any of the Band I channels. The only adjust- 
ments necessary are to the brass cores protruding 
beneath the chassis at the front end of the right 
side R.F. chassis and the concentric trimmer 
mounted inside the coil can on the top of the 
same unit to the right of the second valve up. 
Unscrew the cores beneath the chassis several 
turns each, then unscrew the concentric trimmer 

until the Channel 3 sound is heard. Adjust bras 
cores for optimum results. 

EHT RECTIFIER 
In your reply to a query of mine you slated 

that the EHT rectifier in my set is an El 5i. 
On removing the wax and removing the sake, 
I see that it is a Mazda U25. As I had already 
purchased an EY51 I fitted that in . its place. I 

should be pleased if y ou would inform me 
whether or not I should have done that, and 
Also what are the characteristics of the two lakes. 

I have since been told that a U25 valve has 
no equivalent, but the EY51 seems to function 
quite well. I should value your opinion on the 
matter. -Alan H. McDonna (Bolton). 

We would advise sou that the EY5I is the 
correct valve to fit unless the line outptrt Iran., - 
former has at some time been changed for a 
type requiring a U25. Since the EY5I is work- 
ing well, we would suggest you leave this in 
position as even if it is not intended for use 
with the transformer, no possible harm can 
result and it will certainly last longer. 

McMICI"IAEL C.R.52 
The insulation of the lead to the C.R.T. caught 

fire. I also found that the lead to the tube had 
become disconnected from the EHT trans- 
former, and 1 am at a loss where this goes to. 
Would be pleased if you could help me. -J. H. 
Harvey (Falwell). 

We would advise you that the lead in question, 
i.e.. that from the C.R.T. anode, goes to the 
double wire end of the EY51. Either of the two 
points of contact may be used but, of course. not 
both. Make the connection with a well rounded 
blob of solder -no sharp edges. 

PYE MODEL VT4 
What is the procedure to clean rear of front Perspex 

and face of tube 7 
From six months of new, till now (21 months) 

bloom and dirt streaks round edges get worse. - 

F. J. Young (Eastbourne). 

To clean the C.R.T. screen in the VT4, remove 
the back, unscrew the 2 x 2BA bolts holding the 
rear chassis flange down and slide out chassis to 
extent of leads. 

Turn set on its knobless side, remove bottom ani 
bracket holding loudspeaker. Slacken clip retaining 
Perspex screen and peel off sticky tape. 

Slide Perspex downwards with flat of hand and 
proceed with cleaning in a dust free atmosphere to 
avoid re -entry of bits of fluff, etc., upon reassembly. 

t' I 

I 
QUERILS COUPON 

I This coupon is available until OCTOBER 21st, 1957, and 
, must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the 
I notice on page 143. 

1 PRACTICAL TELEVISION, OCTOBER, 1957 
it 

Published on the 22nd 01 each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House. Southampton SC ret. Strand. London, W.C.2. 
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New 'Zealand : 

GORDON & GOTCH (A!sia). LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LTD. Subscription rate including postage for 
one year : Inland lis., Abroad 17s. 6d. (Canada 16s.). Registered at the General Post Office tor the Canadian Magazine Post. 
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GUARANTEED VALVES 
DF91 718 
DET19 1/6 
DET25 51- 
DF92 718 
DL92 718 
DL93 718 
DL95 7/8 
EA50 11- 
EABC60 91- 
EB31 218 
EB91 81- 
EBC33 101- 
EBC41 101- 
EBC91 

81- EBF80 91- 
ECC81 91- 
ECC82 9'- 
ECC83 91- 
ECC84 111- 
ECC91 7;- 
ECH35 101- 
ECH42 101- 
ECH81 91- 
ECF82 111- 
ECL80 91- 
EC52 51- 
EC54 51- 
EC90 61- 
EF36 61- 
EF37A 101- 
EF39 
EF41 
EF42 
EF50 
EF54 
EF80 
EF85 
EF91 
EF92 
EF93 
EF94 
EF95 
EF96 
EK90 

10!- 
101- 
5/- 
7/6 

17/ 

516 
816 

86 
6!6 
8!- 

Post & Packing 6d. Free over £1. C.O.D. 2/6 extra. 

818 PZ30 18'- GABS 
EL33 151- RK34 3'6 6AC7 
EL38 221- RL37 5!- 6AJ8 
EL41 101- SP61 5'- 6AK6 
EL42 10:- TTlI 41- 6AG5 
EL93 71- U801 201- 6AK5 
EL.91 UBC41 101- 6AL5 
EN91 7Ì8 UB41 10,'- 6AM6 
EY51 11/6 UCH42 10'- 6AQ5 
EZ35 8'- UF41 10'- 6ATTB 
EZ40 81- UF42 101- 6AU6 

UL41 10.'- 6BA6 
ÉZ90 

86 
UU8 20!- 6B56 

FC13C UY41 8'- 6BF6 
KT33C 8!8 VP13C 416 6BH6 
KT44 VRI16 8!- 6ßS7 
KTW63 
PL38 

7Ì8 
221- 

VR150130 
VU111 

718 
2!- 

B8 6 

PI.81 
PL82 

1018 
1018 

X65 L 17 8 
6C4 
6C116 

PL83 
PY80 

1018 
91- 

1T4 
718 

6F32 
6 

PY81 816 1U5 716 
PY82 2C34 6116 
PCF80 1ÖI8- 2D21 718 6..15 
PCF82 101- 6.16 
PCC84 1118 3Á4 7/8 6K7 
PCL82 

1816 
3Q4 716 

6L6 Pen46 401 4/8 
PCL83 10'- 5U4 81- 6N7 
P61 5- 52.4 106 6N8 

616 

8/6 

6/6 
66 
7/6 
71- 

8/6 

8Ì6 

88 
7/6 
5!- 

816 

718 

28 
5:- 
7!- 

916 

7l6 
9!- 

TRANSISTORS (PNP Junction type) 
AX Type ... .. ... . 8/8 each. 
RF Type. 2.5 m'es. 17/6 each. 

C.R. TUBES 
VCR511 12" ... ... £2 c & p 10 / -. 
EMI 4(1 4' ... 101- P &p5 /-. 

19 ' SETS. Still available at £5 
with power unit and brand new. 12/6 
C. and P. 
CO -AXIAL CABLE. Standard 
75 ohm. 8d. vd. Alrspaced at 9d. 
Yd. Cheaper quality at 6d. yd. 

6P28 

6R7 
6SA7 
68117 
6SJ7 

6SL7 
6SN7 
6SS7 
6V6 
6X4 
6X5 
802 
12A6 
12AH8 
12AT7 
12AU7 
12AX7 
I2BH7 
12C8 
12H6 
12J5 
12J7 
12117 
121(8 
12Q7 
12SC7 
12SG7 
12SH7 
12SJ7 
12SK7 
35Z4 
45 
58 
76 
85A2 
90C1 
807 
832 
954 
955 
7193 
8012 
9003 

20' 
8/6 
7/6 
8! 
7/6 
7/6 

76 
718 
7/6 

716 
46 
7/6. 

10'- 

8.'6 
51- 
2'6 
5'- 

76 
171 

7/8 

5!- 
5!-. 
8'6 
6,6 
5'- 
5- 

7/8 
40'- 

5- 
10- 
5- 

LAWRENCE ELECTRONICS 
156. CHIPSTEAD VALLEY ROAD, COULSDON, SURREY. 
1 PLands 9075. Open to per,omJ rollers on Saturdays only. 

October, 1957 

QUALITY TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
SCANNING COILS, 6/IO kV. and 13/15 kV., R.F., 
E.H.T. UNITS, E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS, 
LINE FLYBACK E.H.T. UNITS. 
COIL KITS FOR " P.T." BAND III CONVERTERS 

Write for illustrated list (Publication 75) 

HAYNES RADIO Ud., 
Queensway, Enfield, 

Middlesex. 

TRANSFORMERS 
We supply all types, and if we haven't got it we can 
usually make to specification. Mains transformers,. 
Line output, Frame oscillator, Line oscillator, Speaker 
output, C.R.T. Transformers with boost tap, isolating 
transformers, etc., etc. Electrolytic condensers all 
T.V. types. Volume, tone and contrast controls. 
Electronic equipment of every description. S.A.E. 
please with all enquiries. 

HOWORTH 
51 POLLARD 1. kNE, BRADFORD, 2, YORKS 

Tel. 37030 

A SPENCER -WEST 
BAND III CONVERTER 

FOR £6.5.0 

The Type 80 with printed circuits, 
panel controls for Band switch and 

fine tuning and a performance which 
ensures enthusiastic satisfaction. 
Handsomely designed and finished 
to stand on your receiver with its 
self- contained power supply it just 
plugs straight in. 

Full descriptive leaflet on request. 

SPENCER - WEST LTD., 
Quay Works, Great Yarmouth, 

Norfolk. 
Phones : Works 4794 ; Sales 3009 

Grams; Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth. 

FIRST -CLASS 
TELEVISION and 
RADIO COURSES . . 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely interesting study 
-undertaken at home in your spare 
time -YOU can secure your pro- 
fessional qualification or learn Servicing 
and Theory. Let us show you how ! 

FREE GUIDE 
The New Free Guide contains 132 
pages of information of the greatest 
importance to those seeking such 
success compelling qualifications as 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds 
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio 
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert. 
of Edue., London B.Sc. (Eng.), 
A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., 
Draughtsmanship (all branches), 
etc., together with particulars of 

our remarkable Guarantee of 
SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this 
invaluable publication. It may well 
prove to be the turning point in your 

career. 
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER 

150,000 SUCCESSES 

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
ENGINEERING 

(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN, 
LONDON, E.C.I. 

999999999999999999999 
9 
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9 
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9 
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9 
9 
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9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

á 
9 
9 
9 
9 

COVENTRY 
RADIO 

Component Specialists 

since 1925 

We have now trebled the 

size of our premises in 

order to supply a larger 

range of Components, Amp- 

lifiers and Hi -Fi Equipment 

Send your enquiries to: 

189 -191 Dunstable Road, 

Luton, Beds. 

New Telephone No.: 
LUTON 7388 -9 

9 
9 
9 
9 
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TELEVISION TUBES 
MULLARD 121n. £6.10.0 I4in. £7.0.0 17in. f8.10.0 
COSSOR I2in. E6.10.0 14in. £6.10.0 I7in. £8.10.0 
EMITRON 12in. £6.10.0 I4in. £7.0.0 I7in. £8.10.0 

MULLARD. I2in. now 6 weeks delivery. All other types ex- stock. 

MONTHLY CLEARANCE REDUCTIONS 
MAZDA ... I4in. £5.10.0 
MULLARD ... 

CATHODEON ... I4in. E6.0.0 

All Tubes plus 12/6 carriage and insurance. 

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE 
Terms to the Trade. 

I7in. E7.0.0 

I7in. Metal Cone £6.10.0 

I7in. £7.0.0 

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD. 
81, HIGH STREET MERTON S.W.I9 

Telephone : CHERRYWOOD 3255 

BAND III AERIALS 
OR 

FITTINGS 
Whether you are contemplating the con- 
struction of a Band III aerial or purchasing 
one complete it will be well worth your 
while to write to us who, as manufacturers, 

can offer you real 

VALUE FOR MONEY 
THE FOLLOWING IS A CROSS SECTION OF 
ITEMS TAKEN FROM OUR NEW COMPRE- 
HENSIVE CATALOGUE. 

* IO Element Band III Aerial, 77/6. 
* 8 Element Band Ill Aerial, 62/6. 
* 6 Element Band Ill Aerial, 47/6. 

FITTINGS 
* Universal Band Ill Clamp -on Fitting. 
* Band Ill Insulator. complete with folded dipole. 
* Director and Reflector Rod Holders for 

Bands I, II, and Ill. 
* Straight and Cranked Masts (all sizes). 
* Chimney and Wall Brackets. Alley Tubing, 

etc. etc. 
Send 1/- P.O. for the NEW MULTI -PAGE illustrated 
Catalogue (together with element and boom 
measurements (all Bands) to help the ccnstructor) 

to : 

FRINGEVISION LTD, MARL BBORO UXI WILTS. 

ARTHURS HAVE IT !- 
LARGE STOCKS OF VALVES and C.R.T.s. 
METERS, Avo, Advance, Taylor and Philips 
Service Pattern Generators. Oscilloscopes 
Cossor and Philips. AMPLIFIERS, Leak, Trix 
& Quad. GRAM UNITS, Garrard & Collaro. 
Collaro TRANSCRIPTION UNIT 2010PX. 
LOUDSPEAKERS, Goodmans, Wharfedale, WB. 
Tannoy and leading makes. PICK -UPS and 
STYLI of most makes. TAPE RECORDERS, 
Grundig, Philips, Truvox, Playtime & Ferrograph. 

LATEST VALVE MANUALS 
Mullard, 10/6 ; Osram & Brimar No. 6, Si- each 
Osram Part 2, 10i -. 

Postage 9d. each extra. 
PARTICULARS ON REQUEST. 
Terms C.O.D. OR CASH with order 

Est. 
1915 

PROPS: ARTHUR GRAY. LTD. 

OUR ONLY ADDRESS : Gray House, 

150 -152 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2 
TEMple Ber 5833, 4 tied 4765 

TELEGRAMS -" TELEGRAY, WESTCENT, LONDON." 
CABLES -" TELEGRAY." LONDON. 
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PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE WITH 

IIIOoiilúúpiilillllhl1IlI11 

lltlll 
1,Qii°II,°,tk 

II 

:...... 

Model 1071K Double Beam Kit 
Oscilloscope. List Price £57.10.0 

PRINTED CIRCUITS 

AN INSTRUMENT RANGE 
IN KIT FORM 

Q. Ii 7n' had C 'nssnr Instrumenta 
rlrrirled upon this innrralion 

A. To mals available a range of 
first -class measuring instru- 
ments at a considerable saving 
in cost to the Buyer. 

Q. Are Kit inetrnmem.l inferior in 
performance to their I'm (rr- 
built er /niraleml :' 

A. Certainly not. If assembled 
and cc tred e nte/ d y in accorda ace 
yyith the Manual of Instruc- 
tions. 

Q. A cervoin .shill mast, sure /r, he 
required Io build these imtra- 

A. ',cnc beyond the ability to use 
mall soldering iron. 

Q. /inn ran a performance 1pecih- 
rauon l'e maintained without 
x iil(7 up frith teal el /uipmrnt.'' 

A. Largely h\ the use of PRINTED 
RC tiI IS chich Woo no 

interference ccith the layout of 
critical parts of the circuit. 

Q. Hun' male' Kit instruments are 
at present available? 

A. Three. 'too Oscilloscopes, a 

Single -Bea ni and a Double- 
Rea-m, and a Valve Voltmeter. 
Others will follos shortly. 

Q. Could I have more information 
all t /te.1e illlt'restill,l, im.ltrlallellt,.' 

A. With the greatest of pleasure. 
Just write to: 

(OSSOR INSTIi L A11:Nr1'S I.I \I l'f EU 
ilie Instrument Company of the Co,,sor Group 

COSSOR HOUSE HIGHBURY GROVE LONDON, N.5. 

Telephone: CANonbury 1234 (33 lines) Telegrams: C'osor, "Norphonc," London Cables: Cossor, Lond.,n 

1 
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